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Juan Bautista de Anza, Father and Son
PILLARS OF NEW SPAIN'S FAR NORTH

John L. Kessell

T

he news stung. Shouted from horseback, blurted in cantinas, whispered
at mass, it fell on disbelieving ears. For as long as most could remember, Juan Bautista de Anza, captain for life of the garrison at Fronteras, had
been their protector. Yet on 9 May 1740, Anza lay dead, victim of an Apache
ambush.
The event seemed so improbable. The captain was much too savvy a
campaigner. Had he not recently lectured Sonora's governor about just such
ambushes? Still, according to a Jesuit visitor who heard the story over a
decade later, our only source today, Anza was concluding a routine patrol
through Pima mission villages in the Santa Cruz River Valley of present-day
southern Arizona. For whatever reasons, he rode out ahead of his men.
Apaches, bows drawn, had sprung from cover, loosing their arrows and felling the forty-six-year-old Spaniard from his horse. Apparently they tore off
the crown of his scalp as a trophy and were gone. Respected veteran Juan
Mateo Manje, whom Captain Anza had known well, likened the practice
of scalp taking among Sonora's Indians to the European seizure of enemy
battle flags. The swiftness of Spanish retaliation-three days after Anza's

John L. Kessell is Professor Emeritus of History at the University of New Mexico. This article
also appears in the newly published anthology Western Lives: A Biographical History of the
American West, ed. Richard W. Etulain (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2004).
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death, thirteen were killed and fourteen taken captive-implied that punishment might have been inflicted on a nearby camp of friendly Apaches.
In the captain's quarters at Fronteras, thirty miles south of today's Douglas, Arizona, his mourning widow gathered about her the two girls from
her late husband's previous union along with their own four children: Francisco Antonio, fifteen; Marfa Margarita, thirteen; Josefa Gregoria, eight; and
Juan Bautista the younger, not yet four, who was most like his father. To be
certain-from the year 1718, when the elder Anza, a Basque from Spain,
first appeared in the records of Sonora, for seven decades thereafter, until
1788, with the burial of his American-born namesake-the sequential careers of this venturous father and son amply illustrate the vitality of colonial
New Spain's far northwestern frontier, today's American Southwest.
For two centuries before the Anzas, realities and mirages commingled
north of the city of Mexico, beckoning the restless. Eyewitness reports by
Alvar Nunez Cabeza de Vaca and fray Marcos de Niza, embellished in a
climate of wonder, had set in motion one of North America's great false
starts. The grandly medieval exploration carried out between 1540 and 1542
by the several units under Francisco Vazquez de Coronado had begun with
banners waving and ended in disgrace. More than three hundred European
horsemen and footmen, heirs of the Spanish Reconquista yet carrying among
them Native wooden and obsidian weapons, led forth a thousand imposing
Mexican Indian fighters. They had lost no battle. Defeated instead by an
endless topography that offered no hope of immediate return, they had at
least experienced the vastness of the continent. And they had met face-toface a medley of its scattered Native peoples, from the Yumas of the Colorado River in the west to the Wichitas of present-day central Kansas. Then
they withdrew, and colonization stalled.
Not for the ~ext 185 years did another notable Spaniard travel as broadly
as Coronado in the far north. A military bureaucrat, Insp. Gen. Pedro de
Rivera, and his staff went out from Mexico City in 1724 and came back in
1728, neither with much fanfare. Rivera rode eight thousand miles, reviewed
two dozen garrisons, installed Juan Bautista de Anza the elder at Fronteras,
proposed cutting defense costs by more than one third, and drew up a needed
code of reforms that were largely ignored. Colonization, meanwhile, given
time and chance, had streamed northward.
The biggest incentive at first was silver. An especially bountiful strike in
the late 1540S at Zacatecas, 350 miles northwest of Mexico City, set off a
series of bonanzas financed in large part by Basque venture capitalists. Hu-
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manity, hybrid in race and estate, swarmed the camps. Free and slave laborers, mining engineers, bakers, whores, blacksmiths, homeless vagrants, jugglers, and children jostled for space. Storekeepers stocked a surprisingly
wide array of hardware, dry goods, and confections. The insatiable demand
for meat, hides and tallow, wool, wheat, and eggs brought stockmen and
farmers. Such frantic intrusion also brought war.
Spaniards called them Chichimecas. A generic term of deep derision, it
served to reduce the various culturally distinct semi nomadic Native groups
of the high desert simply to enemies. The European invaders thought first
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to stamp them out, hunting them on search-and-destroy missions, placing
bounties on male heads, and selling their families into slavery. But the
Chichimecas fought back, forming confederations, learning to ride, and
becoming ever more nomadic. Exasperated, the Spaniards set out salaried
frontier garrisons, or presidios, and fortified nearly all their built spaces, even
to experimental wagons meant for protection of supplies to the mines and
silver to Mexico City. Nothing seemed to work. By the 1580s and 159os,
astute captains, taking advantage of a prolonged drought and the slow attrition of Chichimeca fighting men, had evolved a welfare program. In exchange for peace, the Spanish government agreed to provide foodstuffs,
clothing, axes, copper kettles, bolts of cloth, and other assistance and ban
slaving. Delegations of Chichimeca headmen, escorted to Mexico City,
gawked at what Spaniards had wrought. In the long run, peace by purchase
proved cheaper than war.
Given the profusion of mines fanning northward across Nueva Vizcaya,
roughly the modern Mexican states of Durango and Chihuahua, prospectors counted on the progression to continue at higher latitudes. Yet they
were wrong. Studying the U.S.-Mexican border on a map today, starting at
the Pacific shore and trending more east than south, the surveyors' deadstraight line is inconvenienced slightly at the Colorado River, then proceeds with only three corrections until it is swept along with the current and
big bends of the Rio Grande all the way to the Gulf of Mexico. No Spanish
colonial miner could have known that beyond that line, in New Spain's far
north, mining would count for practically nothing. Even the modest mines
operated in the latter-day Mexican state of Sonora during the 1720S and
1730S by the first Juan Bautista de Anza lay below that line.
Juan de Onate had to see for himself. Affluent son of a major Basque
developer of the Zacatecas district, don Juan got together a consortium in
the 1590S to invest in pacification of the town-dwelling and clothed peoples
inhabiting a northern land optimists had already begun calling the new
Mexico. By terms of a contract negotiated with the viceroy in Mexico City,
Onate was exalted as proprietor and first governor of New Mexico in turn
for outfitting, transporting, and settling there its first two hundred soldiercolonists and their families. When in the summer of 1598 they came among
the Pueblo Indians with all their baggage, dependents, and hungry animals,
this motley train of settlers contrasted sharply with the martial cavalcade of
Coronado. Yet Onate met every challenge, among them fierce battles with
Pueblo Indians and desertion of most of his colonists, while prospecting at
every turn. Assay results, however, belied the vast mineral potenti~l he kept
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reporting to Mexico City. Finally after a decade, lamenting his expenditure
of six hundred thousand pesos, Juan de Onate resigned.
Wise counselors urged that New Mexico be abandoned. In reply, the
colony's Franciscan missionaries swore abruptly to having administered
Christian baptism to upward of seven thousand Pueblo Indians. Surely a
gross exaggeration, it served. The Spanish government straightaway converted the kingdom and provinces of New Mexico from proprietary to crown
colony, assuming costs, appointing a salaried governor, and subsidizing a
continued Franciscan ministry to seemingly tolerant Pueblo Indians. Because of New Mexico's unusual status as a missionary project, the friars
wielded uncommon authority. Exercising a spiritual monopoly as the colony's
only Roman Catholic priests, they also controlled the triennial supply caravans. Their dozens of missions, taken together, occupied the best arable
lands, employed most Pueblo Indians, and ran more sheep than anybody
else. Santa Fe, the colony's only chartered municipality, never amounted to
more than a few hundred residents. Others lived in valleys as far north as
Taos and especially downriver on several large properties, or estancias. While
periodic epidemics and Apache raiding steadily dragged down Pueblo Indian numbers, the small Hispanic community of cousins procreated.
All alone in the far north, the friars' city of God on the Rio Grande,
contested from within by governors and colonists who coveted Indian land
and labor, endured for three generations until mission Indians tore it down.
Driven to desperation by drought and colonial persecution, they rose in the
monumental Pueblo Revolt of 1680, putting to death twenty-one Franciscans
and hundreds of colonists. The surviving two thousand Hispanic men,
women, and children, still greatly outnumbered, fled down the Rio Grange
to El Paso. Exactly one hundred years later, the second Juan Bautista de
Anza governed New Mexico.
During the 1690s, while Spaniard Diego de Vargas fought grimly to restore upriver New Mexico, other colonies crossed the line into the far north.
Like New Mexico, each spread up from the south over well-worn migration
routes resembling the widespread fingers of a hand with its forearm at Mexico
City. Into these fingers flowed culturally Hispanic families, provisions, and
the mail, always south to north and back, with virtually no east-west contact
am"ong them. Although every one of these frontier colonies sustained the
familiar reciprocal triad ofIndian mission, presidio, and town and depended
on limited farming and extensive herding, each had its origin in a different
year and purpose: New Mexico (1598, 1609), mining, Franciscan missions;
southern Arizona (1691), Jesuit expansion; Texas (1690, 1716), countering
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French Louisiana; and Baja-Alta California (1697, 1769), securing the Pacific
coast. And while the younger 'Anza bid heroically in the later eighteenth
century to string webs of intercourse from one to another, colonial Santa
Fe, Tucson, San Antonio, and Monterey remained firmly tied to the south,
never to each other.
French colonial design, meanwhile, extending westward from the Mississippi Valley toward Texas and across the Great Plains in the direction of
New Mexico, had goaded Spanish imperial strategists in Madrid and Mexico
City to imagine New Spain's far north as a single, defensible outer frontier.
The end of the European dynastic War of the Spanish Succession by treaty
in 1714 assured efficiency-minded Bourbon Felipe V his throne and his
empire. A half century later, when Great Britain replaced France as Spain's
major rival for western North America, the enlightened Carlos III redoubled
attention to the far north. And so it was during this eighteenth-century era of
overarching imperial rivalry and everyday warfare with highly mobile Native groups that the Anzas, father and son, made their marks.
Inspector General Rivera liked young Anza. The resourceful Basque
immigrant hailed from Hernani, a close-built cluster of three- and fourstory stone houses half a dozen miles inland from Spain's animated northcoast port of San Sebastian. From there, Juan had likely sailed around 1712,
toward the close of the War of the Spanish Succession. His father, Antonio,
a pharmacist, businessman, and local officeholder, had lived his entire life
in the same house. Juan's birth in that secure place on 29 June 1693, presented his parents a second child and, as time would tell, the eldest of four
boys. As he grew, the lad took an interest in town affairs, learning at his
father's side about property law and the court system and witnessing legal
documents by age sixteen. Yet he sensed a wider world. Wandering about
San Sebastian with a younger cousin, he visualized the marvels of the Spanish Indies. At the age of nineteen or twenty, Juan had emigrated. Within a
decade, adhering to a centuries-old pattern, the cousin, Pedro Felipe de
Anza, followed, joining Juan in the far north, where he oversaw the latter's
mining and ranching interests.
Juan Bautista de Anza must have landed at humid Veracruz and made
the ascent to New Spain's stunning viceregal capital, set in a bowl-like valley and lake and surrounded by perennially snow-clad volcanos. Passing
through Guadalajara and on up the Pacific slope, a further land journey of
seven hundred miles seems to have brought him to Culiacan in Sinaloa,
where his mother had relatives. He cannot have stayed long. By 1718, he was
fully invested with other old-country Basques four hundred miles farther
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north at a remote mining camp in the dry, gray-brown, mesquite-covered
hinterland of Sonora.
The real de minas of Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe de Aguaje, a clutter
of squat adobe structures, pole-and-mud huts, and tents, sat in a dusty depression between slopes punctured by hand-dug shafts. In January 1718, this
restless camp was under inspection. Capt. Antonio Bezerra Nieto and his
attendants examined, however diligently, account books and scales in
Aguaje's ten stores or stacks of supplies, the shoring and condition of its
seven mines, and payroll records. Most everything conformed to royal regulations, including the store and San Antonio Mine owned by Juan Bautista
de Anza. Another inventory of goods, also in compliance, belonged to a
woman, Rosa de Sierra.
Captain Bezerra's parting decree, witnessed and signed by the literate
Anza, required at least four workers continuously at each mine, threatened
livestock thieves with forced service at the presidio of Fronteras, and forbade residents of all classes to carry knives and machetes. Fines went toward.
completing the Aguaje jail. Bezerra may also have turned recruiter, discussing with the promising, twenty-four-year-old Anza a career in the frontier
officer corps. The rare peninsular Spaniard, energetic and of proven nobility and blood purity, made an ideal candidate. Don Antonio may also have
foreseen the young Basque as a son-in-law.
Four years later, Ensign Juan Bautista de Anza wed Marfa Rosa Bezerra
Nieto. "Well-built, light-complected, with full beard and straight hazel hair,"
Anza had enlisted and now lived at his father-in-Iaw's well-fortified, fiftyman garrison of Janos in Nueva Vizcaya, thirty miles due south of New
Mexico's present-day boot heel. Above the presidio and farming community of Janos, the road divided, one branch leading north and east to EI Paso
and the other west into the province of Sonora via the unkempt presidio of
Fronteras. Already Anza, deeply involved in Sonoran affairs, had enemies,
none more tenacious than don Gregorio Alvarez Tunon y Quiros, the mostly
absentee captain for life of Fronteras.
Few groups of European compatriots hung together more tightly in foreign parts than Basques and their descendants. Natural allies of the equally
enterprising Society of Jesus, or Jesuits, whose founders were Basque, they
formed an imposing economic and political ring in Sonora. To ambitious
non-Basques, these unholy associates seemed bent on monopolizing the
province and controlling access to Indian laborers for mines and ranches.
Alvarez hated them, vowing that he would, in the words of a Jesuit superior,
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not rest until all of them were burden bearers in his' mine. During near civil
war in the early 1720S, Anza, labeled by the opposition a notorious troublemaker, traveled to Mexico City as spokesman for the pro-Basque party. Previous complaints of malfeasance, meanwhile, had led to the arrest ofAlvarez,
then his acquittal. Recoiling, he turned up in 1723 with orders from the
governor of Nueva Vizcaya to inspect the presidio at Janos, to which Anza
had recently returned.
However smug the captain of Fronteras felt watching the mounted and
fully armed troopers of Janos pass in review before him, he could find no
ready fault with them, their commander, or Anza. They were a tough, efficient, battle-tested cavalry unit. Few presidios could measure up. The viceroy in Mexico City, in fact, had heard so many damning reports about the
corruption and ill success of the frontier military that he requested permission from the crown for a general inspection. Royal authorization had come
in 1724. As a result, in October 1726, Brig. Gen. Pedro de Rivera reined up at
Janos. Except for the high price of goods deducted from the soldiers' salaries, he lauded the operation. If the inspector general was looking for an
unfit officer of whom to make an example, he had to wait. He asked that
Juan Bautista de Anza, now lieutenant of Janos, escort him and his party on
to the presidio at Fronteras, still under nominal command of Gregorio Alvarez
Tunon y Quiros.
Fronteras lay in near ruin. Its captain had never lived on-site, choosing
instead to reside far to the south at the headquarters of his mining hacienda.
In effect debt peons, his demoralized troops rotated in service to him personally. Worse, Alvarez had been pocketing for years the salaries of phantom soldiers. The others rarely ventured out oftiIeir run-down adobe complex.
Apache raiding parties, relying on the garrison's unpreparedness, entered with
impunity through nearby passes, causing frightened colonists and Jesuit missionaries to complain loudly. Rivera listened. Formulating fifteen charges
against Alvarez, the inspector general sacked him on the spot. Then-after
composing a set of specific regulations that ranged from dress code, personal
cleanliness, and attendance at mass to an order that troopers learn to use
lances as the Apaches did-Rivera put Juan Bautista de Anza in command.
Soon after lawyers in Mexico City lost Alvarez's case for a second acquittal,
Sonora's deadly plague of 1728 struck down the Basque-Jesuit ring's most
outspoken critic. At that, the crown imposed a posthumous indignity, appointing Anza to attach tj-le multifarious Alvarez estate and ensure payment
of a huge fine into the royal treasury before other creditors had their day.
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While the thirty-three-year-old Captain Anza put his shoulder to revitalizing Fronteras, the defensive, rapid-strike-and-retaliate warfare with Western Apaches never let up. Efforts to attract certain bands to peace with food
and gifts, much as captains had done on the Chichimeca frontier a century
and a half earlier, proved transient. As if Apaches were not enough, authorities informed Anza that pacification of the fiercely defiant Seri Indians also
devolved upon him. Nonagricultural fishing and foraging inhabitants of
the Gulf of California's seared Sonoran coast, two hundred miles southwest
of Fronteras, Seris interfered with pearl fishing and killed trespassers. Hence
in 1729, Captain Anza and thirty of his men joined the district officers of
Sinaloa and Sonora, militia units, and Yaqui Indian auxiliaries in a campaign in which Anza commanded launches to invade the Seri refuge of
Tiburon Island. A bold stroke, it hardly inconvenienced the Seris.
Besides warfare, the other constant in the captain's professional life was
his special relationship with the Jesuits and his defense of their sprawling
northwestern missionary enterprise. He knew the history. Beginning in 1591,
stouthearted Jesuit missionaries had crossed the western Sierra Madre north
of Culiacan. With their appealing material goods, faith, and charisma, they
had proceeded relentlessly from one river valley to the next up the Pacific
slope, converting to nominal Christianity a succession of Indian nations.
The renowned Jesuit pied piper, explorer, and cartographer, Eusebio Francisco Kino, had reached today's southern Arizona exactly a hundred years
later, in 1691.
Over the next two decades, Father Kino mounted dozens of expeditions,
often escorted by Lt. Juan Mateo Manje, crisscrossing along Native trails a
desert-and-;agged-mountain expanse called the Pimerfa Alta, land of the
Upper Pima Indians. He ventured north as far as the valley of the Gila River
and west to the Colorado, which with the aid of Native swimmers he crossed
in a big basket balanced on a raft. Watching the sunrise over the head of the
Gulf of California, Kino certified that Baja California was a peninsula, not
an island after all. He envisioned a Spanish town where modern Yuma,
Arizona, sprawls today. He urged that Jesuits advance northeastward to the
Hopi Pueblo Indians, apostates from Franciscan Catholicism since the
Pueblo Revolt of 1680. And he yearned to explore farther and cross on land
to the Pacific coast of California.
Although Kino died in 1711, halting Jesuit expansion beyond the Pimerfa
Alta, his protege, testy old Father Agustfn de Campos, imparted the vision
to Juan Bautista de Anza. When Jesuits sought to reoccupy three mission
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stations that had been without resident priests since Kino's day, Anza
smoothed the way, installing them in the spring of 1732= one at Soamca, just
south of the Mexican-U.S. boundary; another at Guevavi, a few miles north;
and the last at San Xavier del Bac, near present-day Tucson. Two years later,
when mission Indians fled to the hills, Anza talked them back. He made the
captain's quarters at Fronteras a hospice for sick Jesuits, where dona Marfa
Rosa attended them. She was pregnant with Juan Bautista the younger in
1736 when her husband took in distraught, sixty-seven-year-old Father Campos. The venerable priest had suffered a nervous breakdown, armed the
Pimas of his mission, and vowed to fight to the death any superior who tried
to force his retirement. Scandalously, he had also spoken ill of fellow Jesuits. Anza mediated a settlement, and Campos retired.
The two of them had talked long about Baja California, unique among
provinces in the far north. Because the Society of Jesus had financed its
occupation in 1697 and since then maintained it through a special Pious
Fund, California belonged to the Jesuits. Inspector General Rivera had bypassed the presidio of Loreto since its captain and soldiers were Jesuit employees. All the same, the crown was pressuring the Jesuits to extend their
sphere to the north and settle the bays of San Diego and Monterey as ports
of haven for returning, Acapulco-bound Manila galleons. Kino and Campos had discussed how opening a supply route overland from Sonora could
advance the project. Anza wanted that honor. When in 1734 desperate PeriCl]
Indians at the southern tip of the peninsula rose and martyred two missionaries, the Jesuits were forced to look in the opposite direction. They requested that Captain Anza be put in command of a punitive expeditionary
force. Sinaloa-Sonora's ambitious first governor, however, anxious to see
what the Jesuits might be hiding in California, eventually crossed the gulf
himself. Anza, meanwhile, hoped that the overland way to California might
be paved with silver from a freak bonanza in 1736.
In October of that year, a startled Yaqui Indian prospector, Antonio
Siraumea, combing rough hill country southwest of modern-day Nogales,
came upon large, partially buried chunks of silver. Word got around the
mining camp of Agua Caliente, about a dozen miles away, and others
swarmed to the site, laying hands on more slabs, one weighing in excess of
a ton. Eager to maintain order, the local deputy magistrate, who lived next
to Agua Caliente at a place he called Arizona, notified his district superior,
who at the time was Anza.
How to explain this rare phenomenon? Were these irregular pieces of
silver someone's previously hidden treasure? Did they result from illegal
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EUSEBIO FRANCISCO KINO'S CULMINATING 1710 MAP SHOWING THE LAND
PASSAGE TO CALIFORNIA.

Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris. From John L. Kessell, Friars, Soldiers,
and Reformers: Hispanic Arizona and the Sonora Mission Frontier,
1767-1856 (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1976).

smelting? Or were they ore from natural veins? The answer would determine the king's share. When Captain Anza and a column of soldiers arrived, he ordered as many of the lucky miners as had not yet slipped away to
appear, make declarations, and turn over the silver to him until Mexico City
rendered a decision. Although he entertained pleas that the precious metal
be returned, as presiding royal official he impounded it all and posted guards
at the source. The resulting array of documents, executed in the home of
Anza's deputy, bore Arizona as the point of origin. And because later officials
mistakenly transposed the phenomenal discovery to that place, not only did
the Basque word Arizona (the good oak) become synonymous with bountiful
mineral wealth, but also subsequently the name of the Grand Canyon state.
From Fronteras, Captain Anza forwarded to the viceroy samples of the
silver planchas or bolas, the documentary record, and a petition. He asked
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that he be granted license to explore north and west toward California, which
he still believed could be an island. While he awaitedanswers, Anza found
himself drawn as protagonist into the bizarre revelation of a self-proclaimed
Native prophet of the god Montezuma.
The episode had begun with a major disruption in central Sonora as
Native workers deserted missions, mines, and ranches seeking the blessings
of this supposed holy man and healer. Spies reported that the Indian Agustin
Aschuhuli was preaching a new order. Indians and Spaniards would exchange roles, the former being raised to owners and the latter reduced to
workers. Aschuhuli demanded of his worshipers gifts and food for him and
for his six pretty young female attendants, and a black-shrouded idol rigged
to appear as if it were smoking cigars. The accompanying wild mix of ritual
had perverted certain Roman Catholic practices. Hastening halfway across
Sonora to the port of Guaymas, Anza apprehended Agustin, who confessed,
blaming the devil. Absolved, executed, and hung from a tall palm tree,
Aschuhuli served as an example. Finally, at the center of the affected region, Anza and a Jesuit priest, proclaiming the folly of adherence to the
false god Montezuma, ceremonially burned the idol.
Ordered back to the site of the mysterious silver trove with mining experts, Captain Anza renewed the inquiry, concluding that the slabs were in
fact ore from several veins, not treasure. That limited the king's share to the
standard fifth, which Anza dutifully collected before returning the impounded metal. He supervised as well the registration of mining claims,
first to the Yaqui discoverer and then to others. In Mexico City, the viceroy's
chief adviser took exception. He had assumed previously that the find was
ancient Aztec treasure and as such should be shipped straightaway to Spain.
Juan Bautista de Anza and his alleged experts were obviously incompetents.
The case demanded further investigation. But by then, the discovery had
played out. As late as May 1740, the viceregal bureaucracy still had under
advisement Anza's California project and a possible royal commendation
for his decisive action against the false prophet. But during that month,
Apaches closed Anza's career.
His legacy was secure, for about twenty years, until his son and namesake
undeliberately began to eclipse it. Young Anza rose to command a presidio,
then to govern a province. He fought dozens of battles with Apaches, Seris,
and other Native adversaries and made peace with some. He led colonists
overland to California. Both father and son, devout Spanish Catholics, benefited the Jesuits, underwrote presidial chapels at their posts, and administered tithe collection in Sonora and New Mexico. And like his father, the
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younger Anza carried out most orders of his superiors with dispatch. One
royal decree, however, conveyed in strictest secrecy and concerning the Jesu, its, caused him unspeakable agony. The elder Anza might rather have died,
The second Juan Bautista de Anza had grown up in the financially and
socially safe world of his father's making. The boy's godfather and first cousin
once removed, Pedro' Felipe de Anza, possessed the Midas touch. Wherever Pedro Felipe ventured, into mines, merchandise, ranch land, or cattle,
whether alone or as partner of any of a dozen intermarried Basques, he
made money. He and Agustin de Vild6sola, godfather of young Juan's sister
Josefa Gregoria, shared in lucrative joint ventures in western Sonora, with
little respect for indigenous peoples. When the elder Captain Anza died,
Vild6sola, the overall commander of provincial militia, found himselflargely
responsible in 1740 as Yaquis and allied Native peoples in southern Sonora
conspired in a prolonged and sometimes violent protest against the Jesuit
missionary regime. Upon Vild6sola's final negotiated settlement, a grateful
viceroy made him governor of Sonora, a post he occupied until 1748. Anza's
widow, Marfa Rosa, with her younger children, other kin, and servants,
meanwhile, seems to have resided alternately at the mining town of
Basochuca north ofArizpe and on one of the family's ranch properties along
the present-day Arizona-Sonora border.
This next generation was no less closely interlinked. When Juan was ten,
his sister Josefa Gregoria married a Vild6sola at Basochuca. Another homecountry Basque, Gabriel Antonio de Vild6sola, took a father's interest in
Juan. The boy was confident and quick. Someone taught him an elegant,
studied penmanship. Also to shoot. In his midteens, with an eye on the
frontier officer corps, Juan enlisted as an unsalaried cadet. He cheered
Gabriel Antonio's appointment as captain at Fronteras in 175+ A year later,
just shy of his nineteenth birthday, Juan Bautista de Anza the younger assumed duties as lieutenant at the presidio where he was born.
Unlike his peninsular Spanish father, who had to learn the ways of the
frontier upon arrival, son Juan was raised on them, a cultural heir of Sonora's
Basque-Jesuit establishment. Born in America, a criollo, he sought continually to prove himself in the eyes of Spaniards from the old country, who always considered themselves superior. Day to day on the frontier, however, as
officer and patr6n, the younger Anza dealt naturally with peers whom the
community considered espaiioles, with Indians at his side and those he fought,
and with mixed bloods of European, Indian, and African extraction who served
on campaigns under him or as mine workers or vaqueros on his ranches.
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Back in the spring of 1752, the chastened leader of an uprising among
mission Indians of the Pimerfa Alta had turned himself in to soldiers camped
at a place called Tubac, twenty miles north of today's Nogales, Arizona.
Cadet Anza, with Captain Vildosola, had tracked the offending Pimas, evidently the young man's earliest military experience. In 1753, while the governor of Sonora blamed the Jesuits for the recent rebellion and they blamed
him, laborers had laid up at Tubac enough adobes to form the province's
newest presidio, hardly a fortress. When Tubac's first captain, the Basque
Juan Tomas de Beldarrain, died in September 1759 from wounds sustained
on campaign against Seris in the south, the vacant post went to twentythree-year-old Juan Bautista de Anza. Purchasing the captain's house from
Beldarrain's heirs early in 1760, he moved his mother in with him.
Hispanic Sonora's two-front war, with Apaches across the north and Seris
and other resisters to the south and west, added campaign after campaign to
Anza's service record and luster to his reputation as a brave and sure leader.
His personal life filled the spaces between. In October 1760, he grieved the
loss of his mother, dona Marfa Rosa. The following spring, the young captain petitioned his superiors for permission to marry. With license in hand,
on the feast day of his name saint, 24 June 1761, in the church at Arizpe,
Juan Bautista de Anza wed Ana Marfa Perez Serrano, daughter of a Basque
business associate of his father. Jesuit Carlos de Rojas, the priest who had
baptized the groom, officiated.
Talk of horses, drought, and Apaches occupied locals even while the
imperial bounds of North America shifted. By the European treaty of 1763,
French sovereignty no longer overlay midcontinent. Louisiana west of the
Mississippi, including New Orleans, had passed to Spain. Great Britain's
colonial sphere now extended west as far as the river. Spanish imperial strategists wanted to know how much of interior North America could be defended against Englishmen and the various non-Christian Indian nations
already disputing expansion northward. It had been forty years since New
Spain's far north had undergone gulf-to-gulf, on-site scrutiny. A new inspection, carried out between 1766 and 1768, fell to the high-ranking Marques
de Rubf.
Ever since the concurrent founding in 1718 of French New Orleans and
Spanish San Antonio, families of Spaniards had ventured deep into forested
and humid east Texas to people a log presidio and capital at Los Adaes right
up against the territory of France. With Louisiana's transfer to Spain, the
Marques de Rubf would recommend the painful withdrawal of established
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settlers from east to central Texas. The provincial capital would follow them
to semiarid San Antonio, a tight cluster of presidio, town, and five missions.
La Bahfa, another presidial community, lay about ninety miles southeast
down the San Antonio River in watered and open brush country. Laredo,
too, had attracted a growing population after a Spanish empresario colonized the lower Rio Grande Valley. Spanish Texas, sparsely settled and widely
spaced, favored cattle over people. While the colony no longer served as
outer barrier to a European rival, it remained an endless open range to
Hispanic tejanos and their Indian trade partners and foes.
The Marques de Rubf, his staff, and caravan crowded Tubac at
Christmastime in 1766. In disbelief, having reprimanded a string of presidial
commanders who gouged their men at the company store, Rubf noted that
Captain Anza was selling supplies at discount. The garrison appeared well
equipped and trained. Although Anza complained repeatedly of unmet
government payrolls, he had access to loans through his Mexico City
supplier's circle of fellow Basque financiers. Because he owned nearby
ranches, people considered Captain Anza a local patron. So many neighboring families, especially from properties to the south, had moved to Tubac
for fear ofApaches that Rubf reckoned they could defend themselves. Hence
he proposed that Anza's company be relocated farther north, a project undertaken at Tucson a decade later.
One of the few gripes of the soldiers at Tubac had to do with herding and
guarding horses that did not belong to them. Anza, it seemed, had made a
deal with the Jesuit priest at nearby Guevavi, a mission that supplied his
presidio with beef and where his mother and Captain Beldamiin lay buried. The captain had offered to range the horses from Guevavi and two
other missions with the presidial herd. The marques decreed that the practice cease. Not long after the inspector departed, however, raiders made off
with Guevavi's mares. Anza brought the rest of the mission horses back and
put on a couple ofIndian herders to care for them. Regulations be damned;
neighbors came to understandings.
Like his father, Captain Anza recognized how intensely some of his acquaintances despised the Society ofJesus. Highly efficient, privileged, sometimes arrogant, Jesuits wielded disproportionate economic, political, and
social power, especially in places like Sonora, where they were so concentrated. Earlier, in 1759 and 1764, the governments of Portugal and France,
Spain's nearest neighbors, had banished all Jesuits from their dominions.
But the Society was Spanish in origin. Surely Carlos III would resist his
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1766 PLAN OF THE PRESIDIO AT TUBAC
British Museum, London. From John L. Kessell, Mission of Sorrows:
Jesuit Guevavi and the Pimas, 1691-1767 (Tucson: University of
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Arizona Press, 1970).

reforming ministers who wanted to expel the Jesuits on the grounds of their
first loyalty to the pope and their abiding support of the old aristocracy.
An inscription across the sealed packet from Gov. Juan Claudio de Pineda
of Sonora read simply, "Do not open until July 23." The secretive operation,
begun with the king "locking away in his royal breast the reasons for his
decision" and spread to the far corners of the empire in mid-1767 with nearinfallible bureaucratic precision, now drew in Juan Bautista de Anza. The
governor, availing himself?f the Anza family's close ries to Sonora's Jesuits,
ordered the captain of Tubac to Arizpe to arrest the father superior. Whether
it eased or made more difficult their encounter, Father Carlos de Rojas had
baptized and married don Juan. The captain's excuses made little sense as
he escorted Father Rojas from mission to mission, collecting Jesuits en route
south to Matape, the designated detention center. There a royal official
waited to read to them formally the king'sdecree of expulsion. A number
would die in confinement, during a merciless voyage down the gulf, or on
their forced march across New Spain to Veracruz for deportation. Shaken,
Anza was back at his presidio by 1 September.
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He still owed money to the exiled priest of Guevavi. Since the government meant to seize all Jesuit assets, who precisely was he supposed to pay?
The temporary agent placed in charge at the mission so mishandled its slim
resources that Anza demanded the keys. All over Sonora, similar scenes
unfolded. The disruption caused by crushing at one blow the province's
most diverse and thriving corporation persisted for years. As for conventional, government-subsidized, semiautonomous Indian missions, the reformers thought they had a better idea, something like collective farms.
Franciscan replacements would be granted a spiritual ministry only, while
civilian overseers managed material affairs and discipline. Reaching Sonora
in 1768, the first Franciscans let circumstances dictate. III provided and
sparsely populated, most frontier missions simply could not support two
masters, nor did mission Indians understand who to obey. Consequently,
within months, the surrogate missionaries had regained full management,
and reformers called for further study.
Juan Bautista de Anza responded. One of a number of officials required
in 1772 to comment on proposed reform of mission administration, Anza
apologized for any lack of understanding. Then, based on twenty years of
close observation, he damned the missions of the Pimerfa Alta. Assuming
Hispanic assimilation of Native peoples as the goal, he had seen little progress.
Worse, whereas mission Indians once had numbered in the thousands, only
hundreds survived. He laid most of the blame on excessive work demanded
in the missions of formerly semi nomadic peoples. In contrast, nonmission
Indians seemed to be increasing in numbers. Anza had nothing to say about
measles or smallpox, infant mortality, punishment in the stocks, or psychological trauma, nor did he mention the more reliable food supply, appeal of
Spanish Catholic ritual, or protection afforded by the missionaries. If the
missions were to attract heathen peoples in the future, argued the captain,
they must undergo radical change.
Settling Spaniards within mission pueblos, establishing schools to teach
the children Spanish, allowing mission Indians off the reservation to trade
and seek outside employment, allotting to them private property, and consolidating small mission villages in formal towns of eighty to a hundred
families- by all these means, Anza suggested, mission Indians would emerge
from their backwardness. Sharing in the benefits of Hispanic civilization,
they would also abandon thoughts of rebellion. Whatever humanitarian
concerns may have motivated Anza, his response was also self-serving. He
and his associates had long wanted freer access to mission Indians as consumers and workers. At the same time, the captain of Tubac wrote what he
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sensed the new viceroy's lead counsel wished to hear. Two months earlier,
that same official, a member of Anza's Basque support group in Mexico
City, had endorsed his proposal to lead an expedition overland to California.
Another more powerful government agent, archreformer Jose de Galvez,
the king's special envoy to New Spain, already had his eye on the far northwest. Galvez had enjoyed expelling the Jesuits. Next he threw himself into
the revitalization of Sonora and California, more successfully on paper than
in the field. Taking up temporary residence in Baja California, he busily
mapped out Spanish occupation of Alta California, something the Jesuits
had failed to realize. Russian sea otter hunters coasting down from Alaska
and English seamen seeking a northwest passage had lent the required urgency. Galvez loved logistics. By sea, he ordered two ships to beat against
contrary winds and currents and put in first at San Diego and then Monterey.
Simultaneously, a land party would mark the harsh six-hundred-mile track up
the peninsula for Gov. Gaspar de Portola, fray Junfpero Serra, and their train
to follow. When at last scurvy-racked survivors embraced on the shore of San
Diego Bay, it was July 1769. Within six weeks, Captain Anza at Tubac knew
that coastal Indians in California had seen Spaniards with long muskets.
Much as he wanted to investigate in person, Anza had his orders to take
part in Galvez's grand but ultimately unsuccessful offensive against the Seris.
While the captain campaigned, a potentially troublesome Franciscan explored. The friar could have got himself killed. Earthy but shrewd, fray Francisco Garces had taken over at San Xavier del Bac, the northernmost mission
formerly administered by Jesuits. On several occasions, the missionary ventured all but alone to the banks of the Gila, then downriver to its junction
with the Colorado, and finally beyond far enough to make out distant blue
mountains. Natives by signs relayed further intelligence of Spaniards to the
west. Brave or foolhardy, Garces, it appeared, could take care of himself. When
Anza petitioned the viceroy from Tubac in May 1772 to lead half his garrison
by land to California, he asked that Father Garces be allowed to join them.
Officials who deliberated at Mexico City and Madrid remembered the
similar proposal of Anza's father and made it part of the record. Now, with
the precarious Spanish beginnings at San Diego and Monterey in jeopardy
for lack of supplies, the time seemed right. Of greatest concern, even more
than funding, was that Anza's passing not harm Native peoples along the
route. No new settlement was planned, only a reconnaissance. Again thanks
to his Basque connections in Mexico City, don Juan secured the necessary
loans. The expedition's forty men, broken into smaller units as circumstances
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demanded, were gone from Tubac the first four and a half months of 1774.
At the strategic Colorado River crossing, Anza presented Yuma Indian headman Salvador Palma a medal stamped with the likeness of Carlos III. Garces,
a nonswimmer and unwilling to trust his horse, let Yumas carry him across.
Matching every challenge of dry camps, rocky ravines, and curious Indians,
the captain of Tubac covered more than five hundred miles in ten weeks to
the mission at San Gabriel, within today's greater Los Angeles.
The feat earned Anza a gala hero's welcome in Mexico City and promotion to lieutenant colonel from the hand of the viceroy. Although Father
Garces convinced a new governor of Sonora that a better trail could be
found by ascending the Colorado River north of the Yumas to the latitude
of Monterey, momentum lay with Anza. He now set about recruiting colonist families in Sinaloa and Sonora, outfitting the lot, and plotting their way
to southern California and then up along the coast range to people San
Francisco Bay. This commission too he carried off with elan. Taking leave
of Tubac in October 1775, Anza led an exodus of some three hundred men,
women, and children, among them a soldier escort, wranglers, scouts, camp
hands, and cooks, to San Gabriel in about the same time as his previous
trip. Although his second-in-command subsequently conveyed the colonists
to San Francisco in 1776, Juan Bautista de Anza had personally chosen the
site and unknowingly immortalized himself as the city's founder.
That same year, 1776, Jose de Galvez, elevated to minister of the Indies
upon his return to Spain, observed with pleasure royal implementation of a
long-considered defense project he had made his own. Recognizing that
New Spain's far north lacked the wealth to support a full viceregal government, Galvez urged a unified administrative and military jurisdiction to be
known as the Comandancia General de las Provincias Intemas, the General
Command of the Internal Provinces. The governors of the six northernmost colonies-California, Sonora, Nueva Vizcaya, New Mexico, Coahuila,
and Texas-would henceforth report not to the viceroy but to a commandant general. The new official would also assume overall command of the
cordon of fifteen presidios set out roughly along the thirtieth parallel between the Gulf of California and the Gulf of Mexico. The presidialline, an
expedient of the Marques de Rubf, had been codified in the military regulations, or Reglamento, of 1772. Trouble was, virtually no roads going east or
west bound the far north. Anza had made a start, joining Sonora and California. Yet he lived to see that linkage break and others come to nothing.
At a lavish reception in the viceroy's palace in early November 1776,
powdered and bejeweled guests clustered around an odd attraction. Twice
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JUAN BAUTISTA DE ANZA'S SECOND CALIFORNIA EXPEDITION SETS OUT
FROM TUBAC, OCTOBER 1775
Painting by Cal N. Peters.
(Courtesy Tumacacori National Historical Park)

the hero, Juan Bautista de Anza had brought with him to Mexico City the
Yuma headman Salvador Palma, his brother, and two other Natives. Palma
had been decked out at royal expense in a uniform of shiny blue cloth with
gold-trimmed scarlet vest. Three months later, after religious instruction,
the four Indians processed for baptism into Mexico City's cavernous cathedral, illuminated by thousands of candles. The service might have been
mistaken for a meeting of the Royal Basque Society. The celebrant and all
four godfathers were Basque. Lieutenant Colonel Anza and his own godfather, seventy-eight-year-old Pedro Felipe de Anza, bound themselves ritually to Palma and his brother. En route home, the Native foursome appeared
again at the center of an ornate ceremonial during their confirmation in the
cathedral of Durango. Meanwhile, Carlos III had appointed Juan Bautista
de Anza governor of New Mexico.
He had been warned. In high summer 1778, at a meeting in Chihuahua
hosted by Teodoro de Croix, first commandant general of the Provincias
Internas, Anza listened to a litany of woes from New Mexico's outgoing
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governor. He noted the facts. Including EI Paso and its district, where the
lieutenant governor resided, the province, with roughly twenty-five thousand souls dwelling in a recognizably Hispanic way, counted more than ten
times the settled population of Texas, the Pimerfa Alta, or California. Increase in the eighteenth century had been natural for the most part, with
little immigration. Collectively, New Mexicans, despite considerable racial
mixing and blurring of class, saw themselves in two broad categoriesespanoles and Indians, the latter mainly inhabitants of twenty Pueblo Indian communities. New Mexico was poor. No mines or cash crops attracted
outsiders or made rotations ofIndian laborers a valuable commodity. Hence
espanoles and Indians lived and let live, each allowing the cultural identity
of the other. Far removed from centers of power, exempt from sales tax, and
battered by neighboring nonsedentary peoples, New Mexicans were a proud,
self-dependent, and stubborn lot.
The new executive's caravan clogged the plaza in front of Santa Fe's
mud-built palace of the governors in December 1778. Townspeople turned
out to stare as this train of Sonoran Basques moved in. Although don Juan
and dona Ana Marfa had no children of their
own after seventeen years of marriage, a
source of abiding sadness, his older brother
Francisco Antonio, married to Ana Marfa's
sister, had brought their two young girls. The
governor doted on his nieces. Other relatives,
retainers, and servants swelled the household. Never before had New Mexicans been
governed by a native of the far north, rarely
by a criollo. A few years earlier, no one would
have imagined such a thing. The Bourbon
policy of merit over lineage, which had benefited even Jose de Galvez, favored the rapid
rise of the second Anza. His reputation as
military hero and pathfinder had preceded
him. Nevertheless, New Mexicans withheld
PORTRAIT SAID TO BE JUAN

judgment.
Of his new subjects, none proved a greater
source of information than retired captain,
tradesman, cartographer, painter, and carver
Bernardo de Miera y Pacheco. A peninsular

BAUTISTA DE ANZA THE YOUNGER;
PAINTING FROM LATE NINETEENTH
OR EARLY TWENTIETH CENTURY

(Courtesy Museum of New
Mexico, neg. no. 50828)
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Spaniard who had shown up at EI Paso in 1743 and subsequently moved to
Santa Fe, Miera had served a succession of governors. Better than anyone,
he knew the difficult terrain southwest of New Mexico toward Sonora,
through which Anza intended to open a more direct trade route between
Santa Fe and Arizpe. Miera had also ridden with the little party of Fathers
Francisco Atanasio Dominguez and Silvestre Velez de Escalante in 1776,
hoping to find a northern way to Monterey. It still angered him that they
had turned back. The new governor set Miera to work drawing a map of the
colony, finished in 1779.
Miera's map of upriver New Mexico told the tale. Its legend listed by
symbol not only chartered municipalities (Santa Fe, Santa Cruz, and Albuquerque), dispersed settlements of espanoles, pueblos of Christian Indians,
long-ruined pueblos, springs, and heathen villages, but also settlements destroyed by enemies. A lengthy headnote described how the Spaniards' haphazardly scattered houses invited death and destruction at the hands of
Comanche and Apache raiders. To illustrate the point, Miera retold a storied 1760 Comanche assault on colonists in the Taos Valley. The defenders
put up a good fight, killing dozens of their assailants, yet all fourteen died and
sixty-four of their dependents, young and old, were carried into captivity.
Although Anza had never met a Comanche, he been thoroughly informed
about them. First mentioned in the documentary record of New Mexico in
1706, they had since become peerless horsemen and masters of the teeming
buffalo herds of the south plains. From the beginning, Comanches had
raided and traded in New Mexico, depending on their needs. During the
1760s, a respectful New Mexico governor had achieved a balance of commerce and peace with various elements of the Comanche nation, but his
successor failed to maintain it. Commandant General Croix had discussed
with Anza the desirability of forming an alliance with Comanches against
Apaches. Since then, however, Governor Anza had learned of an obstacle,
the hardened Comanche war leader known to New Mexicans as Cuerno
Verde, second of that name, for a green horn sticking out of his headdress.
These circumstances called for a different approach.
Why not an offensive in force, during late summer, when farmers were
assumed to be in their fields and most vulnerable? Anza took personal command of many more men than had ridden on any previous Comanche
campaign-nearly eight hundred, a majority of them Pueblo, Ute, and
Jicarilla Apache Indians with whom spoils were to be shared equally. They
ventured north up the west side of today's San Luis Valley in southern Colo-
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rado, then passed through the mountains to the Front Range, where
Comanches were not expecting them. Their success resounded. North of
present-day Pueblo, on 31 August 1779, the New Mexican force surprised
and overran a crowded, half-made Comanche camp. Soon after, an outmaneuvered Cuerno Verde put up a brazen defense and died fighting. Anza
rode home with the headdress and cause for promotion to colonel.
Within months ofthe new governor's signal victory, New Mexicans were
complaining about him to Commandant General Croix. In the name of
defense, Anza was upsetting their very way of life. Dutifully on his 1779
map, Bernardo de Miera had paraphrased the governor's decree that dispersed colonists consolidate, "building their ample square plazas of at least
twenty families each in the form of redoubts, the small ones with two bulwarks, and the large with four." Worse, Anza proposed to raze part of Santa
Fe, displacing its residents, and to relocate the plaza with government buildings, presidio, and attached barracks. Croix listened to a large, socially mixed
delegation of aggrieved New Mexicans at his new headquarters in Arizpe.
Taking their petitions under advisement, he instructed Anza to suspend
consolidation for the time being.
On another matter as well, the commandant general reined in his energetic New Mexico governor. Croix wanted the Hopi pueblos, which had
broken away in 1680, returned to the Spanish Catholic fold. Aware that they
had been weakened by two years of severe drought, Anza proposed to bring
the Hopis down from their mesas by force. The king, Croix countered, would
never consent. The governor's relief expedition found Hopi families in desperate straits. And some accepted his invitation to resettle in the Rio Grande
Valley.
Next, Anza tried unsuccessfully to find that more direct passage from
Santa Fe to Arizpe. Although his column got there, campaigning against
Gila Apaches en route, the one-way trip took almost six weeks and traversed
terrain not conducive to regular travel. Unhappily, the governor's return to
New Mexico coincided with the worst outbreak of smallpox on record, locally manifesting a pandemic that overspread much of North America between 1779 and 1781. More than five thousand New Mexicans died.
So drastic a decline in the colony's population suggested to Governor
Anza a measure of economy. Smaller church flocks needed fewer shepherds. Hence by attaching diminished congregations to larger ones, the
number of 33o-peso annual government stipends to New Mexico's Franciscan
priests could be reduced proportionately from twenty-six to twenty. That,
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more than any other grievance the friars had with Anza, propelled their
representatives to Arizpe in protest. But since cost cutting was regularly rewarded by Bourbon administrators, the plan appealed to Croix. His own
budget had been frozen since 1779, when Spain had joined France in war
against Great Britain. The additional funding he had requested for the
Provincias Internas had gone instead to Spanish forces operating against
British posts in the Mississippi Valley and on the Gulf of Mexico.
Wartime economics also ruptured Anza's road to California. Like other
projects, the fully garrisoned presidio, missions, and gifts promised to Salvador Palma's Yuma Indians at the strategic Colorado River crossing had to be
scaled back. During the winter of 1780-1781, a grumbling contingent of
Spanish settlers and their ravenous animals, along with the disapproving
Father Garces and three other Franciscans, had taken up uneasy residence
among some three thousand Yumas. Abuses accrued. When the exasperated Indians rose in the heat ofJuly 1781, killing the missionaries and more
than a hundred colonists, government officials blamed Anza and the deceased Garces for misrepresenting the Yumas' goodwill. The vision of a
land bridge to California had once again faded.
Scarcely a month before the Yumas retaliated, forty soldier-colonists and
their families en route to settle the pueblo of Los Angeles and a presidio at
Santa Barbara had crossed successfully. They were the last. Alta California
now depended on the sea. All the same, during the isolated colony's dozen
years of trial since 1769, a temperate coastal environment and fertile soils
blessed it. Surviving a violent rising of Ipai Indians at San Diego in 1775,
Father Serra's mission regime prospered. Substantial stone and adobe walls
replaced initial wooden palisades. As producers of surplus foodstuffs, the
California missions supplied presidios and towns. Members ofIndian families, however, enticed or coerced from their villages into the artificial compounds, lived an average of only twelve years. Outside, the several hundred
culturally Hispanic califomios, taking advantage of an unusually low infant
mortality rate, multiplied steadily. The government's later plans to force
convict and orphan relocation to California by sea proved disappointing.
In more populous New Mexico, Governor Anza's efforts to enforce laws
customarily ignored struck at people's livelihood, especially those drawn to
the colony's outer edges. Unlicensed trafficking in sheep, horses, hides and
meat, variety goods, and captives with the so-called wild Indians encircling
New Mexico-Utes, Navajos, Apaches, and Comanches-had become a
lifestyle, upon which Anza meant to impose Bourbon order. Other man-
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dates, for the citizens' own good, simply rankled. Adults who did not possess
a firearm were required by the governor's order in 1782 to provide themselves with a bow and twenty-five arrows or face two months in the Santa Fe
jail. So as not to discourage travel, Anza directed that families dismantle
roadside shrines to victims of Indian attack. When the righteous governor
tried to hold Franciscans to strict observance of the ban on personal Indian
labor in the missions, friars joined the outcry. Soon enough, disgruntled
New Mexicans found a willing ear.
Croix's replacement as commandant general, peninsular Spaniard Felipe
de Neve, detested the decorated, American-born Col. Juan Bautista de Anza.
After meeting in Arizpe with another delegation from New Mexico, he wrote
early in 1784 to Jose de Galvez, accusing Anza of incompetence and recommending his dismissal. Furthermore, Neve demanded that Anza expunge
from his service record that he had opened the overland road to California
and had defeated Cuerno Verde. Since the next governor appointed in due
course never reached New Mexico, Anza, who had requested reassignment,
continued in office reluctantly. After Neve's death later in 1784, a succeeding commandant general set the record straight.
Anza's most enduring achievement was yet to come-a treaty of peace
and commerce with the Comanche nation. Cuerno Verde's death had begun the process. Drought, smallpox, and worrisome intercourse between
Anglo Americans and Plains Indian rivals heightened Comanche initiative.
Assassination of an heir to Cuerno Verde and the insistence of New Mexico's
governor in the summer of 1785 that he treat ultimately with a representative of the entire nation led to a huge Comanche rendezvous on the Arkansas River that fall. Widely hailed, Ecueracapa, by the authority of his people,
would talk as an equal with Anza about formal commerce.
Neither lost face. The ritual solemnity of this midwinter summit eased
now and again into spontaneous shows of emotion. With military personnel, the Santa Fe town council, and leading citizens arrayed in the cold,
Ecueracapa dismounted in front of the governor's palace and greeted Anza
for more than ten minutes. The tense business inside of reconciling
Comanche and Ute leaders ended auspiciously in a ritual exchange of garments. Later, the concourse wended its way eastward, surely through snow, to
the symbolic site agreed upon earlier by emissaries. The gateway pueblo of
Pecos, long a target of Comanche raids, in February 1786 looked out upon a
scene of fervent peacemaking. A crowd of Comanches, estimated at over
two hundred, mobbed the Spanish governor with such intimate expressions
of affection that his staff thought them unbefitting. Anza did not object.
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Terms of the treaty called for cessation of hostilities and a new and lasting peace. Comanches were allowed to move closer to New Mexico. They
would enjoy safe passage through Pecos to Santa Fe, which implied a regular distribution of gifts and free trade at Pecos. In turn, Comanches pledged
to join Spaniards as allies in the war against common Apache enemies. And
finally, Anza agreed to bestow on Ecueracapa symbols of authority to certify
the peace to Comanches not present. Next day, an inaugural trade fair went
offsplendidly. As surety, late that spring, the Comanche chiefsent his twentyyear-old third son to Anza for a Spanish education. Before the governor left
New Mexico, he evidently arranged for the young man's schooling in Mexico
City. More remarkable, long after the passing of Anza and Ecueracapa, the
Comanche peace of 1786 endured.
Although the governor's subsequent treaty legalizing commerce with
Navajos and engaging them against Gila Apaches did not last, Anza could
credit a sharp decline in violent deaths to the colony's four allied tribes:
Comanches, Jicarilla Apaches, Utes, and Navajos. A new viceroy, with earlier experience in the far north, codified in 1786 instructions for peace by
purchase, reminiscent of the waning years of the Chichimeca War two centuries before. Again, accounts for Indian affairs listed piles and crates of raw
sugar cones, hard trade bread, ribbons, blankets, hats, and metal tools in
government warehouses at Santa Fe and elsewhere. From Texas to California, the last decade of the eighteenth century and the first of the nineteenth were years of relative prosperity as populations recovered, flocks and
herds swelled, small industries like weaving started up, and trade of all kinds
flourished.
The talk of making him governor of Texas or transferring him to Spain as
colonel came to nothing. When finally, in November 1787, Anza knocked
the dust of Santa Fe off his boots, he was leaving behind his older brother
Francisco Antonio, who had died two years earlier. With the rest of his Basque
household, don Juan made for Sonora, where he returned to active duty as
commander of the presidio at Tucson and chief of military operations. Late
the following year in Arizpe, anticipating a move to the presidio of San
Miguel de Horcasitas in central Sonora, he sent dona Ana Marfa, her widowed sister, and his two favorite nieces, now teenagers, ahead with an escort. He promised to follow in a few days. It was the last time they saw him.
At midnight on 19 December 1788, Juan Bautista de Anza the younger, age
fifty-two, died. The next day, while riders went to bring back his family, he
was buried in the church at Arizpe.
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News lagged. In November 1784, Covernor Anza had reported to the
commandant general that he had collected from New Mexicans 3,677 pesos in contributions to the war effort against Creat Britain, unaware that
diplomats in Paris had ended hostilities in due form more than a year earlier. By treaty, Creat Britain had recognized the independence of its former
colonies south of Canada, now the United States ofAmerica. Although Anza
had been warned early in his governorship to watch for unauthorized Europeans on New Mexico's borders, he could not have foreseen the shadow
these erstwhile British colonials would cast across the far north. A mere
decade after Anza's death, however, in 1798, the governor of Spanish Louisiana did. Apropos of these Anglo Americans, Manuel Cayoso de Lemos
had a vision:
First, they become acquainted with the Indians, trade with them,
and afterwards engage in contraband trade with the natives of Mexico.
Some stay in the territories.... They are settled in sufficient numbers
so that they will establish their customs, laws, and religion. They will
form independent states, aggregating themselves to the Federal Union,
which will not refuse to receive them, and progressively they will go as
far as the Pacific Ocean.
Indeed they would, little appreciating that everything they sought others
had sought before them.

Essay on Sources
Late in the twentieth century and early in the twenty-first, Juan Bautista de
Anza, father and son, have a new champion who, like them, is of Basque
ancestry. National Park Service historian Donald T. Carate is writing their
biographies in two volumes of the University of Nevada Press Basque Series. Don generously provided me with a copy of his manuscript for the first
volume, Juan Bautista de Anza: Basque Explorer in the New World, upon
which I relied heavily. The book appeared subsequently in 2003. The author is at present working on the second volume. Carate's previous pertinent publications include "Who Named Arizona? The Basque Connection,"
Journal of Arizona History 40 (spring 1999): 53-82, and "Basque Ethnic
Connections and the Expeditions ofJuan Bautista de Anza," Colonial Latin
American Historical Review 4 (winter 1995): 71-91. Seeking at the same time
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to introduce other scholars and enthusiasts of the Anzas to the culture of
Sonora, Carate has been the moving force behind a series of World Anza
Conferences held annually since 1996, most often in and around Arizpe,
where the second Anza lies buried.
An older study, treating the elder Anza's special relationship with the
Jesuits of Sonora, is Peter M. Dunne, "Captain Anza and the Case of Father
Campos," Mid-America 23 (1941): 45-60. On military matters, the captain
speaks for himself in "Juan Bautista de Anza Discusses Apache and Seri
Depredations and the Need for a Presidio at Terrenate (1729-1735)," in The

Presidio and Militia on the Northern Frontier ofNew Spain: A Documentary
History, ed. Charles W. Polzer and Thomas E. Sheridan, vol. 2, part I, The
Californias and Sinaloa-Sonora, 1700-1765 (Tucson: University of Arizona
Press, 1997), 3°3-12 .
Until we have Carate's inclusive biography of the second Anza, he will
remain divided between Sonora, California, and New Mexico. While based
in Sonora, he plays a prominent role in John L. Kessell, Friars, Soldiers, and

Reformers: Hispanic Arizona and the Sonora Mission Frontier, 1767-1856
(Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1976). And from his post at Tubac, he
takes a dim view in Kessell, ed., "Anza Damns the Missions: A Spanish
Soldier's Criticism ofIndian Policy, 1772," Journal ofArizona History 13 (spring

1972): 53-63.
Still at the head of the California list is Herbert Eugene Bolton's breezy
Outpost of Empire: The Story of the Founding of San Francisco (New York:
Knopf, 1931), supplemented by the diaries and other primary sources published in Bolton, ed., Anza's California Expeditions, 5 vols. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1930). A library of popular retellings, authorization
by Congress in 1990 of the Juan Bautista de Anza National Historic Trail
(with its own newsletter, Noticias de Anza), and the launching in 1998 and
recent development of the Web de Anza (http://anza.uoregon.edu) have
made Anza's two-phase overland passage to California by far the best-known
episode in the Spanish colonial history of the American Southwest.
Serving as New Mexico's governor for a tumultuous decade was notably
hard on Anza. Alfred Barnaby Thomas, ed., Forgotten Frontiers: A Study of
the Spanish Indian Policy of Don Juan Bautista de Anza, Covernor of New
Mexico, 1777-1787 (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1932), offers
historical background and translated documents about Anza's dealings with
Indian groups surrounding the colony. Rick Hendricks, "Church-State
Relations in Anza's New Mexico, 1777-1787," Catholic Southwest 9 (1998):
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24-42, explains how the governor offended New Mexico's Franciscan mis-

sionaries. The intended impact of administrative, judicial, military, and social reforms on all New Mexicans during the reign of Carlos III is examined
in considerable detail by Carlos R. Herrera, "The King's Governor: Juan
Bautista de Anza and Bourbon New Mexico in the Era ofImperial Reform,
1778-1788" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of New Mexico, 2000). Why the
Bourbons' best-laid plans had so little effect, particularly on the colony's
fringe populations, is evident in James F. Brooks, Captives and Cousins:
Slavery, Kinship, and Community in the Southwest Borderlands (Chapel
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2002).
Finally, to place the active careers of Juan Bautista de Anza, father and
son, in the wider world of Spain's three-century-long colonial presence in
North America, readers may wish to consult the text, notes, and bibliographies of David J. Weber, The Spanish Frontier in North America (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1992), and John L. Kessell, Spain in the

Southwest: A Narrative History of Colonial New Mexico, Arizona, Texas,
and California (Norman: University of Oklahoma, 2002).

Indian Depredations along Texas's Rio Grande and
Trans-Pecos Frontiers, 1877-1882
RHETORIC AND REALITY

Steven M. Karr

I

n the late spring of 1877, near Eagle Pass, Texas, directly adjacent to the
U.S.-Mexico border and approximately 143 miles southwest of San Antonio, local children reportedly found a skull, which was promptly brought to
an area physician. His analysis determined that it was human-specifically
Comanche Indian. According to the San Antonio Express, the physician
based his conclusion on what he considered to be the skull's rather peculiar
characteristics. On 17 June 1877 the newspaper printed:
Evidently, the tribe of the Indians to which this warrior belonged are
very savage, as the absence of molars, the prominence and number of
incisors and the great strength of the bone, are points more natural to
beastly than human constitution.... The savage tribe of which this
Indian was a member was not intended by the Creator to ever take any
very prominent position among civilized nations of the Earth, and
would seem to destroy the idea humanitarians affect to court-that we
should tame the savage red man, rather than seek his extermination. l
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Such accounts were not uncommon in many southwest Texas newspapers during the 1870s; alarming reports ofIndian raids were published nearly
every day in several newspapers. In fact, Indian raids along the Trans-Pecos
and the Rio Grande frontiers were frequent occurrences until 1877.2 In response to those depredations the U.S. Army conducted three major military
campaigns into Mexico between 1873 and 1878, attacking Kickapoo and
Lipan Apache camps believed to be responsible for cross-border raids in
Texas. The military action proved effective, drastically reducing official reports of Indian depredations throughout this frontier region. J
Editors of some Texas newspapers, however, particularly those closest to
the U.S.-Mexico border, called for military support well after the army campaign in 1877. They printed stories exaggerating the Indian threat that were
loosely based on supposition, rumor, and outright fabrication and contrary
to available evidence. 4 Yet, the perception that Indians throughout much of
the American West were waging a campaign of wanton terror and violencefrom sanctuaries south of the Rio Grande where often both Mexican civilians and government officials eagerly collaborated in their efforts - was widely
regarded as true among Texans. 5To this point, military historian Robert
Wooster states, "Historians, with the advantage of hindsight, now know that
the defeat of the Plains tribes in the mid-1870s was decisive in Indian-army
confrontations. Subsequent Nez Perce, Bannock, Ute, Apache, and Sioux
struggles against the awesome strength of the United States seem to the
modern observer even more futile than earlier efforts to retain tribal freedom. Yet such conclusions were rarely evident to contemporary Americans,
who read only of recurring battles with Indians."6 Still, American Indians
were not always responsible for all depredations, and, with the exception of
isolated attacks originating from the Arizona and New Mexico Territories,
Indian depredations along the southwest Texas frontier had declined significantly by the mid-1870s.7
In 1877 a congressional military committee solicited information concerning the U.S.-Mexico border region from the secretary of war, numerous army officials, and civilians who lived along the frontier. Diplomatic
historian J. Fred Rippy notes that the committee "did not hesitate to ask
embarrassing questions" in relation to alleged Indian depredations along
the Rio Grande: "Who were the raiders on the southwestern frontier? Were
not some of them Texans? Why did not the United States army apprehend
them before they crossed into Mexico? What was Texas doing to repress the
disorders? Were the Texans not anxious for federal military posts simply to
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give markets for their produce?" Rippy recognizes that these were important questions but he gives them no further consideration. s Clearly, the hue
and cry over Indian depredations along this frontier region was widely exaggerated during the period 1877-1882. The outrage was spurred, in part, by
growing demands for quick and orderly economic development and decades of Anglo American racial and ethnic stereotypes of both American
Indians and Mexicans. In light of these factors, this case study attempts to
provide not only a more balanced account of Indian depredations throughout Texas's Rio Grande and Trans-Pecos frontiers, but to explain what may
have prompted the false rhetoric that justified a strong United States military presence along much of the Texas-Mexico frontier.
The day after the San Antonio Express ran the story about the finding of
an Indian skull, another article announced, "Troops that started from Fort
Clark [Texas] some days since, struck a fresh trail made by raiders, supposed
to be Mexican Indians."9 In addition to such inciting news reports, the paper's
riling editorials continually hammered at its largely impressionable, if not
agreeable, readership. Newspapers launched an accusatory barrage against
the U.S. government for its perceived failure to support their state: "The
State of Texas [has] already expended a million and a half dollars in protecting her Rio Grande and Indian frontier,and it [is] time for the Federal
government to aid the state."10 The editor's object was to promote further
aggression against the alleged Indian threat and, more importantly;to increase the flow of federal dollars into the region.
Although Indians unquestionably engaged in hostile forays along much
of this frontier region, Texas was hardly the sole victim of these depredations. Roaming Indian bands also assaulted settlements in Mexico, and not
all ofthese raids originated in Mexico. Contrary to what many Texans claimed
and Americans believed, Mexican settlements along the Rio Grande actually bore the brunt of Indian and outlaw attacks by the late 1870s.
Many, if not most, Indian incursions in this region originated in the United
States and were sometimes launched from federal Indian reservations. However, not all raiders were Indian. A significant number of Anglo American,
Mexican American, and Mexican outlaws and thieves roamed the borderlands, preying on isolated homesteads, cattle herds, stagecoaches, and small
settlements. Despite Euroamerican brigandage, Indian bands crossed Texas'
Rio Grande and Trans-Pecos regions, often wreaking greater havoc than
Mexican or American outlaws. 1I Many Plains Indian cultures, including the
Comanches, were dominated by a martial or warrior social organization
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geared toward military raiding and warfare, which, although in decline by
this period, remained an important element of tribal culture. IZ The Lipans,
although often aiding the U.S. Army against the Comanches, their traditional enemy, suffered from Anglo and Mexican retaliation for the depredations launched by their own hostile bands, which would fight and raid their
enemies at any opportunity for gainY Other Apachean groups in the TexasMexico border region drew a clear distinction between raiding and warfare,
yet viewed the former, particularly against Anglo Americans, Mexicans, and
non-Apache Indians, as a legitimate and necessary part of their traditional
economy.14
After the Military Reconstruction of 1870 officially ended in Texas, public officials and opinion along the western frontier shifted focus to Indian
raids and other problems with Mexico along the international border. In
most parts of the South, federal troops were merely an occupying army to
most Whites, but many Texas citizens changed their view of these soldiers,
now essential allies in the fight to rid the frontier ofIndians and spur further
economic development.'5 Since before statehood in 1845, Texans labeled
the indigenous population a physical impediment to the progress of Anglo
civilization. They also believed that this obstacle was largely the product of
Mexico's inability to subdue and manage hostile Native groups inhabiting
its side of the border. 16 After the Civil War, growth in both the homesteader
population and the cattle industry pushed Anglo settlement and occupation onto lands that American Indians traditionally occupied. Texans, like
most Americans, understood little and cared less about Indian customs or
life-ways, and only grudgingly acknowledged sharing any cultural traditions
with Mexicans on either side of the Rio Grande. 17
During the late 1870s, several Texas newspapers called for even greater
federal military support to control allegedly hostile Indians. They also insisted that Indians living in Mexico disrupted homesteads, mail service, cattle
ranches, and the fledgling railroad industry on the north side of the border.
If such incidents indeed occurred, Texas newspapers overstated their destruction; from 1878 onward, Indians on federal reservations within the United
States were primarily responsible for depredations on both Texas and Mexican soil.
Since Spanish times, conflict marked the interaction between Whites
and Indians throughout much ofTexas and the southern Plains when Kiowas,
Comanches, and Apaches freely raided its settlement. When Texas joined
the United States in 1845, Indian attacks remained a serious concern,which
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the frontier psyche did not easily shed. The onset of the Mexican-American
War in 1846 and the California Gold Rush in 1849, brought thousands more
Whites who either traveled directly through or settled on traditional Indian
lands. In 1853, under the Treaty of Fort Atkinson, Comanches, Kiowas, and
Plains Apaches agreed to territorial limitations and annuities, and promised
not to molest White travelers along the Santa Fe Trail. The treaty also prohibited Indians from raiding in Mexico. However, intertribal warfare and
raids on Whites in Texas and Mexico continued. ls
The Union retreat from Texas in spring 1861 left much of the state and
the southern plains open to raids by Native tribes. Emboldened Indian warriors raided from both Mexico and the Plains, forcing many Texans to flee
the frontier or remain under precarious circumstances. At the Civil War's
conclusion the army reoccupied some previously vacated forts and established new ones. Yet the five-hundred-mile line of outposts stretching from
the Red River to the Rio Grande proved too porous to stem completely the
flow of Indians raiding on both sides of the international border. Despite
establishment of reservations among southern Plains tribes by the 1870S,
hostilities between Indians and Whites in Texas continued, culminating in
the Red River War from 1874-1875. While the Kiowas and Comanches retreated to reservation life in Indian Territory, troubles with Kickapoos, Lipans,
and Mescalero Apaches continued in southwest Texas and along the Mexican border. Any Indian threat from sanctuaries in Mexico, however, ended
with a total of six cross-border campaigns against the Kickapoos and Lipans
in 1873 and from 1876-1878. With the exception of a few minor skirmishes
in subsequent years, the Indian wars in Texas effectively ended in 1880 after
Col. Benjamin Grierson conducted his defensive campaign in the TransPecos region against remnants ofVictorio's Apache band. '9
Although Victorio and his warriors were content to raid in their homeland of southwestern New Mexico during late summer and fall 1879, a San
Antonio Express headline taken from an Eagle Pass telegraph report and
run on 7 September 1879 claimed that area citizens repelled raiding "red
skins." The Apaches then returned to their mountain homes across the Rio
Grande; the report's headline read "Indians Commit their Usual Depredations."2o The previous day the same newspaper reported Indian forays against
Mexican haciendas west of the Rio Grande. The release noted, "These [were]
the same Indians that have in previous years done such bloody work on this
side of the border."21 What was left unclear, however, was from where these
Indians originated. News editors printed scarcely credible reports, using
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rhetoric bordering on hysteria. It was not unusual for frontier publishers to
employ sensationalism; stories about Indian raids helped sell newspapers. 22
Addressing these "usual depredations," a San Antonio Express editorial stated:
The whoop of the painted savage sounds on the midnight air, and the
scalp of the white man dangles from his belt. Frightful depredations
and bloodshed [are] committed by Apaches and Mescaleros, men and
women murdered and their bodies outraged in a manner too horrible
to relate. [There is an] insufficiency of u.s. troops to protect the
almost defenseless people, and the citizens are rallying with arms to
protect themselves. 23
Editors were touchy over accusations that their newspapers sensationalized reports about Indian depredations. The San Antonio Express, the town's
largest news daily, acknowledged that it often received conflicting statements
but stated that it aspired "to give the latest and most authentic news, and it
has to rely entirely upon the citizens and the military for its reports."24 The
editor did not doubt the truthfulness of the military accounts but stipulated,
"When conflicting reports come from those we have been taught to consider the leading and best citizens of that country, a predicament is found
that all must recognize as embarrassing to the paper."25 The El Paso Times
admitted a previous report of the death of over one hundred u.s. soldiers at
the hands of Indians was "exaggerated":
The military telegraph line is divided into three sections. This cuts us
off from direct telegraph communication ... and we have to content
ourselves with the rumors from the Western Union regarding the
Indian troubles. It seems that, like all reports of massacres, this last one
has been much exaggerated. Runners from the scene of rapine,
bloodshed and destruction, generally imitate Falstaffs [sic] men in
buckroom [sic], and quadruple the number of casualties. 26
Its manpower stretched to the limit in the West, the army especially distrusted and scrutinized information from the frontier. Shortly after running
the defensive editorial on 31 August 1880, the San Antonio Express received
an anonymous letter from Fort Quitman, Texas, presumably from a ranking
military officer, cautioning the paper to "distrust the authenticity of any
report of Indian operations coming from anyone not actually engaged in
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the campaign."27 In addition, the writer stated that only actual participants
were "competent to speak on the subject, [as] there has been one continual
tirade of misrepresentation and detraction from the very men whose property and lives benefit from the number of troopS."28 The army's telegraph
system, however, remained open to any citizen or party willing to pay for
the service; private messages accounted for the bulk ofwire traffic and helped
the army defray the cost of the system's upkeep.29
Military officials were aware that public cries for increased federal presence against Indians were likely coupled with ulterior motives. Maj. Gen.
Philip H. Sheridan addressed such hidden agendas in a letter to the adjutant general in Washington, D.C., on 10 December 1881. Sheridan explained
why he opposed the San Felipe Agricultural and Manufacturing Company's
intention to donate nearly 408 acres of land in San Felipe, Texas, to the
United States government:
Both San Felipe and Fort Duncan are merely commercial points; they
have no military bearing, and it has always appeared to me as though
the effort to secure the building of a military post at San Felipe had no
other object than to increase the advantages of a private corporation. I
am therefore opposed to the acceptance by the government of any
land for such a purpose. People do not generally give land to the
government without having some private interest to advance. 3o
The War Department commonly signed lucrative contracts with private
citizens to supply cattle, feed-grain, flour, and other goods to the military
forts and outposts that protected the frontier. Many southwest Texans believed that more federal troops and permanent frontier posts would bring
larger contracts to local ranchers, farmers, and merchants. 3l Lucrative beef
contracts benefited cattlemen particularly along the upper reaches of the
Rio Grande, as the price in Texas rose steadily from 5.67 cents per pound in
1876 to 8-47 in 1883.32 Because of the region's extreme aridity, they traditionally supplied beef cattle to the military at prices considerably higher than
the state's average. 33
Despite the army's awareness of such opportunism, newspapers showed
little concern for authenticity or misrepresentation. Local business formed
the core of advertising support for most frontier newspapers throughout the
West. 34 Newspapers continued to print barely credible citizen accounts; one
newspaper even claimed that "collision between the U.S. troops and the
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red devils is a daily occurrence, on the line of New Mexico, [and] every
prisoner taken by the Indians is tied [to a] stake and burned. This practice is
even carried on during the progress of the battle."35 The army would hardly
concur.
By 1881 it became increasingly clear that cattle and farming interests were
not the only commercial parties that stood to gain from such alarming news
along the Texas frontier. Newspapers both inside and outside Texas carried
stories on El Paso's rapid railroad construction and real estate boom, noting
that considerable amounts of land were changing hands up and down the
Rio Grande Valley in the process. 36 As early as 1877 the New York Times
carried news stories announcing potential government subsidies for the Texas
and Pacific Railroad Company, which intended to build a line from San
Antonio to El Paso and eventually to California's Cajon Pass. 37 By 1880 three
more railroad companies - the Southern Pacific, its subsidiary the Galveston,
Harrisburg and San Antonio, and the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fewere actively building toward El Paso. Civic leaders and townspeople alike
stood to gain from this potential influx of capital to the region. 38 Many west
Texas residents believed increased federal military support meant even faster
commercial development and a subsequent infusion oflarge sums of money
into the frontier region. These perceptions were further substantiated in
June 1881 when the El Paso Times reported that the Southern Pacific; the
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe; and the Mexican Central Railroad companies planned on spending $150,000; $200,000; and $50,000, respectively, on
various railroad facilities throughout the town. 39 El Paso and its newspaper,
like previous frontier towns, typically followed the pattern of railroad expansion and the subsequent rise in the homesteader population. 40
In the 1880s the threat ofIndian raids, or at least the perception that they
existed, took on a dual meaning. In one respect the Indian threat continued
to justify the call for additional federal aid, primarily of an increased number of troops. On the other hand, the continued cry for federal assistance
might lead potential investors to believe this frontier region was ill-suited
for investment. Despite this conflict, many Texans' expectations were understandably heightened when Lt. Gen. William Tecumseh Sherman visited the burgeoning town and stated that he "believed [it] would become a
very large city, commanding the trade of Mexico as far as her capital," comparing it with "San Francisco thirty years ago."4l
In many Texans' eyes, however, General Sherman's words would not
become a reality until Indians, alive or dead, were removed from the re-
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gion. Late in 1881 bad news poured into and out of newspaper offices, claiming Texas volunteers were needed to protect against Indians on the Rio
Grande and New Mexico frontiers. Headlines like "Indian Deviltry" were
followed by reports about killed or stolen livestock and scouting parties in
pursuit of "red devils." Still other newspapers, as far from the border region
as the state capital, ran headlines telling of "Indian Raids" and individuals
"Scalped By Indians."42
By 1882, official military reports stated that Indian raids continued to decline, but newspapers kept up their agitating attacks. Stories reporting troublesome Indians near Laredo, EI Paso, Fort Stockton, and other Texas locales
were preceded by such alarming headlines as "An Indian Scare," "Indian
Depredations Again-Fear Of A Raid," "More Troops-Depredating Savages," and "Indians After The Rangers."43 One of the stories claimed that a
member of a local squad who had been sent out to chase Indians "swore
that he could see the Indians were at least seven feet high and terrible looking."44 In this circumstance there is little doubt that editors employed hyperbole not only to increase the number of federal troops, but to increase
their newspapers' circulations as well. "Tall tales" of fearsome or beastlike
Indians did much to pique the public's interest as well as their disdain for
Native peoples. 45 Whatever their motives, some Texas newspapers showed
no signs of taming their intemperate rhetoric despite the commonly held
view among army officials that depredations were indeed on the decline.
Sensitive to citizens' concerns, the House Committee on Military Affairs
began investigating Indian affairs in the Department of Texas in late November 1877. Federal officials received conflicting reports, some suggesting
that checking Indian depredations was no longer the army's primary mission along the Rio Grande and West Texas frontiers. 46 For example, F. C.
Godfrey, U.S. Indian Agent to the Mescalero Apache Reservation in New
Mexico Territory, testified that on two separate occasions Texans raided Indian camps within the reservation and stole a total of twenty-six horses and
cattle. Godfrey's testimony continued: "A party of Texans, under the pretext
of searching for horses stolen from them by the Indians, were shown by my
direction through the Indian camps, but they were unable to find any of
their horses. The next night they surrounded the weakest camp, fired on the
Indians, fortunately without effect, and drove off all the horses they could
collect."47
While the Committee on Military Affairs convened in Washington, Texas
newspapers, trumpeting the frontier settlers' cause, declared, "Indians [were]
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on another of their thieving expeditions down the Frio Canon," and "It is
thought that the [Indian] band will strike for the country in the vicinity of
Fredericksburg, Kerrville, and Bandera, and that citizens ofthe section must
look OUt."48 Agent Godfrey refuted shrill claims like these by noting confidently, "The complaints of depredations said to be committed by the Indians have almost ceased, and I hope to be able to chronicle a year without
any complaints at all."49 Godfrey claimed that many reports of Indian raids
along the frontier were false. Upon further investigation, the perpetrators
proved to be "white savages" or outlaws living in the region. 50 Strangely, the
San Antonio Express later corroborated his claim, admitting that raiding bands
composed principally of Mexicans were all being classified as "lndians."5!
This admission did little to change how Texas citizens viewed Indians or
the propensity of newspapers to publish inflammatory stories regarding Indian depredations. John H. Evans, secretary of the International Railroad
Company and former Texas state legislator, sharply rebuked the federal government for ignoring the frontier problem in a letter to Brig. Gen. Edward
O. C. Ord, commander of the Department of Texas: "As one who fought for
the integrity of his country, permit me to say that the utter failure of the
United States to protect the people of Texas between the Nueces and the Rio
Grande Rivers [sic], for many years, constitutes a most shameful passage in
our history."5z Bowing to frontier public sentiment, which called for more
troops, and to a powerful contingent of Texas Democrats in the U.S. House
of Representatives, which threatened to vote against a pending army appropriation bill, army officials moved more cavalry to Texas two months later. 53
There is little doubt Indian depredations were potentially devastating to
people living on the frontier scattered across southwest Texas. The loss of
one or two settlers in a single military outpost's district could be staggering
to small isolated communities. Nevertheless, while private citizens and public
officials alike clamored for increased military assistance in Texas, official
government reports and statistics concluded that Indian depredations were
on the decline. Reports from the Department of War, generally sympathetic
to Texas citizens, and records from the previous decade support this conclusion. From 1866 to 1875 it was reported that Indians were responsible for the
deaths of 120 people in Texas. The years 1873 to 1875 saw the highest number of people killed, totaling forty-five, though this number is not surprising
as the Red River War was fought during those years. 54 Further, from August
1874 to August 1875, the secretary of war reported that nine people were killed
throughout the state, with four of the deaths caused by Indians. 55 The De-
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partment of Texas maintained that, from 30 September 1876 to 1 October
1877, the department suffered eleven deaths at the hands of Indians. The
report did specify, however, that the army could not attribute all the deaths
specifically to Indians. 56 Agent Godfrey of the Mescalero Apache Reservation noted, "There are several letters on file in this office from the largest
stock-owners in [New Mexico] stating that these Indians have never been as
peaceable as they are at present."57 Still, newspapers declared that Texans
could not escape Indians' hostilities: "The citizens [continually] give battle,
and the red skins flee to their mountain homes."58
The year 1878 proved to be more difficult for Texas authorities. From 1
October 1877 to 2 October 1878, military officials and post commanders
reported that forty-six deaths occurred throughout the Texas Department.
Of the thirty-seven deaths post commanders reported, Indians were specifically noted to be responsible for thirty-two. Unknown assailants killed the
remaining number. In spite of these seemingly alarming numbers, the secretary of war noted in his annual report that Indian incursions from Mexico
were fewer than in recent years and "almost perfect quiet [had] prevailed"
along the Mexican border during the past four months. He attributed this
lull primarily to the increase of U.S. forces in the Rio Grande vicinity as
well as a considerable Mexican force operating against Indians in the same
region. 59 Although Indians from Mexico were reportedly responsible for only
two of the reported civilian deaths, ill feelings toward Mexicans, thought to
incite Indian raids, still flourished throughout Texas. 60 Despite knowledge
of these statistics and the fact that Indians from the Fort Stanton Reservation in New Mexico Territory killed six times as many people, newspapers
still published their strong rhetoric: "The warning has been a timely one....
Until the Indian shall have been weaned from the scalping knife and the
rifle, we need not flatter ourselves that we can master the turbulent Mexican."6! This kind of editorializing against Indians and Mexicans was a tradition that predated the Civil War and remained a part of the frontier psyche. 62
Sensitive to such accusations in the American press, the Mexican government considered its people the primary victims of hostile Indian forays
that originated from Indian reservations in New Mexico and Arizona. Mexican officials responded to the war of words:
The Indians are the marauders whom the [American] press, unfriendly
to this country, are making such an outcry against, [but] not as
exaggerated or expressed by the Texans, who are the ones that
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complain, it is nevertheless also true that in Mexico they burn the
pastures and destroy the cornfields, rob and murder wherever they go,
and afterwards take refuge on American territory.63
In a similar letter written to Gen. Edward Hatch of the United States Army
at Franklin, Texas, Ramon Ortiz, an influential Mexican citizen and longtime resident of El Paso del Norte, complained about the cross-border Indian depredations:
The stock-raising, with its very bad results, under the direction of
[American] Indian agents who have done nothing more than to arm
the Indians and provide them with ammunition almost the same as the
troops and send them out on both frontiers under the plausible pretext
of giving them permission to hunt-this occupation has disappeared
on both banks [of the Rio Grande] on account of the rapacity of the
agents and the savages. 64
The Mexican government soon filed more complaints concerning Indian raids in Mexico. The Foreign Office in Mexico City summoned U.S.
Ambassador John Foster to inform him of the rising tide of Indians crossing
the border from Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas into Mexico. The Mexican foreign minister reported one incident in which sixty Indians, "originat. ing in the vicinity of Fort Clark, Texas," crossed the Rio Grande and "were
engaged in committing depredations in Mexico."65 He made further reference to the "dismay created in Mexico by the circumstances of these Indians crossing the river so near to an American fort, [this occurring] without
the knowledge or opposition of the garrison."66 The Mexican minister lodged
an earlier complaint claiming that Mexican troops reported bands of Indians roaming in Arizona and pillaging indiscriminately in Sonora. 67 Although
Foster denied the incident he still recommended that the War Department
be made aware of the report. 68 The Mexican Foreign Ministry believed,
however, that U.S. officials commonly denied accurate Mexican reports
concerning Indian raids and cattle thefts and falsified those made by their
own citizens. From San Antonio, Mexican Consulate representative Dr.
Plutarco Ornelas noted such creative reporting to the Foreign Ministry in
Mexico City:
From what I could learn, there is a large number of secret agents on
the Mexican border whose exclusive mission is to inform the American
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authorities of any matters concerning frontier relations. [The agents]
do not limit themselves to refer to what is certain about these matters,
but also that which they can invent."69
Based upon his personal dealings with Ord, Ornelas also questioned the
reliability of reports made by the American press and those made specifically by the general in San Antonio:
General Ord led me to understand that the situation [on the border] is
more delicate than it appears.... While he was away in Washington
the press [here] c<:instantly announces that his trip occurred with affairs
relative to border difficulties. General Ord repeated that although he
apparently has certain reservations with reporters, he has himself
depicted the circumstances regarding depredations with exaggerated
truth if not falsely'?o
From 30 September 1878 to 1 October 1879, U.S. Army officers commanding patrols along the Texas frontier related "remarkable results" to their
commanders: Post commanders throughout Texas noted that sixteen people
were killed. Of the sixteen victims, Indians allegedly killed eight. Often
military officials could not substantiate Indian depredations, and significant
numbers of Indians were rarely encountered. In his report to the secretary
of war, General Ord stated that "with a view of making safe the mail-route
and settlements in this vicinity, by forcing the Indians from that region and
keeping them out of it, the intended result has been accomplished."71 Some
patrols determined, however, that Indians were still attacking ranchos and
settlements on the Mexican side of the Rio Grande. United States troops
who did encounter raiding Indians generally pursued them and found that
they came from reservations in New Mexico Territory.72 Nevertheless, many
Texans continued to pay little heed to government statistics or the testimonies
of their neighbors south of the Rio Grande. In an impassioned speech given
before the Texas State Legislature in March 1879, State Representative John
Salmon Ford called the Indian raids an "invasion" supported by facts:

It is not presumable any Senator will arise in his place, and seriously
make the declaration that the United States has protected the State of
Texas against invasion, and her citizens in the enjoyment of their
rights. Such an allegation would be met and refuted by a formidable
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array of facts, many of which have become history, by recent events
and by events now transpiring on our extended, exposed, and suffering
frontier. ... Is it within the range of probability that the Indians will
abandon the war-path, that they will desist making hostile incursions
into Texas; and all at once assume the guise and the habits of peace
and civilization? ... In a state subject to hostile incursions from a
neighboring power by armed bands of lawless men, who murder
citizens, rob, plunder-burn houses-and [sic] even break jails and
release convicts and criminals; in a state subject to incursions by
Indians, to the commission of all revolting deeds of cruelty and
violence incident to savage warfare; ... How can the members of that
state escape from the baneful effects of the demoralization certain to
ensue from such outrages, such infractions of rights?7)

In reality, the number of people Indians allegedly killed from 1879 to
1880 totaled nine. Nevertheless, in response to further public outcry, Comr.
Ind. Affs. Hiram Price, referring to Indians in New Mexico and Arizona,
recommended that all Indians, either living on or off reservations, be removed to more northerly regions in those territories. He espeically recommended the Mescaleros for relocation, noting that "the citizens of New
Mexico and Texas have urged this, and the military authorities have regarded such a movement as indispensable to the protection of the citizens."74
Price implied, however, that Mescaleros were unjustly blamed for the area's
lawlessness. He claimed that Lincoln County, New Mexico, in which the
"reservation is situated, has for a population the very worst elements that
can be found in the Territory or Mexico - Spanish and Mexican refugees
from justice, [and] outlaws from the States."75 Col. Benjamin H. Grierson,
commander of the Pecos District, Fort Concho, Texas, loosely corroborated
Price's statement: "The Indians are not the only thieves who infest the country; there are many other persons in the vicinity of the Indian reservation
who make a business of stealing stock alike from citizens and the Indians.''76
Grierson did point out, however, that, if Indians were raiding in parts of
New Mexico, "trails, [when] followed by the troops, were found to lead in
the direction of the Mescalero Agency."Tt
The Indian Bureau was aware that a sizeable contingent of repined
Mescaleros had joined Victorio's Mimbres band, which, at the time these
reports were written, was then raiding throughout southwestern New
Mexico. 78 Yet open warfare waged by these and other bands was a concern
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throughout much of the southwestern frontier for several years. In addition
to Texas, hostilities erupted in both New Mexico and Arizona in 1877, stemming from the San Carlos reservation. Warm Springs, Chiricahua, and
Mescalero Apaches under Victorio's able leadership and a rugged international border proved to be formidable opponents against U.S. and Mexican
troops. Even after Victorio's death in 1880 southwestern turmoil did not
end. Troubles originating again at the San Carlos Apache reservation brought
the defeat of Col. Eugene A. Carr's troops at Cibicue Creek, leading to
more Indian raids in southern New Mexico and northern Chihuahua. These
events in turn sparked additional Chiricahua hostilities, which did not cease
to threaten New Mexico and Arizona until Geronimo's surrender to Gen.
Nelson A. Miles in 1886. 79
The "Indian problem" in the Texas Department, however, had all but
disappeared by 1881. With nearly four-thousand army personnel stationed
in the department, Texas citizens could no longer claim that the federal
government ignored them, nor could they claim that they were under constant threat of attack from "savage" Indians. The new commander of the
Department of Texas, Brig. Gen. C. C. Augur, reported to the adjutant general, Military Division of the Missouri, in late 1881: "I am happy to report
that, generally, this exemption from frontier troubles has prevailed up to
this time. There was no trouble of any kind on either frontier of the department."80 Augur did mention that small parties of Indians had inflicted raids
on the Fort Davis area. While some believed these Indians were from Mexico,
Augur considered it more likely that they were from some of the reservations in New Mexico. 8! Indeed, the Mescalero Apache Reservation, closest
among the New Mexico tribes in proximity to the Texas border, was populated by nine hundred Indians in 1881 and 1882. 82 With the near completion
of several railroad lines throughout the upper reaches of Rio Grande Valley,
Augur believed that military posts would no longer be needed south of the
Texas and Pacific Railway line, which at that time ran as far west as San
Martin Spring, approximately fifty miles north of Fort Davis. In light of
these frontier conditions he concluded that Indian raids would cease to be a
problem in the area.
Forts Concho, McKavett, and Stockton are thus rendered unnecessary;
Fort Griffin, no longer necessary, was abandoned as a military post in
May last [1881]. If barracks are to be built at San Antonio for a regiment,
to be in readiness at that post for an emergency at any point on either
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frontier [Northwest and Rio Grande], then Fort Clark can also be given
up. It is not probable that Indian depredations will ever again be made
from any point in Mexico, south of the mouth of the Pecos. 83
Augur's conclusions were based indirectly upon the passage of two separate bills by the U.S. House of Representatives and Senate in 1880. The bills
provided appropriations in the amount of two hundred thousand dollars for
the purpose of acquiring and erecting new military posts "on or near the
Rio Grande frontier" for the protection of "constantly endangered and long
suffering citizen frontier people."84 In 1882, and in light of the tranquility
along this frontier, Secretary of War Robert T. Lincoln suggested altering
the wording within the appropriations act.
I beg to invite attention to the endorsement of the General of the
Army, dated the 19th instant, in which it is recommended that the act
of April 16, 1880, be so amended as to authorize money ($200,000)
appropria,ted thereby to be expended in Texas, but not necessarily on
or near the Rio Grande.... The views therein embodied are in
consonance with those entertained by the local military authorities,
and, concurring therein, I would recommend that the same act be
amended by striking out the words "on or near the Rio Grande
frontier, as may be deemed necessary by the Secretary of War for the
adequate protection thereof," and inserting in lieu thereof the words
"in the State of Texas, as may be deemed necessary by the Secretary of
War for the adequate protection of the Rio Grande frontier."85
While the army remained cautious regarding the unsettled condition of
certain Indian tribes and reported depredations, it was less willing to accommodate the habitually false reports of Indian depredations printed in
Texas newspapers by 1882. 86 Confident that attacks by Indians and marauding thieves were on the decline, the government appropriated funds for
only one new frontier post at Fort Hancock, north of Fort Quitman along
the Rio Grande. The bulk of the remaining sum went instead toward the
expansion of the military garrison in San Antonio, which was determined to
be the best location for troops should they be needed to respond to any
frontier problems. 87
Mter Reconstruction, many Texans looked west across the vast landscape
hoping to gain economic prosperity in the state's untamed frontier. Native
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Americans, many living along the state's Rio Grande and Trans-Pecos frontiers during these years, found themselves directly in the path of American
expansion. Texas citizens, fearful that Indians would ravage their families,
homesteads, and cattle herds, called on the federal government to lend support in exterminating these "savages," many of whom, it was believed, raided
across the international border with Mexico's prescience if not deliberate
assistance.
Although by the mid-1870S U.S. military and Indian agency officials widely
accepted that Native Americans posed no serious threat to Texas's Rio Grande
frontier or to much of southwest Texas, private citizens eager to acquire
government contracts for cattle, grain, and other merchandise insisted that
more federal troops be sent to protect against "hostile" Indians. Moreover,
as railroads pushed farther west through the upper Rio Grande Valley, commercial and real estate interests as well as Texas newspapers bellowed the
same call for assistance.
There is little evidence to support the claims of some Texas newspapers
that a significant Indian threat existed through the early 1880s. 88 Upon investigation, most reports of Indian attacks on the frontier during this period have
proved false. By late October 1882, General Augur declared the department
had not reported a single Indian with hostile intent during that past year. 89
Indian depredations were clearly a part of both the lives and the lore of
many who lived along large portions of the southwestern frontier. Whites
fought to maintain what they understood as a civilized culture, one that
viewed American Indians much as it did the wild animals that roamed the
desert. Conversely, Indians understood little of White traditions and social
standards. Ultimately, Indians were forced to alter their lifestyles.
In comparison to the previous decade, Indian depredations were in significant decline by the mid-1870S. By the 1880s, as reports clearly indicate,
Indians were themselves n~ longer a significant part of the Texas population. Commercial concerns may have been the primary impetus for this
outcome; newspapers and business opportunists frequently made strong allies on the frontier as well as in cities. Without outside markets for their beef
and grain, Texas ranchers and farmers could not expect to sell their surplus
goods. By the 1880s railroad expansion began to spread across the Southwest, moving new goods and services to areas that only a short time before
were largely beyond the sphere of national and international commerce.
Many American Indians, forced from their traditional lands and lives, could
expect few concessions from an adversarial and openly hostile culture. Even
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Native resistance became a source of rhetorical distortion and imperial advance. Both economic factors and racism motivated frontier people during
this and other eras in American history.
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So Much Over So Little?
THE LIBEL SUIT OF JAMES J. STEWART

A. W. Martin Jr.

I

n early 1959 Judge Edwin L. Swope prepared to preside over an unusual
trial in Bernalillo County District Court in Albuquerque. This particular
civil libel suit was uncommon because the plaintiff was asking for only one
hundred dollars in damages, yet the case had been almost two years in the
making. The case was initially dismissed by Swope's fellow district court
judge, John B. McManus, was reversed by the New Mexico Supreme Court,
and was finally returned to Swope's court for trial. Two teams of lawyers
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stood ready to proceed. The plaintiff, former Methodist minister James J.
Stewart, was represented by Donald B. Moses and Fred Trechel of Albuquerque. The defendant, Methodist District Superintendent Joe B.
Scrimshire, hired attorneys Caswell Neal of Carlsbad and Ross Malone of
Roswell. Even in the 1950S the legal teams' combined daily fees must have
far exceeded the one hundred dollars at stake. In addition to the necessary
research involved in any case, the lawyers' preparation for this trial included
taking depositions in Alamogordo, Oklahoma City, and Albuquerque. Prospective witnesses from Albuquerque, Carlsbad, and Oklahoma City waited
in the wings. Judge Swope undoubtedly knew that Ross Malone was the
recently elected president of the American Bar Association, and Swope may
have also known that Malone had decided to retire from trying cases for a
year but had made an exception to take this case. It is little wonder that at
the preliminary hearing the judge looked at the amount of money involved
and then asked the lawyers, "Why so much time, effort, and expense?"1
Swope may have raised this question in the hope that the two sides would
settle out of court. z When the state Supreme Court overruled Judge
McManus, it left Swope little choice but to order a jury trial to deal with the
issue of malice. The week before the trial began Swope had denied a motion from Scrimshire's attorneys for a summary judgment.) The Supreme
Court had determined that even though statements about Stewart in a church
paper were libelous per se, they were also "qualifiedly privileged." Scrimshire,
as a signer of the statements, was also protected, the court ruled, as "at the
very least, an ex officio member" of the committee that had authorized the
report. Whether Scrimshire had abused his protected status and "acted from
actual ill-will or from an improper purpose" would be a jury's decision. 4
Swope also may have wanted to avoid a highly publicized trial. Already,
with the judge's order of a jury trial, the media had seized upon the story
and produced a detailed front-page account about the hearing and Stewart's
tumultuous relationship with the Methodist Church over the preceding two
years. 5 Swope surely knew that Judge McManus, when he dismissed Stewart's
suit, had taken the position that state courts should stay out of internal church
arguments. Swope may have been uneasy with presiding over a case that
would inevitably involve much more than the question of libel. 6
Whatever Swope's reasons for asking why so much effort was being expended over so little money, the answer he received from both sides was
that continuing with the trial was a "matter of principle."7 That answer was
accurate as it related to life within the church, but beyond that were funda-
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mental concerns about church and state relations, and public and ecclesiastical morality. These themes were of statewide and national importance
and surfaced repeatedly in the jury trial that was the climax of James J.
Stewart's civil suit against Joe B. Scrimshire.
The Trial8

Seven men and five women took their seats in the jury box on 3 February
1959. The selection process had not taken long, for only one prospective
juror was excused for cause, and of the five peremptory challenges available
for each side, only two had been used - both by Neal and Malone. 9 All the
jurors had been asked about their "religious affiliation."10 Surprisingly, the
jury contained only three Roman Catholics; despite the influx of many Protestants from the East in the 1940S and 195os, Albuquerque remained a predominantly Catholic city. Two jurors were of no religious persuasion, one
was "a follower of the Hebrew religion," and there was one from each of the
following Protestant denominations: Baptist, Christian, Church of Christ,
Episcopal, Presbyterian, and LutheranY Perhaps one or more of the three
prospective jurors who were eliminated had been Methodist, but probably
none of the remaining twelve would have had more than a passing acquaintance with Methodism. The jurors could ha~e had some knowledge of
Stewart's conflicts within the denomination since the dispute was widely
reported in the local and regional press and had even made Time magazine. 12 But the jurors could not have known that they were about to take a
crash course in both New Mexico libel law and Methodist polity, and, in
the process, be exposed to a fair amount of dirty denominational laundry.
Opening Statements
The opening statement by the plaintiff's attorney Donald Moses laid out
the question of libel and provided the unique Methodist context of the suit.
The jury quickly learned that Stewart had been a successful pastor who had
founded Trinity and St. John's Methodist Churches in Albuquerque. Stewart
became concerned about what he perceived as abuse of power by his bishop,
W. Angie Smith, and brought charges against him. Stewart accused the
bishop of using his office to encourage contributions of presents and money,
often referred to as "love gifts," for himself and his family. The church investigating group in Oklahoma, where Stewart had filed his complaints,
published a report that exonerated the bishop and attacked StewartY
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It was this attack, the jury learned, that provided the basis for Stewart's
suit. The attack was part of a front-page article entitled "Complaints Against
Bishop W. Angie Smith Found Base and Untrue: Accuser Is Condemned,"
which had appeared in the January 1957 issue ofthe Oklahoma-New Mexico
Methodist, a publication with a circulation of over thirty thousand readers.
The article contained a summary of a little-circulated official ten-page report signed by Scrimshire and seven Oklahoma ministers. 14 The eight ministers claimed that Stewart had been unfaithful to his vows when he refused
to accept a new appointment, accused him of inappropriate action as a minister, and charged him with attempting to smear Smith's name. Stewart's
accusations were improper and, the ministers claimed, "foolish." The newspaper report alleged that Stewart had "willfully tried to deceive," was "suffering from a greatly confused mind," or was demonstrating "cowardice" or
"ignorance." The ministers concluded that Stewart showed "neither courage nor sincerity in this entire matter."15
Moses argued that although church officials had a right to inform their
constituents of their decision about the charges against Smith, they should
have done so "with caution and within reason." Since, Moses argued, the
officials "went too far," they should "pay damages." Moses would try to show
that Stewart's accusations against Smith prejudiced church officials against
him, and that those officials acted with malice toward Stewart. Attorney
Caswell Neal for the defense stated that through both oral and written testimony he could show that publication of the article in the Oklahoma-New
Mexico Methodist did not involve any malice. 16
Stewart's Testimony
Following the opening statements by Moses and Neal, Stewart took the witness stand to provide background for his libel suit. He explained his longstanding belief that Smith, who had presided over Methodist work in the
Oklahoma and New Mexico Conferences since 1944, had improperly secured money and other gifts for himself and his family from pastors and
churches under his control, illegally received fees for dedicating churches,
and demanded "excessive fees" for a preaching mission. Stewart had filed
charges against Smith before the Committee on Investigation of the Oklahoma Conference. The committee, with Rev. Scrimshire participating as
an invited participant, had published the report exonerating the bishop and
defaming Stewart. Soon thereafter, an investigating committee of the New
Mexico Conference filed charges against Stewart, accusing him of "con-
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duct unbecoming a minister." He was tried
and found guilty in April 1957 by a church
court that defrocked him and expelled him
from the denomination. 17
Stewart's testimony detailed his allegations against Scrimshire and the Oklahoma
committee. Scrimshire, Stewart claimed,
had contributed to the purchase ofa Cadillac
for the bishop in 1956. The Reverend Paul
Tripp, a member of the Oklahoma committee, had provided an oil painting for Smith
while Tripp served as a pastor in New Mexico. When asked during cross-examination
why Scrimshire "would have malice toward
him," Stewart replied that he did not know
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of any reason "unless I [Stewart] was get- WIFE RUTH
ting at something he was guilty of."18
(Photograph courtesy St. John's
Judge Swope allowed Stewart consider- United Methodist Church,
able latitude as the minister described his Albuquerque)
fight against love gifts. Much of the trial's
first day was given to matters indirectly related to the question that the jury
would have to decide: Did Scrimshire act with malice when he signed and
agreed to publish the statement attacking Stewart? In permitting such leeway to the plaintiff, Judge Swope allowed Stewart a platform to advance his
crusade against love gifts, with Smith as his primary example.
Witnesses for the Plaintiff
Before the end of the first day Moses called two more witnesses who strongly
supported Stewart: Imogene Scott; a member of the Official Board at St.
John's Methodist Church; and Dr. James D. Shreve Jr., a nuclear physicist at
the Sandia Corporation and choir director at St. John's where he was also a
board member. Scott and Shreve were both leaders in the Lay Movement for
Democracy in Methodism (LMDM). The LMDM, made up of members
from St. John's and at least three other Methodist churches in Albuquerque,
had formed in 1957 to support Stewart and to advance the cause of reform in
the Methodist Church. 19 Recognizing the responsibility oflaypersons as well
as clergy to curb the "continuing trend-in our church toward dictatorial use
of ministerial [i.e. episcopal] authority," the group pledged to study church
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law, "suppress the love of materialism wherever it exists in our church," and
"encourage more democratic procedures within the Methodist Church."20
Scott had worked with Stewart to gather evidence of double-dipping for
travel expenses and other episcopal wrongdoing before Stewart filed charges
against Smith. The national treasurer of the denomination, who administered bishops' travel funds, communicated to Scott that church leaders were
not required to itemize expenses in detail. Scott also received a letter from
the bishop denying he had charged two accounts for the same trip.D
Shreve testified to Stewart's effectiveness as a pastor (Scott probably testified along these lines also). Their testimony was designed to verify the claim
made in Stewart's original complaint that "his reputation and standing as a
minister throughout his said career have been excellent and that the pastoral charges under his leadership have grown and prospered."Z2
Two other dimensions of Scott's testimony caught the attention of an
Albuquerque Journal reporter. Scott contributed to a fund supporting Stewart,
and she borrowed a copy of the full Oklahoma investigative report from the
Reverend Kenneth E. Ford, Stewart's successor as pastor of St. John's, and
took the report to Moses's office for duplication. 23 By having Scott testify to
the existence of a much longer official report than the article in the church
newspaper, Moses probably intended to underline the article's status as semiofficial, hoping to undermine the protection that its qualifiedly privileged
status, as determined by the Supreme Court, gave to Scrimshire.
Apparently the official report had such a limited circulation that Stewart
could not make it the basis for the suit. If he could have used it as the
foundation of his argument, he would have had even stronger evidence of
libel. The official report claimed that Stewart's "ignorance was beyond the
concept of intelligent men;" his timing and methods were "contrary to everything decent and honorable in The Methodist Church"; his complaints
were "foolish, fanatical and deceitful statements"; and his charges represented "a low and vile attack without reason or fact, ... the work of a mind
so warped by hatred and vengeance that it canI~ot even think straight."24
Stewart's legal team not only called on witnesses sympathetic to his case,
but also summoned two unfriendly witnesses. The last one on the first day,
Kenneth E. Ford, apparently was called to prove the nature and existence of
the official report referred to by Scott. In a difficult situation as Stewart's
successor at St. John's, Ford had to mediate between supporters and critics
of Stewart's cause-Ford personally opposed Stewart's efforts, referring to
them as "unwarranted and malicious attacks."25
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Even more unfriendly to Stewart's case than Ford was the primary witness for the plaintiff on the second day, the Reverend Edwin Parker. As the
Methodist district superintendent of the Oklahoma City District, Parker had
presided over the hearing that affirmed Smith's complete innocence and
attacked Stewart. The newspaper article on which Stewart's suit was based
was read into the record before Parker testified on two matters: love gifts for
the bishop and the question of malice. 26 Under questioning from Moses,
Parker stated that he voluntarily contributed toward the gift of a Cadillac for
Bishop Smith in 1956: "I have participated each time 1 knew the Smiths
were to be honored." Such gifts, he said, were "a long standing practice in
the church," and he knew "of no instance where Bishop Smith encouraged
such gifts and knew of occasions when he discouraged them." Regarding
the "events surrounding investigation of Stewart's accusations," Parker responded to Nealon cross-examination by affirming that the ministers published t~e article "because we felt the church had been greatly injured,"
and that he knew of no one "motivated by malice" in its publication. 27
A key moment during Parker's testimony turned the focus of the trial
sharply onto Scrimshire. Moses introduced a letter composed shortly after
Stewart had filed his charges but prior to the meeting of the investigating
committee on 10 January 1957. The letter, written by Scrimshire to Smith,
addressed Stewart's accusation that the bishop received about five hundred
dollars a year "for a New Mexico Episcopal Residence" that did "not exist."
Scrimshire not only proved the allegation to be false but leveled his own
charge against Stewart. He accused Stewart of being "unscrupulous," of
"deliberately mis-representing [sic] the facts in a charge that infers fraudulent use of this fund," and of having a "distorted mind."28 Moses asked Parker
if a person who had written such statements could be "impartial and fair"
when he participated in the Oklahoma hearing. Parker replied, obviously
without answering the question, "I think that committee would have done
what was right no matter who was in the room."29
During the second day of testimony, Moses and Trechel twice attempted
to get additional evidence of the bishop's love gifts into the record. An insurance agent from Oklahoma City, Robert W. H. McCullough, and anoth~r friend of Stewart's in Albuquerque, Rose F. Cazier, were prepared to
testify about some of the charges against the bishop. Although the nature of
Cazier's proposed testimony is no longer clear, McCullough had come from
Oklahoma City ready to affirm the bishop's attempt to shift church insurance coverage in Oklahoma over to a more costly company in which one of
his sons worked. 30
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Judge Swope then excused the jury, heard counsel, and accepted the
defense argument that "the issue at stake in the trial [was] solely whether
malice was involved in the church newspaper article." Malone successfully
claimed that the new testimony of Cazier and McCullo~gh "would tend to
smear Bishop Smith" and asked the court whether it would "re-litigate"
charges against someone who was absent. Swope declared the testimonies
of Cazier and McCullough inadmissible, and Stewart's attorneys completed
their case by calling a member of the St. John's Official Board, Richard A.
Richards, to testify to Stewart's effectiveness as a pastor. 31
The Case for the Defense
Much of the morning during the third trial day was spent reading the 110
pages of depositions taken from the five official members of the Oklahoma
investigating committee and from Robert J. Smith, a district superintendent
in the Oklahoma Conference who was
present at the committee meeting and
signed its report. They "testified that they
felt no malice toward Stewart and that
they felt it necessary for the good of the
church to publish the article in question
[the committee's newspaper report]," the
content of which they believed to be
made up of "true statements."32
The deposition given by Bishop W.
Angie Smith in Alamogordo in August
1958 "was not opened or referred to by
either side in the case."33 In his statement
to lawyers Smith addressed his use of
church funds. For example, he used
church resources to "help fix the road"
into the Methodist assembly grounds near
BISHOP W. ANGIE SMITH AND HIS
Sacramento, New Mexico, where he set
WIFE AT THE SACRAMENTO
up
"residence" from time to time. A "drier
METHODIST CAMP
and maybe a washing machine" were also
(Photograph courtesy Oklahoma
purchased with church money. Smith
United Methodist Archives, Archives
defended his spending habits by testifyand Special Collections, Dulaneying that other episcopal areas had "fifteen
Browne Library, Oklahoma City
or twenty thousand dollars to assist the
University)
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Bishop in stenographic work ... and for traveling and for visitation" - funds
that did not become clearly legal in the denomination until 1976. Finally,
Smith answered the charge that he and his wife deposited into their personal accounts money meant for missions. He quoted federal authorities
who checked his taxes: "They ... stated to me it was as clear as it could be
and they couldn't understand the person who made the objection."34
Scrimshire's attorneys probably had no interest in using the deposition; it
would have opened up even more discussion of the bishop's actions. Likewise, Stewart's attorneys may have thought, in light of Judge Swope's earlier
rejection of Cazier and McCullough's testimony, that attempting to admit
Smith's deposition would be pointl~ss.
Defense testimony followed from the superintendent of the Albuquerque
District, R. 1. Willingham. It was Willingham's recommendation to move
Stewart from St. John's in 1956. He 'thought that the church, located in the
quickly developing Northeast Heights of Albuquerque, was "not measuring
up to its potential." He attributed this failure to Stewart's "strong negative
attitude" and to his work being unsatisfactory "in some ways."J5 The superintendent then testified that Stewart considered leaving the church to continue
his struggle against love gifts but decided to fight "from within." Willingham
admitted to contributing "on a purely voluntary basis" to love offerings, but
he did not believe the bishop knew "who made the contributions."J6
In cross-examination Moses read a letter from the Official Board of St.
John's Church unanimously requesting Stewart's return and praising his
"great inspirational leadership through his pulpit, ... his unchallengeable
personal integrity and ... [his] tireless personal evangelism which has contributed to our steady growth."J7 Unfortunately, the newspaper reports of the
trial do not indicate how Willingham explained the discrepancy between
his evaluation of Stewart's work and the church's. Nor is it clear whether the
superintendent's statement about Stewart's decision to stay and fight against
love gifts from within the denomination came up incidentally in his testimony or was somehow part of Scrimshire's defense. J8
The final witness for the defense was Superintendent Scrimshire. Consistent with the Oklahoma ministers, Scrimshire claimed that the newspaper report was created "for the good of the church" and "that no malice or
ill will toward Stewart was involved." But Scrimshire separated himselfslightly
from the other ministers when he stated that he signed the article "as the
true findings" of the investigating committee whose meeting he "sat in on"
representing the New Mexico superintendents "as an invited observer."J9
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By claiming to be present at the Oklahoma committee meeting as an
invited guest, Scrimshire opened the door for Stewart's attorneys to question his status as official or protected. In his earlier deposition, Scrimshire
said he did not remember participating in the discussion of the committee
except to explain the issue of episcopal residence. 40 In the various stages
leading to the jury trial, however, his attorneys claimed that Scrimshire copresided over the church hearing with Parker. 4! Moses may well have gone
over this ground again.
Scrimshire's attorneys asked him about the gift of the Cadillac for the
bishop. The surprise gift, Scrimshire testified, was intended to honor the
bishop's reappointment as the episcopal leader of the Oklahoma-New
Mexico Area "for the fourth straight quadrennium," as well as his election
to president of the Methodist Council of Bishops, the "highest office in the
Methodist Church." No one was coerced to give for the car, Scrimshire
claimed, and love gifts were "in accordance with long[-]standing custom in
the church."42
When the question of malice arose during Scrimshire's testimony, Moses
asked the witness "if he felt any animosity toward Stewart because of the
'love gifts' attacks." This question gave the superintendent a clear opportunity to say that he had no malice toward Stewart and to add that Stewart
"had the right" to make his criticism. 43 Surely Moses would not have given
Scrimshire this opening without also asking him about his attack on Stewart
in the letter he wrote to Smith regarding the episcopal residence fund. Moses
may also have questioned, as he had at the deposition, the appropriateness
of Scrimshire's participation in the official investigation. Besides his letter
to Smith, Scrimshire had also signed off on a public letter from the superintendents of the Oklahoma and New Mexico Conferences that was published prior to the meeting of the Oklahoma investigating committee. In
this letter Stewart's charges were labeled "beneath the dignity of competent
men to consider." The letter accused Stewart of seeking publicity through
his charges, and it refused "to recognize him or any statements he may
make in the future."44
The Last Day
On 6 February, the last day of the trial, the attorneys presented their final
arguments. Neal and Malone advised the jury that Stewart had "launched
an absolutely unprecedented attack against the leader of the Methodist
Church of the world ... in the public press." Moses reemphasized that
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Stewart had taken a church concern to district court seeking nominal damages "as a matter of principle." He then reminded the jury once again of the
issue of love gifts, stating that, to this point, Stewart had dealt only with "a
, church court, members of which [were] pastors in the area under the jurisdiction ofW. Angie Smith, over whom he had control, and from whom he
accepted gifts."45
.
Judge Swope then instructed the jurors, advising them that they were
"the sole jujges of all question~ of fact" and that they could bring a verdict
if at least ten of them agreed. He reminded the jury not to "draw any inferences" from his rulings on legal questions about whether evidence could or
could not be admitted. If they found that the statements about Stewart in
the church publication were true, they were to "return a verdict for the
defendant." If they saw those statements as false, the jury must determine if
those who signed the statements acted "in bad faith and malice." A decision
of bad faith would result in a verdict for the plaintiff, while a decision of
good faith without malice would rule in favor of the defendant. The term
"malice" was to be understood as meaning "personal hatred or ill will toward the plaintiff or a wanton disregard of the rights of the plaintiff" and
had to be "showl) by evidence aside from the published article." Since
Scrimshire's "position ... was one of qualified privilege," even if the statementsin the article were "false or defamatory," malice on Scrimshire's part
had to be shown for a judgment in Stewart's favor. Judge Swope reminded
the jury that the burden of proof was on the plaintiff to support his claims
"by a preponderance of the evidence," understood as indicating "the greater
probability of truth."46
How should the members of the jury handle Stewart's charges against
Bishop Smith? They could not determine, Judge Swope told them, "whether
or not the practice of giving and receiving such gifts is proper or desireable
[sic];" such a question was "to be decided solely by the members and officials of the church." But the jury could "consider any testimony concerning
the opposition of the plaintiff to this practice and the approval of the defendant, ... along with the other evidence, in determining whether or not the
defendant acted with or without malice in making the statements concerning the plaintiff which were published in the article in question."47
After deliberating for over two hours, the jury returned a verdict- reportedly
by a ten to two vote':' in favor of the defendant. Although he was not present
when the jury returned, Stewart initially had no comment, but stated two
days later that he did not plan to appeal. He was satisfied with the defense
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witnesses' admissions that "they had frequently given valuable gifts to the
resident bishop and his family [and had] put their testimony on the court
record."48 Stewart was quoted as saying that "he hald] no criticism of judge
or jury." Noting that Swope's instructions "drew a line between church and
state jurisdiction as narrow and straight as humanly possible," he agreed
that the appropriateness of love gifts was not a question for a civil court.
"[T]he incident never would have started in the first place," Stewart stated,
"had there been more charity on both sides."49 He freely admitted, "I was a
bit rough and imprudent at times in my attack on gifts to my superiors-a
practice thatl deeply resented."50

Church and State
Stewart's remarks just after the trial are a reminder that two major areas of
national concern underlay the jury trial: relations between church and state,
and standards of public and church morality.

It should perhaps come as no surprise that the majority of the jury decided for the defendant. Required to consider only the question of malice
on Scrimshire's part, the jury had to find evidence of malice somewhere
besides in the church newspaper article in question if it was to uphold
Stewart's complaint. Any consideration jurors might have given to Scrimshire's harsh words about Stewart in his letter to Smith was probably counterbalanced by Scrimshire's sworn statement that he had no malice and his
claim that by signing the investigating committee's report, he was merely
certifying its accuracy as a summary of the committee's findings.
Attorney Moses suggested another reason for the jury decision. Recalling
the trial more than three decades later-his memory admittedly far from
what it once was and his records of it destroyed-Moses believed that the
jury probably felt Stewart was wrong in taking a church concern to a civil
court. 51 Judge Swope's instruction to consider the propriety oflove gifts, which
had been the actual subject of much of the testimony, as strictly a church
concern would have encouraged such a view. The reluctance to mix church
and state matters was evident in Judge McManus's initial dismissal of the
suit, the jury's decision, and Stewart's acceptance of the sharp line drawn by
Swope between church and state.
The belief that church and state concerns should be kept separate would
have been unthinkable during much of the history of New Mexico. The
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original Native American occupants made no distinction between the sacred and the profane. 52 The Spanish had no concept ofseparation of church
and state; the results were "acrimonious struggles" that "often characterized
church and state relations."53 After New Mexico became a u.s. territory,
statehood was delayed for reasons such as Protestant suspicion ofwhat Ferenc
M. Szasz has called a "New Mexican Catholic [c ]ultural hegemony."54 New
Mexican Hispanics in their turn feared the "eastern Protestant establishment" that fluorished in much of the rest of the country.55
This two-way lack of trust frequently centered on how best to educate the
young. Catholics worried about their children having "unmonitored exposure to Protestant teachers," and Protestants were concerned with Catholic
religious professionals teaching in public schools. 56 Since public funds for
teachers and buildings were often scarce, religious instructors continued to
teach at public schools under statehood. 57 The conflict over these teachers
in public schools climaxed in the nationally publicized "Dixon case," a
successful challenge to Catholic presence in public schools decided by the
New Mexico Supreme Court in 1951. 58 Most of the people in the courtroom
in 1959 would have probably remembered this case.
The Dixon case was a part of what Robert F. Drinan described as "a
decade characterized by a violent Church-State controversy." Beginning
with the Everson v. Board ofEducation decision by the U.S. Supreme Court
in 1947, which allowed states to cover transportation costs to parochial
schools, the controversy continued in New Mexico down to the time of the
Stewart suit. 59 In 1956 one Presbyterian pastor claimed at a rally sponsored
by Protestants and Others United for the Separation of Church and State
that "in many communities in the state [New Mexico] it [was] hard to find
the line between parochial and public schools."60 Archbishop Edwin V. Byrne
demonstrated Catholic conformity with the Dixon decision in 1958 by rejecting the efforts of Gideons International "to place Protestant and Catholic Bibles in the Santa Fe public schools."61
A brief review of the interplay between church law and state law in
Stewart's suit illustrates the difficulties that arise when church quarrels reach
state courts and also shows that, on occasion, resolution of these conflicts
may only come through the courts. Before the Stewart conflict ever left the
ecclesiastical arena, it was already a tangled legal mess, with the validity of
S~rimshire's presence at the Oklahoma hearing a major problem. 6z His attendance there, strictly speaking, was outside the provision of church law
but had practical justification since the committee was considering charges
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about events that occurred in New Mexico. In earlier stages of the suit
Stewart's attorneys had tried to establish that, as an outsider, the defendant
did not enjoy protected status - Scrimshire came fairly close to admitting
this when he said that he was merely "an invited guest." The defense, however, managed to transform Scrimshire into a copresider as it struggled to
keep him under the protection of qualified privilege. The New Mexico
Supreme Court, faced with a statement that it viewed as libelous, had the
thankless task of working through the convoluted church debate. In the
end that court gave Scrimshire the same protection that the committee
members had.
Church Reform and Public Morality
The two members of the jury who voted to support Stewart's suit must have
felt that there was enough evidence beyond the article to demonstrate ill
will on Scrimshire's part. They may also have allowed sympathy for Stewart's
cause to influence their vote. Whatever their thinking, it is clear that from
the standpoint of Stewart and his supporters, even if they won only two
votes, so much effort and expense to bring about "a public hearing of his
accusations" was justified as part of a broader campaign to raise ethical standards in the church. 63
In his lengthy testimony Stewart emphasized his concern with church
ethics. He brought his argument to the public through the two major Albuquerque papers present throughout the trial and the Associated Press, which
picked up the story and spread it throughout the Southwest. Superintendent Parker's testimony helped to keep the spotlight on the bishop's alleged
shortcomings; ironically, the defense's efforts to suppress testimony that might
smear the bishop, even in the jury's absence, was reported in the news and
served to draw increased attention to the accusations against him.
Although some of Stewart's charges lacked merit, he and his followers
saw themselves as church reformers, calling for the acceptance of moral
standards within the church to match those of the surrounding society. Long
before the trial, supporters collected stories from across the nation about big
gifts to other bishops and influence peddling in politics and business. 64 While
still pastor at St. John's, Stewart had published an article in a national church
paper claiming that love gifts "constitute[d] a subtle form of bribery, comparable to the pre-Reformation sale of church benefices." Aware that Russell
Scott, Imogene Scott's husband, worked for the United States Corps of
Engineers and that "it was the policy of that organization to not [sic] accept
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gifts from contractors or businesses that might influence contracts," Stewart
reminded his readers that "civil service employees are not permitted to give
gifts to their superiors."65 He called on the next General Conference to "adopt
legislation making the soliciting for, the giving to, and the receiving of gifts
by effective bishops, district superintendents, ministers, and members of
their family, grounds for expulsion" from the church. 66
Trial observers and participants were likely aware of the demand for higher
standards of morality in the public sector and in the state. The Albuquerque
City Commission had adopted a policy "that no gifts, favors or emoluments,
regardless of value, shall be accepted by any city employere] from vendors,
contractors, individuals or firms who have any business relationship with
the city ofAlbuquerque." It was also general knowledge in the city that Atomic
Energy Commission employees could "not present or solicit contributions
for gifts to superiors" and could "not accept gifts from subordinates." Certainly the Journal reporters would not have forgotten the explicit policy of
their paper that the staff was allowed "no free tickets."67 Some trial observers
probably would have remembered that one of the few stories from New
Mexico, other than election coverage, to make national news in 1958 was the
indictment by a Santa Fe jury of a former Air National Guard adjutant general and members of his staff for "obtaining money under false pretenses."68
A financial supporter of Stewart from Houston, Paul E. Wise, also placed
in a national framework the concern that morality within the church should
at least match that required in the public sector. His primary motive in
going after a Methodist bishop was quite different from Stewart's-he led a
group oflaymen who feared perceived Communist influence in the highest
levels of the church. Wise, however, also shared the minister's moral concern: "There simply should not be a double standard of ethics for the professionals in the field of religion. It is no more right for a Bishop in the
Methodist Church to take a bull, a quarter horse, or a love gift for his wife to
travel abroad, than it is for a Sherman Adams to take a vicuna coat and a rug
from a Goldfine!"69 The charges referred to Pres. Dwight D. Eisenhower's
chief assistant, Sherman Adams. Although Eisenhower's first presidential
campaign stressed returning morality to government, ironically Adams was
charged with accepting gifts from an industrialist. Adams pled his case with
the Securities and Exchange Commission and was forced to resign in the fall
of 1958.70 This case would have been common knowledge in the courtroom.
Many who were present at the trial undoubtedly also remembered the
investigations by a U.S. Senate committee ofTeamsters presidents David Beck
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and Jimmy Hoffa, who were accused of misappropriating funds. 71 Those
who read the religious press would have rejoiced with the editor of a leading
national journal who praised Congress' decision to consider "requir[ingJ all
congressmen, senators and members of the executive branch receiving salaries of $12,5°0 or more to report to a commission, and through it to the
public, their total income and their expenses on all trips."72
Stewart and his friends compared ecclesiastical and public ethics as part
of their preparation for the General Conference of the Methodist Church,
which met the year following the trial. As they had done in 1956, just before
Stewart left the pastorate, Stewart and his supporters petitioned this supreme
legislative body of the denomination to eliminate love gifts. Stewart himc
self, even though defrocked and expelled, made a quixotic effort to address
the 1960 conference. Although both Stewart's request to address the conference and the petitions were rejected, the efforts of Stewart and his supporters helped to bring about a decisive change in denominational polity. The
Conference voted to restrict the length of time a bishop could preside over
one area to a maximum of "twelve consecutive years," exactly half the time
that Bishop Smith supervised Methodist 'work in Oklahoma and New
Mexico. 7J In 1976 episcopal terms were reduced to no more than eight years,
except when "strategic missional reasons" called for four more years,74

Conclusion
IfJames J. Stewart's suit against Joe Scrimshire and the other ministers who
condemned him had been about nothing more than one hundred dollars,
then Judge Swope's opinion that the case was a great deal of effort over a
very small matter would of course be correct. If a financial settlement were
all that was involved, one might even want to take the judge's statement a
step further and borrow Shakespeare's words to say that it was "much ado
about nothing." But, if the suit and subsequent trial are viewed as part of a
larger picture involving church-state relations, concerns about public morality, and efforts at church reform, the libel suit of James J. Stewart was
much ado about a great deal indeed.
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Review Essay
ELIZABETH NETTO CALIL ZARUR AND CHARLES MUIR LOVELL, ART

AND FAITH IN MEXICO: THE NINETEENTH-CENTURY RETABLO
TRADITION AND MARY MONTANO, TRADICIONES NUEVOMEXICANAS:
HISPANO ARTS AND CULTURE OF NEW MEXICO

Gloria Fraser Giffords

E

veryone with an interest in expressions of Hispanic art and culturethose generated in Mexico and in those parts of the United States once
the territory of Spain and, later, Mexico-welcomes publications that elucidate and enhance the understanding of those expressions. Some books
achieve this objective better than others. Recently, two books had such an
opportunity.
The University Art Cal1ery of New Mexico State University, Las Cruces
(NMSU), is home to a col1ection of more than seventeen hundred retablos
santos and retablos ex-votos (mostly nineteenth-century Mexican images of
saints and ex-votos painted on tinplate), donated by a number of local and

Art and Faith in Mexico: The Nineteenth-Century Retablo Tradition, edited by Elizabeth,Netto

Calil Zarur and Charles Muir Lovell (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2001. 360
pp. 125 color plates, 64 halftones, glossary, appendixes, index. $5°.00 cloth, ISBN 0-8263-2323-1,

$29.95 paper, ISBN 0-8263-2324-3). Tradiciones Nuevomexicanas: Hispano Arts and Culture of
New Mexico, by Mary Montano (Albuquerque: University ofNew Mexico Press, 2001. viii + 374

pp. 91 color plates, 56 halftones, glossaries, bibliographies, index. $5°.00 cloth, ISBN 0-82632136-4, $29.95 paper, ISBN 0-8263-2137-2). Gloria Fraser Giffords is a historian of Latin American
art and has worked as an independent art conservator since 1970 specializing in oil paintings
and polychrome wooden statuary. She has .written on religious and secular arts of Latin America and northern New Spain, their history, significance, and conservation. Fraser Giffords has
served as a guest curator for several exhibits on Mexican folk retablos and is a Fellow at the
American Institute for Conservation.
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El Paso dealers and collectors over the last three decades. The size of the
collection - "the largest collection of nineteenth- to twentieth-century Mexican tin retablos in any U.S. museum" (p. 7) -and the enthusiasm of the art
gallery's staff fueled support for an exhibition of the collection's nineteenthcentury retablos (from November 1999 to February 2000) and the publication of Art and Faith in Mexico, which served as its catalogue.
The book's color plates and halftones illustrate each of the 120 retablos
and 40 ex-votos in the exhibition, representations inspiring the retablos santos,
and parts of the exhibition installation at the University Art Gallery. Preceding the catalogue proper are a preface by exhibition cocurator Charles Muir
Lovell, director of the University Art Gallery, and nine brief essays on retablos
by art scholars and experts from both Mexico and the United States. Lead
essayist and exhibition cocurator Elizabeth N. C. Zarur has also provided
concluding essays after the formal catalogue and after each of the first three
appendixes. Conservator Silvia Marinas-Felinera offers notes on the conservation of the exhibition pieces in the fourth appendix.
Regrettably, in light of the questionable quality of many exhibition pieces
and the unevenness of the exhibition as a whole, neither the exhibition nor
the book that serves as its catalogue can be considered "the most comprehensive ... on the subject of the Mexican tin retablo [and ex-voto] to date"
(p. 7), as cocurator Lovell maintains. There have been several tinplate retablo
and ex-voto exhibitions in Mexico and the United States and several books
on such retablos and ex-votos that might more accurately be called "comprehensive." These works include Fernando Juarez-Frias's 1991 retablo exhibition in Zacatecas, captured in the photographs of his book Retablos
populares mexicanos: Iconografia religiosa del siglo XIX (1991), and the 1995
ex-voto exhibition in Mexico City mounted by Centro Cultural/Arte
Contemporaneo and its accompanying highly informative catalogue (1995).
Indeed, by featuring multiple representations of images such as the Sorrowful Mother (fourteen pieces) and Our Lady of Refuge (sixteen pieces)poorly painted and maintained examples at that-and by including few or
none of other historically important images, neither the book Art and Faith
in Mexico nor the exhibition upon which it is based serves collectors or
general readers well.
In her introduction, Zarur provides a succinct overview of the book's
essays, placing tinplate retablos and ex-votos in their cultural and historical
contexts. Describing the common physical characteristics of pieces belonging to the University Art Gallery retablo and ex-voto collection, she focuses
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on one of the most popular retablo images, Our Lady of Refuge. Ramon A.
Gutierrez's essay, "Sacred Retablos: Objects That Conjoin Time and Space,"
explains how retablos and ex-votos conjoin "objects, space, and time ... the
living and the dead, the natural and the supernatural, the human and the
divine," bringing them "into unison, thereby demarcating the sacred from
the profane" (p. 31). Marcus B. Burke's essay highlights the peculiarly Mexican elements of this art form and its iconography in his general review, "On
the Spanish Origins of Mexican Retablos."
Claire Farago considers "the crucial role of prints in popular religious art
produced in northern Mexico and New Mexico" (p. 47) in her essay, "Prints
and the Pauper: Artifice, Religion, and Free Enterprise in Popular Sacred
Art." She emphasizes the importance of commerce in dispersing popular
religious themes and motifs. Solange Albero, in "Retablos and Popular Religion in Nineteenth-Century Mexico," points out how little we know of the
"religious usages among the common people" of nineteenth-century Mexico
and calls for serious and thorough historical research in this area. In "Powerful Images: Mexican Ex-Votos," Elin Luque and Michele Beltran present
a historically accurate, evocative account of their subject from both an academic and a cultural perspective, with specific iconographic notes on most
of the exhibition's ex-votos.
Jacinto Quirate clearly and thoroughly explores the origin and significance of a particular iconographic symbol, the "Powerful Hand," in his essay "Los Cinco Senores and La Mano Poderosa: An Iconographic Study."
Focusing on three popular retablo images in "Sermons of the Religious
Orders and Retablo Art in Mexico," Manuel GImon Nolasco connects the
popularity of the Child of Atocha and Our Lady of Refuge with that of their
devotional practices in the areas where the retablos were painted. Felipe
Solis, in "Archaeological Testimonies of Popular Religion in the Mexican
World," draws an implicit parallel between the proliferation of Aztec day
figurines and of tinplate retablos in pre-Conquest and nineteenth-century
central Mexico, respectively, as evidence of widespread religious devotion
among the people of that region.
Retablo aficionados, students, and collectors expecting specific, reliable
information will be disappointed by Art and Faith in Mexico. Inaccuracies,
specious generalizations, and serious omissions abound. For example, in his
preface, Lovell explains the demise of the tinplate retablo toward the end of
the nineteenth century as follows: "The Mexican retablo artists could not
produce devotional paintings at such a low cost [as that of chromolithographsJ,
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which subsequently greatly diminished their production" (p. 13). In fact,
we have no record of any nineteenth-century retablo artist speaking (or writing) to this point. Nor have we any idea of how much retablos or chromolithographs sold for in nineteenth-century Mexico. Most likely, chromos
(mass-produced on paper) did cost more than retablos (hand-painted on
tinplate). Chromos did displace retablos by the early twentieth century, perhaps for their perceived modernness, novelty, and greater trueness to the
original paintings and sculptures that served as retablo models as much as
for their lower price. In the absence of documentary evidence we can only
speculate, not confidently assert. Lovell continues: "Nevertheless, the retablo
tradition has continued in modern times in the form of calendars, holy cards,
prints, home altars, and the proliferation of religious trinkets sold in markets near churches and shrines throughout Mexico and the Latino United
States" (p. 13). One wonders just what "retablo tradition" he is referring to.
By expanding the term to include virtually all popular religious images,
does he mean to abandon the narrower, established sense of the term used
by the other essayists in the book and by those (himself included) who
mounted and officially described the exhibition?
In her introductory essay, Zarur explains that the exhibition's retablos of
Our Lady of Refuge range stylistically "from Byzantine prototypes (fig. 45),
to baroque expressions (fig. 46), to classical derivation (fig. 53), to popular
images (fig. 57), to folk representations (fig. 52)" (p. 21). Yet we know that
the original image copied for the retablo shown in figure 45 (p. 156) was an
early-eighteenth-century Italian baroque painting. In the absence of any
evidence to support such a claim, implying that Byzantine religious images
could have influenced a group of nineteenth-century Mexican artists living
mainly in the Bajfo strains credulity to the breaking point. A particularly
unfortunate inclusion in both the exhibition and catalogue is the chromolithographic image of the Virgin of Perpetual Help, which faces the title page of
Claire Farago's essay (p. 46) and appears in the catalogue proper (figure 182,
p. 298). This specific representation of the Virgin Mary was introduced by
the Redemptorist Brothers in the United States in the late nineteenth century and was never reproduced in any extant Mexican folk retablo.
None of the essayists have attempted to establish the exhibition's retablos
santos in actual time or space, or dealt with authorship, numbers produced,
demographics, or socioeconomic factors. None discusses the mechanics
involved in the production of oil paintings on tinplate that was concentrated largely in nineteenth-century central Mexico-essential information
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of great interest to collectors, curators, and students of nineteenth-century
Mexican religious folk art. Indeed, Nolasco suggests that the popularity of
the Child of Atocha theme was almost solely the result of the Dominicans'
zealous promotion of the Child of Atocha devotion a century before the
figure's establishment (p. 9z), while he attributes the popularity of the Vir~
gin of Refuge theme simply to the Virgin Mary's widespread appeal. At the
very least, his oblique explanations oversimplify the use of Mother and
Godchild themes in tin retablo production. Nolasco ignores both the significance of the trade corridors that would bring the devotion of the Child
ofAtocha into the far northern reaches of Spain's former territories, and the
swiftly diminishing presence of Dominicans after Mexican independence.
His essay fails to touch on, much less discuss, either the role played by the
established proximity of retablo artists to devotional sites for the two images
or the history and nature of the NMSU retablo collection.
A large number of individuals from Mexico and the United States expended a great deal of time and effort to mount the NMSU exhibition.
Collectors and aficionados of Mexican folk retablos will want a copy of Art
and Faith in Mexico for its excellently printed color plates. It is a shame,
however, that an important opportunity was missed to showcase such an
appealing art form with a more representative exhibition and a more thoughtful, substantive catalogue.
Where Art and Faith circles around its single subject, Tradiciones
Nuevomexicanas deals with many subjects, which the author carefully designed and structured to create a much more cohesive work. In 1994, the
Southwest Hispanic Arts Curriculum Symposium, the Hispanic Steering
Committee (under the leadership of Dean Thomas A. Dodson of the College of Fine Arts), and like-minded individuals outside these organizations
joined forces to integrate Hispanic materials into a predominantly Anglobased arts curriculum at the University of New Mexico (UNM). With support from the U.S. Department of Education's Fund for the Improvement
of Post-Secondary Education (FIPSE), Helen Lucero, director of visual arts
at the National Hispanic Cultural Center, and Susan Patrick, professor of
musicology and former associate dean of the College of Fine Arts at UNM
developed a zoo-level course. For several semesters they team-taught a survey
of Hispanic Arts and Culture with guest lectures by recognized authorities.
When Lucero could find no single book in print that covered all the material for the new course, she proposed that the Hispanic Steering Committee
commission one. The result is Tradiciones Nuevomexicanas, an excellent
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overview and sound primer for students and those interested in traditional
New Mexican arts, crafts, and culture.
In the course of her research, author Mary Montano encountered interesting and pertinent bits ofknowledge that "never got beyond the scholarly
journals and papers to those who would most benefit from them -la gente";
her endeavor to distill these "into a narrative that is both accessible and
enjoyable [to] readers of all backgrounds" is eminently successful (p. vii).
Tradiciones begins with a historical overview then proceeds to religious
art; religious and secular celebrations; secular arts (including architecture,
textiles, metal work and jewelry, and straw applique); secular and religious
music through social dance, food, and medicine; and finally literature and
theater. Each chapter is followed by its own chronology, glossary, and bibliography, with videography, discography, and list of musical archival collections included where pertinent. The glossaries contain many entries specific
to New Mexico. The bibliographies include works that encourage Nuevomexicano readers to search out and understand the historical antecedents
and contemporary importance of their culture.
Recent textbooks designed to survey the national cultures of Spain,
Mexico, and other Latin America countries have been few and, for the most
part, far narrower in scope than Tradiciones, which manages to cover practically all aspects of Nuevomexicano culture. Taking a holistic approach,
the book is well arranged, engaging, and easy to read; indeed, I found it
difficult to put down. By sprinkling sidebars throughout to offer readers special focus, added insights into a chapter's topics, and even humor, Montano
provides welcome variety without interrupting the flow of her main text.
Illustrations are well balanced between black and white historical photographs, drawings, and prints on the one hand, and contemporary color photographs on the other. The judicious use of color throughout the book
provides excitement and invites readers to read on. As is true of most University of New Mexico Press publications, book design, printing, and color
work are excellent.
The author begins each chapter with a brief overview of historical and
contemporary traditions (concentrating on those specific to New Mexico)
and reactions to tourism and commerce, such as cultural invention. Tying
cultural traditions to current, observable objects and practices, she plunges
readers into a living, constantly evolving culture, rich in texture, color, and
flavor and steeped in sometimes conflicting desires between preserving traditions and creating objects and spectacles for tourist consumption.
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In her acknowledgments, Montano tells us that although her academic
and personal focus is music, in reawakening to her cultural and familial past
she has become an advocate for all of the tradiciones nuevomexicanas. In
chapters on topics other than music, she, for the most part, makes fine use
of other scholars, professional visual and performing artists, and practitioners
of various crafts, food preparation, and healing arts to achieve an informed,
well-rounded treatment. On occasion, however, she includes without attribution statements outside her area of expertise. For instance, she comments
that the retablo of La Castrense, now located in the Church of Cristo Rey,
"influenced the makers of gesso reliefs, including Laguna Santero and,
through him, Molleno and other nineteenth-century artisans" (p. 33). Since
this claim is not accompanied with a citation, readers are left unsure as to its
source and accuracy.
For Montano tradiciones nuevomexicanas refers only to the transplanted
culture of Hispanic individuals: "The term 'Nuevomexicano' is used throughout the text to indicate the Hispanos of New Mexico" (p. vii). She therefore
relegates indigenous cultures to passing mentions of their marauding habits
(pp. 5,8,10) and their tenuous association with a few traditional dances (p.
172). Although she acknowledges that Anglos, as organizers of museums
and preservation societies, as collectors, and as educators in the numerous
vocational education training schools during the 1930s, have made valuable
contributions to the perpetuation, revitalization, and dissemination of Hispanic arts and crafts, Tradiciones is essentially written for those interested in
Hispanic contributions to New Mexican culture. It is common knowledge
that most native Hispanos of New Mexico take umbrage at being called
"Mexican-Americans" (many older individuals prefer instead to be called
"Hispano-Americans"), explaining that, even though the province of Nuevo
Mexico was abandoned by the Spanish at Mexico's independence, it was
never entirely under Mexican control. Montano leads readers to assume
that these Hispano descendants, as a group, somehow managed to maintain
their Spanish ethnic and cultural purity. Indeed, she makes a determined
and impressive effort to minimize the role of other ethnic and cultural influences in New Mexico. In reality, however, these influences have played
a significant role from the earliest years of Spanish rule. The mixing of Hispanic with indigenous blood most likely began with the first Spanish incursion into New Mexico in the sixteenth century. Contact and intermarriage
with indigenous peoples-and with peoples of many other ethnic groupscontinue to this day. Moreover, since the early twentieth century, the
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"traditional" art objects of Nuevomexicano craftpersons have evolved far
beyond their original forms and purposes to meet largely Anglo, or in any
event non-Hispano, market needs and expectations.
Chapter 2, "Artes del Espiritu: Religious Arts," skillfully handles this issue as it relates to some of the most popular, appealing, and highly touted
New Mexican art objects-carved and painted religious images. Declaring
themselves santeros and (since the 1970S) santeras, Nuevomexicano artists
have begun producing images of saints both for collectors and for public
and private devotion. Unfortunately, many of these productions are retrograde. Although contemporary artists have been exposed all their lives to
the modern means of portraying imagery and have sometimes attended
university classes in the practice and appreciation of art, many find it impossible to acknowledge that they simply cannot approach the subject with the
same sensibilities as their traditional forebears. In striving to adhere to tradition rather than responding to any genuine, immediate creative stimulus,
whether internal or external, many have produced carvings and paintings
that are little more than lifeless copies of traditional pieces, masquerading
their uninspired ineptness as naive artistry. Montano's chapter addresses both
the "Traditionalists," who claim to draw inspiration as well as techniques
from eighteenth- and nineteenth-century examples, and the "Innovators,"
who use traditional techniques in a nontraditional manner.
Perhaps more than any other, chapter 3, "Fiestas y Rituales: Religious
and Secular Celebrations," draws readers into the sense of cultural continuity that pervades contemporary New Mexico. "The idea that Nuevomexicano
traditions have survived as a result of cultural resistance to the presence and
traditions of the Anglo culture," Montano writes, "is most evident in the
fiesta and entriega" (p. 63)' The author discusses the celebrations by season,
including both traditional (stemming from the sixteenth century) and invented celebrations (from the twentieth century). Although "the old traditions are no competition for the appeal of mass media and entertainment"
and "certain traditions are quickly disappearing" (p. 63), "invented celebrations provide concentrated educational and cultural discovery experiences"
(p. 69), which, she implies, enjoy considerable popularity among Nuevomexicanos of different generations, especially the young. Acompelling example of an older tradition revitalized through modern embellishments is
the "Noche Buena." A Christmas Eve observance in rural communities
dating back to colonial Spain, Noche Buena in the late twentieth century
has moved out of homes and churches to the gravesites ofloved ones, which
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family members outline in the shape of hearts or crosses with luminarias,
and decorate with poinsettias and sometimes even small Christmas trees
(pp. 79-80 ).
Chapter 8, "El A~te de la Palabra: Language Arts," is exceptionally rich,
embracing the written and spoken word, both religious and secular. Whether
oral or written, poetry and literature were read or acted out in New Mexico
to entertain but also to counsel and teach. Poetry and literature continue to
perform this function, but they are now also used-especially the everyday
spoken word, a primary component of cultural identity-to reinforce traditions specific to Nuevomexicanos.
Montano and the University of New Mexico Press are to be complimented
for producing this book, which makes ideal reading for students and others
interested in a wide-ranging survey of New Mexican cultural history.
A comparison between these two books reveals significant differences. In
Art and Faith in Mexico, an opportunity is lost to provide substantive and
useful information. The book's lack of focus and substitution of a narrow
but deep expertise for a shotgun approach to a single topic renders it ineffective. In Tradiciones Nuevomexicanas, the author handles a much wider
range of subjects and manages to put together a succinct and useful text.
The key to success or failure might well rest at the beginnings of both of
these ambitious projects and in the editing skills of the responsible individuals. Tradiciones Nuevomexicanas reflects a genuine love and interest for
various topics while Art and Faith in Mexico is like someone trying to paint
a small religious painting with a plaster's brush.

Book Reviews

The American West in 2000: Essays in Honor of Gerald D. Nash. Edited by
Richard W. Etulain and Ferenc Morton Szasz. (Albuquerque: University of
New Mexico Press, 2003. viii + 208 pp. Table, notes, index. $29.95 cloth, ISBN
0-8263-2943-8. )

The American West in 2000 honors a scholar who escaped persecution,
endured the hardships of immigration, seized a myriad of academic opportunities (starting with admission to the prestigious Stuyvesant High School
in New York City), encountered instability as a young professor, and provided scores of western historians with new insights and ideas over a fortyyear career as scholar and teacher. Given the complex and eclectic nature
of Gerald Nash's background, it is unsurprising that the nine essays in this
book cover a wide array of topics on the post-World War II American West
from multiple perspectives. In addition, three brief reflections-Ferenc
Szasz's "Introduction," Gerald Nash's "Autobiography," and Richard Etulain's
"Gerald Nash and the Twentieth Century West" -provide context and cohesion for these carefully researched and well-written essays.
A close reading of the core essays in The American West in 2000 reveals a
number of themes: transnational history ("The Cultural Renaissance in
Native American and Celtic Worlds, 1940-2000" by MargaretConnell-Szasz);
local lore ("The Cultural Life of Boise, Idaho, 1950-2000" by Carol Lynn
Macgregor); and urban sprawl ("Angels and Apples: The Late TwentiethCentury Western City, Urban Sprawl, and the Illusion of Urban Exceptionalism" by Roger Lotchin). These essays identify the American West as "place"
by generating national and international comparisons that clearly debunk
the charge of provincialism among historians of the American West. The
role of the federal government in the American West is clearly delineated
through compelling analyses of federal bureaucracy ("Will the Circle Be
Unbroken?: Tourism and the National Park System in the Twenty-FirstCentury West" by Arthur Gomez and "The Bureau of Reclamation and the
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West, 1945-2000" by Donald Pisani) and a reexamination of the influence
of federal laws on the region ("Squeezing Out the Profits: Mining and the
Environment in the U.S. West, 1945-2000" by Christopher J. Huggard).
These scholars provide insights into MacGregor's query, "Why is it that the
land of rugged individualism has been so dependent on the federal government for support in the twentieth century?" (p. 3). The final trio of essays
delves into robust feminism ("Activist Women in the West and Their Fight
for Political Equity, 1960-2000" by Marjorie Bell Chambers), religious
pluralism and adaptation ("Organized Religion and the Search for Community in the Modern American West" by Ferenc Szasz), and risky prognostication ("The American West, the World, and the Twenty-First Century" by
Gene Gressley).
Although the essays cover a wide range of topics and views on western
history between World War II and the present (or 2150 if you tread on the
virtual ledge erected in Gressley's essay), each scholar remains faithful to
Nash's scholarly impulse and specifically mentions how his intellectual influence comes to bear on their present topic. The fact that a single individual could affect and shape the thinking of such a myriad group ofscholars
justifies the tribute that they have provided him in The American West in
2000: Essays in Honor of Gerald D. Nash.
The editors-Richard Etulain and Ferenc Szasz-are commended for
organizing and editing high-quality essays that will continue to engender
scholarly debate and highlight the important scholarly lacuna-the postwar American West-filled out by Gerald Nash.
James T. Carroll
lana College

Promised Lands: Promotion, Memory, and the Creation of the American West.
By David M. Wrobel. (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 2002. xi + 322 pp.
Halftones, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $3+95 cloth, ISBN 0-7006-1204-1.)
The evolution of regional images and myths has fascinated scholars who
study the history and cultures of the American West. Despite this interest,
the role of promotional writing and pioneer reminiscences in the production of western images and identity has received little scholarly attention.
Although these forms of literature have been examined for promoters'
lack of veracity, David Wrobel argues that they had a significant influence
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on the development of a western identity. Wrobel is not interested in pursuing the truth of the promotional claims; his goal is to show how the promoters contributed to the images ofthe West in the American mind. Promotional
literature, Wrobel contends, contributed greatly to shaping the images of
the West in the minds of migrants and even easterners who never went west.
The efforts of promoters and those in the West who supported them "undermine notions that western places were simply created, colonized, and
generally 'acted upon' by outside forces." Wrobel and other historians have
found that, beginning in the early nineteenth century, frontier settlers were
an equally important part of western promotion. While Wrobel examines
more formal published writing, other scholars consider letters sent by settlers to family members left behind, communication that often encouraged
further migration. Conevery Valencius has found in those letters an obsession with the healthfulness (or "salubrity" in nineteenth-century nomenclature) of western spaces. Like Valencius, Wrobel also finds western health
discussed in promotional literature; his research, however, extends later into
the nineteenth century.
After the promoters imaginatively created the West, reminiscers, as Wrobel
calls them, re-created the image of the region. Pioneer reminiscers told a
story of hardships on the journey west and during the settlement of the land.
They needed to tell such stories in order to remind the next generationaccustomed to the successes of the post-frontier West-oftheir parents' trials
and tribulations. Wrobel places the reminiscers among those Americans
who had grown anxious about the industrial and urban changes at the turn
of the twentieth century. The passing of the frontier only heightened their
anxieties.
Pioneers' reminiscences and the collective memory of pioneer societies
were early contributors to the belief in the significance of the frontier for
American development. One of the most important aspects of Wrobel's argument is the placement of Frederick Jackson Turner's frontier thesis in the
context of popular culture. The reminiscers, according to the author, presented the frontier as the source of democracy and individualism before
Turner did. Wrobel, in fact, notes that this idea was apparent during Turner's
boyhood in post-Civil War Wisconsin.
The concept of westernness found among promoters and pioneers,
Wrobel argues, was "largely the intellectual property of white Americans";
his discussion of "wonderlands of whiteness" and "wonderlands for whiteness" illustrates this point. The problem for promoters was how to address
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racial issues while attracting new immigrants to the West. In western areas,
which were less racially diverse, promoters imagined wonderlands of whiteness where Whites would be uninhibited by racial challenges. In other areas,
the literature portrayed cultural diversity as a quaint backdrop to the opportunities for White Americans. In the latter case, the promotion of a western
region as an arena for the advancement of White people was tied to the
creation and preservation of White and non-White cultural heritage.
Promised Lands offers a new look at western promotion and pioneer reminiscences and is a significant contribution to our understanding of the creation of western heritage and identity.
Joseph Key
Arkansas State University

Across the Great Divide: Cultures of Manhood in the American West. Edited
by Matthew Basso, Laura McCall, and Dee Garceau. (New York: Routledge,
2001. x + 308 pp. Halftones, notes, index. $80.00 cloth, ISBN 0-415-92470-7,
$22.95 paper ISBN 0-415-92471-5.)
Gradually, postcolonial, gender, and other recent theories and methodologies are reshaping the way western history is conceptualized and written.
Although not all topics benefit from the application of theory, western manhood is one that does. Across the Great Divide brings together thirteen analytical essays regarding the construction of masculinity in the American West.
The essays examine men involved in the California Gold Rush at the
Comstock Lode, in ranching, in mining, and during wartime. The editors
have made a concerted effort to consider manhood across cultures; articles
examine concepts of manliness among colonial Mexicans, Hispanics, Chinese, Asian Americans, and Native Americans.
In the introduction, editor Laura McCall does a superb job of setting up
the debate. She juxtaposes Theodore Roosevelt's transformation from upperclass wimp to the "Cowboy of the Dakotas" with growing American nationalism. She suggests that the increasingly imperial United States demanded
male icons who possessed both strength and courage. McCall notes that
another brash and bold male figure that appealed to late-nineteenth-century
Americans was Gen. George Armstrong Custer, the personification of western masculinity. In addition, McCall pinpoints two unifying themes in
the essays: the process of shaping a culture of hegemonic manhood in the
West, and the connection between manhood and a nationalism with expansionist aspirations.
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The essays that follow vary in length and tone, but each is provocative.
Using sources ranging from formal historical documents such as legislation
to newspapers, popular literature, and films, the authors explore what it
meant to be a man in a wide variety of western cultures. Several articles also
confront the issue ofcultural appropriation of images by the dominant White
culture. For example, in "White Men, Red Masks," David Anthony Tyeeme
Clark and Joane Nagel offer a sociohistorical explanation of how and why
White Americans reconstructed Indians in a way benefiting themselves, as
well as how Indians responded to White appropriation by reshaping White
discourse to suit their own realities.
Other authors who raise equally intriguing issues are Ramon A. Gutierrez,
Susan Lee Johnson, Gunther Peck, Durwood Ball, Karen 1. Leong, Dee
Garceau, Karen R. Merrill, Matthew Basso, Craig Leavitt, Steven M. Lee,
Brian Klopotek, and Jose E. Limon. In combination, their analyses demonstrate how the application of theory can open new windows on old topics.
This volume represents the third major stage in the writing of western history: the first presented mostly White and male figures; the second added
White women and peoples of varied race, ethnicity, and social class; the
third delves into what these groups' discourse and constructions meant for
themselves and their relations with other groups and cultures. Although
relatively young, this third phase promises to be enlightening and enticing,
so that the writing of western history will be once again enlarged in unforeseen ways.
Glenda Riley
Ball State University

Reading The Virginian in the New West. Edited by Melody Graulich and
Stephen Tatum. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2003. xix + 300 pp.
Halftones, bibliography, index. $39.95 paper, ISBN 0-8°32-7104-2.)

If there is one work in western literature that most scholars think they
have "figured out" (usually meaning "dismissed"), it is Owen Wister's The
Virginian (1902). The novel is generally remembered as the prototypical
western mixture of violence, local color, and romance, culminating in the
classic walkdown confrontation between the nameless hero of the title and
the villain Trampas, and including the much-quoted and parodied line,
"When you say that, smile!"
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Although The Virginian spawned a multitude of shallow drugstore
bookrack Westerns beloved by truck drivers and presidents alike, serious
students of western literature have always known that the novel's surface
features mask a much deeper complexity. The essays in' this stimulating
collection revisit many of those complexities in light of recent insights and
methods developed in literary and film criticism, gender studies, and the
New Western History. Taken together, the contributions offer strong incentive for those who have pigeonholed and dismissed The Virginian to dust off
their copies and delve deeper.
Although the essays diverge widely in their focus, they all generally reveal a deeply conflicted Wister attempting to grasp the cultural dislocations
of his day: the Industrial Revolution with its materialism and social conflicts; the concomitant consequences of the displacement of the eastern
aristocracy of which he was a member; and the reorientation of gender relations inherent in the rise of the liberated New Woman. Readers' reactions
to these and other themes within the book will largely be determined by
their feelings about the sometimes controversial methods employed (including deconstruction, which this reviewer finds limited in validity) and the
explanatory value of factors like race, class, and gender (the tripod upon
which rests the New Western History). Some of the essays will stimulate and
challenge every reader.
My favorites include Stephen Tatum's examination of the interplay between Wister's text and the illustrations by Frederic Remington, Charles M.
Russell, and especially Arthur Keller, who illustrated the first edition. Gary
Scharnhorst, demonstrating that "rarely are westerns only about the West"
(p. 114), shows how Wister's revulsion to the Pullman strike of 1894 carried
over to his portrayal of the villain Trampas as a labor radical along the lines
of Eugene V. Debs. Susan Kollin strikes one of the fundamental notes of
the collection by showing a continuity between many of the Old West issues in The Virginian-ranchers vs. homesteaders, capital vs. labor, exploitation of the land, subjugated races, and subservient women-and their
New West counterparts with which Wister was attempting to come to grips
when he wrote the book.
Although readers will find some of these essays more persuasive than
others, the book as a whole eloquently demonstrates that western literary
studies, like western history, is a vibrantly creative field. We historians are
well advised to stay in touch with our literary colleagues.
A final ascerbic observation: from where I am sitting I can see my
ninety-five cent copy of The Pickwick Papers and my seventy-five cent Great
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Dialogues of Plato, both purchased during the "paperback revolution" of
the 195os. When the University of Nebraska Press asks readers to pay nearly
forty dollars for a paperback far slimmer than either of those, even in view of
the vastly inflated production costs over the intervening years, I can only
advise readers to check this one out of the library.
Gary Topping
Salt Lake Community College

The Hollywood West: Lives ofFilm Legends Who Shaped It. Edited by Richard W. Etulain and Glenda Riley. (Golden, Colo.: Fulcrum Publishing, 2001.
xiii + 239 pp. Halftones, notes, bibliography, index. $17.95 paper, ISBN 1-55591343-9,)
William S. Hart: Projecting the American West. By Ronald L. Davis. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2003. xvi + 269 pp. Halftones, filmography, notes, index. $29.95 cloth, ISBN 0-8061-32558-1.)
If the Western film is a formula responsive to changing times, its representative heroes from different eras usefully suggest how it adapted and continued to appeal to audiences throughout the twentieth century. Such is the
underlying premise in The Hollywood West, a collection of original essays
dealing with Western actors from Bronco Billy Anderson to Clint Eastwood
(who, as every Eastwood fan knows, starred in a light-hearted tribute to
Western showmanship, Bronco Billy) and director John Ford, who in the
history of the Western film shines as bright as his brightest star, John Wayne.
Conventional wisdom says that the study of Westerns bit the dust when the
genre's mass popularity waned a generation ago, but the success of Lonesome Dove as a novel and television series, the fact that two films set in the
Old West (Dances with Wolves and Unforgiven) won best picture awards in
the 1990S, and the centennial of Owen Wister's The Virginian in 2002 have
given a shot in the arm to serious study of Western fiction and film. As The
Chronicle of Higher Education summed up in a December 2002 headline:
"At 100, the Western Still Spurs Scholars."
The quality of the resulting scholarship varies, of course, and this collection is a case in point. Omnibus essays by coeditor Richard Etulain and
contributor Gretchen Bataille treat, respectively, three stars of the silent
Western (Bronco Billy, William S. Hart, and Tom Mix) and three American
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Indians who succeeded in Hollywood (Jay Silverheels, Iron Eyes Cody, and
Chief Dan George). Each is a useful contribution, although depth is necessarily sacrificed to breadth of coverage. Ronald L. Davis, a prolific writer on
film history, has recently published William S. Hart: Projecting the West,
which fills the need for a reliable biography of the enigmatic Hart (18641946) and suggests some of the themes that need exploring.
Mter a career on the stage, including roles in The Squaw Man and The
Virginian, Hart turned to movies in 1914, and by 1920 was at the peak of his
fame as a Western star. Hart's roles combined action, exaggerated posturing
and emoting, and a Boy Scout's code of morality that made him a role model
for the nation's youth. After filming Tumbleweeds in 1925, he abruptly retired, convinced not that he was out of step with a fast-changing industry
but that he had been betrayed by it, despite his loyal legion of fans. In his
own mind he was the pure product of an Old West that shaped America. He
hero-worshipped historical exemplars like Davy Crockett and Wild Bill
Hickok and had personal acquaintances with Bat Masterson, Wyatt Earp,
Charles Siringo, and Charles M. Russell, who for him were living links to an
idealized past. Hart's screen persona rested on poker-faced rectitude; meanwhile, the actor's personal life was a mess. On paper, he gushed emotion.
He trusted kids and animals more than the men he knew and was often
angry, even paranoid. In his relations with women he swung between juvenile antics and a mannered courtliness, and he remained most attached to
a sister who never left his household. His letters to a young actress with
whom he fell head-over-hells in love reveal a chilling desire for control
coursing beneath the puerile prose. Hart married once, in 1921 at the age of
fifty-seven, but left his pregnant, twenty-two-year-old wife six months later and
retreated to what became his domestic fortress (Horseshoe Ranch outside
Newhall, California), inhabited only by his sister and his four-legged companions. Although he wrote Western books aimed at boys, he never had a real
relationship willi his son, William S. Hart Jr., and left him out of his will.
This piece offers a great story with all the pathos of a Hart Western, and
Davis has amassed a considerable fund of material, mining research collections and garnering insights from interviews with Hollywood old-timers. His
biography follows a strictly chronological arrangement to the detriment of
several narrative threads that are intermittently picked up and dropped as
the book plows ahead. The reader will come away mystified by Hart's vast
popular appeal because Davis's capsule summaries of individual films tend
to focus on critical reviews and the flops rather than the successes. Finally,
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since Hart is portrayed so earnestly humorless, it is only just to recall his
quip (unreported in the text) that while his friend Will Rogers said he never
knew a man he did not like, "I knew a lot of men Bill hated." Criticisms
aside, William S. Hart is the kind of in-depth study that effectively penetrates the mask concealing a Western screen legend.
The essays in The Hollywood West have more modest ambitions. Raymond
White's piece on Roy Rogers and Dale Evans is good at untangling the
complexities of their professional lives, but his essay is light on analysis and
down plays the fact that the King of Cowboys was twice married and his
queen thrice married when they tied the knot in 1947. After their marriage,
the couple began a fifty-year reign devoted to family values and, increasingly, evangelical Christian proselytizing. White's references to Rogers's
canny grasp on a mythic, romantic West are promising, but need development. Jack Nachbar's essay on Gene Autry has more bite, tracing Autry's
calculated careerism and noting his trademark fusion of past and present in
stories set in "mythic time" (p. 52). Since Autry was the original singing
cowboy, played himself by name on the screen, and established the convention of a comic sidekick, he logically belongs before Roy Rogers. The reverse sequencing here reminded me of an old "Knock-knock" joke: "Who's
there?" "Kilroy." "Kilroy who?" "Kilroy Rogers, I'm a Gene Autry fan." It
w.as possible to like both equally, but no one did, and some interplay between the essays focusing on their rivalry would be welcome.
High spots in The Hollywood West include a close reading ofFord's Westerns and their mythic message by Hart's biographer, Ronald Davis, and John
Lenihan's even-handed treatment of John Wayne-no hero in real lifewho created a heroic screen persona with enduring appeal. It is hard to say
much new about either man, but both essays make a contribution. Adding
gender balance and comparative novelty are coeditor Glenda Riley's discussion of Barbara Stanwyck, whose tough, independent frontier woman paved
the way for the "feminist Westerns" of the 1990S, and Cheryl Foote's treatment of Katy Jurado, who in the forties and fifties set the standard for the
Mexicana "spitfire." These essays, and Louis Tanner's piece on Gary Cooper
(who starred with Jurado in High Noon), remind us that some of the biggest
names in Westerns appeared in other genres, too. Westerns comprised only
a third of Cooper's major films, for example, and Clint Eastwood, the subject of Jim Hoy's concluding essay, is as famous for his role as the maverick
cop Dirty Harry as for any of his Westerns. Still, it was Unforgiven, Eastwood's
darkly compelling study ofan aging gunfighter, that won the Academy Award
for best picture in 1992.
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Hoy hopes that with the success of Unforgiven Eastwood has hung up his
six-guns for good, for "it is difficult to imagine a film that more perfectly
epitomizes his own Western screen career" (p. 194)' One hears in this judgment the familiar sound of curtains ringing down on the Western, as though
the forces that energize it have achieved final form, exhausting the genre of
potential. If anything, Unforgiven establishes the opposite. By proving the
continuing vitality of the tradition documented in The Hollywood West, it
augurs well for the Western's future. Strap on those six-guns, cowboy; a new
millennium beckons.
Brian Dippie
University of Victoria,

Be

GhostWest: Reflections Past and Present. By Ann Ronald. Literature of the
American West Series, vol. 7. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2002.
246 pp. Map, bibliography, index. $29.95 cloth, ISBN 0-8061-3390-2.)
Ghosts seem out of place in the American landscape. From Henry James's
distress over the barren American scene a century ago to Jean Baudrillard's
recent delight in our deserts purged of the past, a host of critics have contrasted America's transient vistas to more history-haunted lands. While visiting the United States in 1943-1944, Chinese sociologist Fei Xiaotong
brilliantly captured the strengths and weaknesses of living in a "land without ghosts." Admiring the bold assurance with which Americans tackled
the future, yet lamenting the reckless haste with which they trampled the
past, Xiaotong concluded that "In a world without ghosts, life is free and
easy. American eyes can gaze straight ahead. But I think they lack something and I do not envy their lives."
In GhostWest: Reflections Past and Present, Ann Ronald finds a myriad of
phantoms in the land and convincingly argues that life becomes richer by
acknowledging their presence. Echoing the tragic temper of recent western
history, GhostWest reveals a terrain of sorrowful reminders-piles of bones,
earth wounds, vanished species, broken dreams-that westward-yearning
Americans try to forget. Yet rather than mount a finger-pointing diatribe,
this author takes a different tack, eulogizing these ghostly relics in delicate,
wistful prose that becomes an all-encompassing meditation on mortality
and our common shortcomings. Commenting on the tragic optimism of
the Donner Party, Ronald writes, "The new settlers acknowledged few ghosts
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but, in truth, ghosts preceded them everywhere-ancestors of the American Indians, the dinosaurs that vanished, the glaciers that gave way to valleys filled with ancient trees.... I myself, in fact, am becoming my own
ghost, even as I write this page. An ongoing process, this creation of ghosts,
and one that has made the West both a haunted land as much as one of
promise, a land of pasts and futures intertwined" (p. 6).
Each of GhostWest's seventeen chapters is tightly focused on a historyladen place within every state from the Plains to the Pacific (excluding Alaska
and Hawaii). A few ofthese spectral spots, such as Montana's Little Bighorn
Battlefield, California's Death Valley, or Oklahoma City's Alfred P. Murrah
Federal Building are necessary and compelling choices. Others are either
humble places or proud monuments whose tragic meanings are more powerful because they are so subtle and commonplace. Ronald's images of crumbling pioneer museums in North Dakota, of Paiute bones percolating upward
through Nevada's desert pavement, of Lake Powell drowning resplendent
Glen Canyon, of a Tucson development "where fifties-style ranch houses
sit on forgotten Hohokam mounds" are riveting portraits that imbue her
thoughtful and important book (p. 132).
Like Georgia O'Keeffe, who "saw beneath the skin of the earth, [and]
disinterred the skeleton below" (p. 155), Ann Ronald opens our eyes to shadows that haunt the land. After reading her poignant book, it is impossible to
see the West as "a land without ghosts" and equally impossible to ignore the
profound sense of place, humility, and limits that these necessary spirits
whisper in our ears.
Michael Steiner
California State University, Fullerton

Riding Buffalos and Broncos: Rodeos and Native Traditions in the Northern
Plains. By Allison Fuss Mellis. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2003.
xvi + 266 pp. 32 halftones, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $34.95 cloth, ISBN
0-8061-35 19-0 .)
In recent years, the popularity of Indian rodeo has grown enormously
and has attracted increased attention from both academics and the general
public. Peter Iverson and other scholars have concluded that rodeo, like
cattle ranching, has reinforced Native American ties to a traditional horse
culture and become a fundamental part of reservation life. In her book,
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Riding Buffalos and Broncos, Allison Fuss Mellis considers the significance
of rodeo contests for Crows, Northern Cheyennes, and Lakotas. For these
Native Americans, arena competitions have replaced the summer gatherings of prereservation days as the year's most important social events and
serve as celebrations that strengthen communal bonds and demonstrate tribal
unity. Furthermore, as Mellis suggests, rodeos have provided opportunities
for Native Americans to outmaneuver overbearing agents and resist
assimilationist policies imposed by the federal government.
Divided into five chapters, the book begins with the confinement of the
three tribes to reservations in the 1880s. At that time, federal agents envisioned a transition in which Native Americans would give up their nomadic
lifestyle and learn to support themselves through farming and ranching. As
agricultural skills improved, agents organized industrial fairs to demonstrate
Native American accomplishments in crop production and homemaking.
Despite official displeasure, the fairs turned into tribal reunions, festive occasions that featured games, feasting, and dancing. The celebrations also
included horse races and bronc riding contests that were especially popular.
During the same period, some Native Americans began to travel widely as
performers in Wild West shows and early rodeos. When contestants such as
Jackson Sundown and Tom Three Persons won championships at Cheyenne
or Calgary, they served as role models for friends and family back home.
After 1920, and as the industrial fairs faded away, rodeo became increasingly important to reservation society. Organized and controlled by Native
Americans, events such as the Crow Fair and the Pine Ridge Rodeo developed into major spectacles for both tribal members and neighboring White
communities. During the New Deal Era, Crow superintendent Robert
Yellowtail, the first Native American to take charge of his home agency, vigorously promoted the Crow Fair and rodeo as a national tourist attraction. Thanks
to policy changes initiated by Comr. Ind. Affs. John Collier, Yellowtail received solid support in his efforts to further economic growth for the Crows.
Following World War II, authorities in Washington replaced Collier's
programs with a plan for Indian reform known as "termination," in which
federal trust responsibilities for Native Americans were to be largely eliminated. In her final chapters, Mellis discusses the emergence ofIndian rodeo
as a source of intertribal solidarity and a counterweight to termination. In
the 1960s, representatives from various tribes across North America organized the All-Indian Rodeo Cowboys Association to promote regional competitions for Native American riders and ropers throughout the United States
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and Canada. Modeled on the governing body of non-Indian rodeo, the association also produced an annual national finals rodeo in which winners
from the local contests came together to determine the grand champions in
each event. The finals rodeo gave Native Americans an opportunity to meet
and discuss problems of mutual interest. Representatives of the northern
plains tribes participated enthusiastically in these developments.
Riding Buffalos and Broncos is the result of extensive research and is a
welcome addition to recent studies concerning Indian rodeo. Mellis has
included an excellent collection of archival photographs and three useful
maps. In addition to rodeo fans, her book will interest readers exploring the
development of federal Indian policy.
John O. Baxter
Santa Fe, New Mexico

Army Regulars on the Western Frontier, 1848-1861. By Durwood Ball. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2001. xxxi + 287 pp. Halftones, maps,
tables, notes, bibliography, index. $34.95 cloth,

ISBN

0-8061-3312-0.)

Many accounts of the frontier army unfold through a soft sepia haze.
Critical readers, however, have noticed an often striking difference in voice
and tone between the journals, diaries, and letters written before the Civil
War and the memoirs written in the waning years of the nineteenth century.
Antebellum accounts often have a sharpness missing from later nostalgic
accounts; they also deal with issues and situations erased by the experiences
of the Civil War. Durwood Ball's Army Regulars on the Western Frontier
makes a major original contribution to the literature of the frontier army by
giving free rein to the distinctive voices of the men who consolidated
America's conquest of New Mexico, California, and the Oregon Territory.
We see them, not in the context of the broad sweep of nineteenth-century
expansion, but in the narrower context of the turbulent and politically
charged 185os.
Ball begins with an explanation of the army's role in fighting Indians on
the western frontier. Although army officers clearly understood that Indian
wars were most often provoked by rapacious Whites, Ball argues that frontier
regulars shared the basic Euroamerican vision of continental expansion and
"overcame any personal reservations against the immoral and un-Christian
treatment of indigenous people" (p. 13). This perspective, however, was not
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accomplished within a unified, cohesive military institution. "Regular officers were proud, vain men," Ball writes, "and their petty jealousies and
vindictive backbiting slowed army professionalization" (p. 85). The second
and third sections of Ball's book, "Border Constabulary" and "Civil Intervention," provide case studies of army operations in the decade before the
Civil War. Included are accounts dealing with vigilantes and filibusters in
California, the Mexicans along the Rio Grande in Texas, the British on San
Juan Island, the Mormons in Utah, and "Bleeding Kansas." All of the episodes are fascinating and benefit from Ball's focus on contemporary records,
attitudes, and the personal and political relationships that were never far
below the surface of the officer corps.
This work is not without some problems, however. Ball attempts a great
deal in less than two hundred pages of actual text and some readers may be
irritated by the occasional whiff of political correctness, as when he describes the "suppression of indigenous populations" as "a martial campaign
of terror" -although arguably it was (p. 205). More serious is Ball's judgment that the antebellum army suffered from "structural flaws and ideological weaknesses" (p. 84). In this judgment he succumbs to an Uptonian view
of the army wholly inappropriate to the context of the 1850S and the army'sand the nation's-understanding of its role in the antebellum Republic.
Nevertheless, this is an exciting and important book that will help both
specialists and general readers better understand the army of the 1850S as it
was, not as it would remember itself.
Ronald L. Spiller
University of Pennsylvania, Edinboro

The Indian Frontier, 1763-1846. By R. Douglas Hurt. Histories of the American Frontier Series. (Albuquerque: University Of New Mexico Press, 2002.
xvii + 300 pp. 34 halftones, 10 maps, chronology, notes, bibliography, index.
$45.00 cloth, ISBN 0-8263-1965-3, $21.95 paper, ISBN 0-8263-1966-1.)
The Indian Frontier, 1763-1846, the newest publication in the longrunning Histories of the American Frontier series from the University of
New Mexico Press, offers a fine summary and analysis of Indian "lifeways"
and multiple nations' Indian policies spanning from the late eighteenth
century to the mid-nineteenth century. Covering a broad expanse of time
and space, the book presents a succinct, well-reasoned, and compelling
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narrative of the development of Indian-White relationships and imperial
and national policies.
The first four chapters review British American policy following the fall
of New France; summarize Spanish policy in the Southwest and in Alta California; and survey Spanish, British, and American activities in the Pacific Northwest. Other chapters treat the "Trans-Appalachian Frontier," the "Southern
Nations," the "Black Hawk War," the "Great Plains," and the "Far West."
Hurt pulls no punches, delivering blunt, unambiguous assessments of
the effectiveness of Indian policy during this time period. Describing the
squalid processes by which the United States dispossessed the Cherokee
Nation of its land, he writes, "The Treaty of New Echota was nothing less
than an illegal act perpetrated on the Cherokees by the federal government
and a renegade faction" (p. 160). Likewise, when recounting the removal
policy implemented during Andrew Jackson's presidency, Hurt observes that
southern states "illegally shaped American Indian policy, if only by causing
the federal government to react to state-initiated directives" (p. 245)' He
consistently cites pertinent quotations to support his evaluations. For in7
stance, when describing attitudes that shaped Spanish policy in Alta California, he quotes a Catholic priest's characterization ofIndian life in the Central
Valley as "a republic of hell and diabolical union of Apostates" (p. 63).
Hurt presents a useful review of Spanish Indian policy as it developed in
New Mexico under such leaders as Gov. Juan Bautista de Anza and draws
contrasts with policies employed in California and Texas during the Spanish and Mexican eras. His discussion ofAnglo-Texan policy during the brief
Republic of Texas era, which sought extermination or total removal of
Wichitas and Comanches, clarifies a complex and bloody process. Hurt
devotes two chapters to the years of conflict that pitted Britain against the
early United States-each sought Indian alliances and Americans attacked
British Indian allies from 1776 through the War of IBl2-and how Native
leaders such as Tecumseh responded to the crisis. Indeed, one refreshing
aspect of this book is that Hurt purposefully casts Indians in leading roles
when he treats interethnic relations and policy evolution. He points out
cultural characteristics that shaped Indian behavior toward Whites, and vice
versa. He likewise identifies significant differences among Native nations,
noting that intertribal strife often furthered Whites' goals by impeding Native unity. Cultural misunderstandings? as well as racism and greed for land,
fueled the violence that plagued Indian-White relations and the formulation of policy.
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No single volume can cover all aspects of such a large story, but Hurt's
excellent account belongs in college classrooms and would make illuminating reading for the interested public as well.
Barton H. Barbour
Boise State University

High and Dry: The Texas-New Mexico Struggle for the Pecos River. By G.
Emlen Hall. (Albuquerque: University ofNew Mexico Press, 2002. xii + 291 pp.
Halftones, map, charts, table, notes, index. $39.95 cloth, ISBN 0-8263-2429-0.)
High and Dry is a colorful account of the events and personalities shaping a precedent-setting decision of the U.S. Supreme Court in Texas v. New
Mexico, the case concerning an interstate water dispute over the Pecos River.
The book also describes the struggle of the author, one of the New Mexico
attorneys in the lawsuit, to reconcile the arcane hydrological, legal, and
political complexities of western water issues with the simpler value of irrigating land with water. High and Dry is remarkably successful in both endeavors within the context of the author's acknowledged biases towards New
Mexico and its principal protagonist, Steve Reynolds, the legendary state
engineer of the upstream state.
The book, however, is historically incomplete at both levels because the
final denouement of both tales has yet to occur. Certainly, New Mexico has
not fully digested the Court decision and an interstate equilibrium on the
Pecos has not been reached either. Similarly, the West-and, for that matter, the nation and the world-as a whole has yet to reconcile the conflicting human desires to allocate water efficiently like any other commodity
with its passionately accorded special status as the "lifeblood of Mother
Earth." The incompleteness of the stories, however, does not detract from
the value of the book as written; it simply whets the appetite for more, particularly in Hall's highly readable prose.
From a scholarly perspective, the book is especially valuable for the light
it shines upon interstate water litigation, enormously expensive and lengthy
disputes, which under the Constitution must originate in the U.S. Supreme
Court. Faced with the Court's practice of appointing special masters to act
as trial judges, two of whom did not survive the litigation in Texas v. New
Mexico, litigants must gauge both the perspectives of the special master(s)
and ultimately of the Court itself. The vicissitudes and nuances created by
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this arrangement are amply documented in the book, including the relationship between the Court and its master appointees.
High and Dry also captures the dramatic confrontation of ideas and personalities between two of the more prominent and distinctive figures in
modern western water affairs: Steve Reynolds and Charles Meyers. As leading architects of the physical and institutional infrastructure on the Colorado River known as the "Law of the River," they were allies in stoutly
defending that massive system with the phrase, "If it ain't broke, don't fix it"
when challenged by younger advocates of change. On the Pecos, however,
their fundamental philosophies collided with reverberations felt immediately in Colorado, Kansas, Wyoming, and Nebraska and more gradually
throughout the West in general.
F. Lee Brown

University of New Mexico

Racial Frontiers: Africans, Chinese, and Mexicans in WestemAmerica, 18481890. By Arnoldo De Leon. Histories of the American Frontier Series. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2002. ix + 150 pp. Halftones, tables,
notes, bibliography, index. $39-95 cloth, ISBN 0-8263-2271-9, $19.95 paper, ISBN
0-8263-2272-7.)
Racial Frontiers, one of the latest installments in the Histories of the
American Frontier Series from the University of New Mexico Press, is a
recent contribution to a growing body ofliterature that examines the history
of racial minorities in the American West. Arnoldo De Leon's work looks at
Mricans, Chinese, and Mexicans as they crossed paths, interacted, and competed with each other and with White Americans and U.S. institutions between 1848 and 1890. The primary question Racial Frontiers asks is "What
came of the different kinds of interracial contacts that entangled four different races on the frontier?" (p. 4). De Leon posits that Mricans, Chinese, and
Mexican cultures arrived in the West-a sparsely populated region to which
people came with high expectations for advancement-and began to initiate themselves into a larger American culture dominated by Whites. They
competed for physical and social space and jockeyed for social, economic,
and political power in an effort to secure and give meaning to freedom. De
Leon demonstrates that many people of color who made their home in the
region were driven to find their own unique place in an expanding America.
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They took advantage of the region's more fluid race relations and labored to
make real its promise of greater economic opportunity.
Although racial minorities became very much a part of the region's culturallandscape, they seldom relinquished their folklore, customs, cultural
identity, and desire to socialize primarily with members of their racial group.
Indeed, as De Leon demonstrates, despite the fact that interracial liaisons
and marriages occurred, minorities maintained very distinct cultures while
integrating themselves into the larger fabric of American society. Depending on the situation, the ultimate result of different racial groups converging
on the western frontier was adaptation and forced change.
De Leon attempts to produce an original history and a synthesis of prevailing literature on the experiences of Africans, Chinese, and Mexicans in
the West. He begins with the Mexican-American War, follows through the
Gold Rush, which brought many races and nationalities into the region,
and ends in 1890, the oft-cited year that marked the closing of the frontier.
De Leon's thesis holds that "the contact point for Africans, Chinese, Mexicans, and Anglos in the West was a 'racial frontier' in that interaction,
both incidental and otherwise, involved distinctly identifiable races converging in a specific place. Therein, they sought to live side by sideeither in a cooperative or adversarialposture-as well as with the immediate
setting" (p. 3).
Drawing from a wide array of primary and secondary sources, De Leon
posits that myriad social, economic, and political circumstances inspired
African American~, Chinese immigrants, and Mexicans to relocate to the
American West. He cites the discovery of gold at Sutter's Ranch on 24 January 1848, the ensuing global rush to capitalize on the strike, and the "American dream" of freedom and prosperity as the most powerful "pull" factor
attracting racial minorities to the region. In fact, despite generations ofscholarship that have posited that racial minorities, particularly the Chinese, were
unwillingly pushed to the American West by choices and circumstances
not of their making, De Leon makes it is clear that most "made a calculated
judgment to emigrate, and they arrived on the frontier with a 'vision' of the
sacrifice and effort required for success in the U.S. West" (p. 12).
Although racial minorities made strides in populating the region, creating and sustaining many of its institutions, and contributing to the region's
growth, De Leon maintains that they were routinely viewed as foreign elements. More often than not, minorities were relegated to segregated com-
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munities, while Whites dominated the economic and political economy of
the trans-Mississippi West. "While the political system of the West recognized freedoms guaranteed under the Constitution, allowed for minorities
to engage in the political maneuvering, and permitted duly elected minority
officials to assume office," De Leon writes, "the vested interest of whites was
not in permitting political equality to people they deemed un-American"
(p. 46). Racial minorities were marginalized by virtue of their race, class,
gender,·and national origin.
Although they found greater opportunities in the West, most minorities
came to find that the best opportunities were almost exclusively for Whites.
Discrimination barred people of color despite their versatile experience as
day laborers, skilled craftspeople, merchants, and farmers. Although racial
minorities competed with each other, competition and conflict between
Whites and people of color were customary, if not systematized. Racial minorities usually emerged as the casualties of this competition and conflict.
Although there were exceptions-such as Mrican American entrepreneur
Mary Ellen Pleasant, Chinese American activist Joseph Tape, and Mexican
American entrepreneur Refugio Amador- "as racial groups, Africans, Chinese,and Mexicans lived with the stigma of being mainly suited for work of
the hardest, dirtiest, and cheapest sort. Race exploitation for them existed as
a grim comparison to the high expectations so many had harbored about
reversing their fortunes once entering the trans-Mississippi West" (p. 66).
De Leon confirms that people of color, although they suffered from institutionalized discrimination, made use of the American political system
and the courts to fight inequ'ity and injustice. He also addresses the importance of culture as a bulwark against racial, ethnic, religious, social, economic, and political oppression. He argues that in "pockets of cultural
homogeneity" that "people of color made adjustments essential for success
within mainstream society" (pp. 86-87)' No matter how subjugated people
of color were or perceived themselves to be, racial enclaves satisfied their
inhabitants' image of the frontier as a place to root their own cultural practices and reaffirm their group identity.
As with all of the books in the Histories of the American Frontier Series,
Racial Frontiers is intended to provide the reader with a solid, absorbing
narrative of one aspect of the region's frontier heritage and to offer students,
scholars, and lay readers an account connected to,the larger history of
America's development. De Leon accomplishes this task admirably. The
book is both an original work and a solid synthesis of relevant secondary'
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literature, including trailblazing work by scholars such as Albert Camarillo,
Douglas Daniels, Quintard Taylor Jr., Judy Young, and the author.
The book has several weaknesses: overuse of a few outdated secondary
sources; De Leon's nonattention to the social construction of Whiteness
and the important role it played in shaping the region and its race relations;
his tendency to give "frontier" Whites too much power at times, and too
little at others; and his delay in stressing the importance of culture as a
bulwark against racial, ethnic, religious, social, economic, and politicaloppression (chap. 5). These are minor shortcomings given the author's aims
and the general strength of the text. Overall, Racial Frontiers is a wonderful
contribution to an area of inquiry that will continue to yield illuminating
analyses of the American West's diverse and complex history. It should be
read in conjunction with Sucheng Chan's Peoples of Color in the American

West (1994).
Matthew C. Whitaker
Arizona State University

The Piikani Blackfeet: A Culture Under Siege. By John C. Jackson. (Missoula, Mont.: Mountain Press Publishing Company, 2000. ix + 276 pp. Halftones, maps, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $18.00 paper, ISBN
0-87842-386-9.)
In powerful images and vivid language, Jackson presents the meteoric
rise and decline of Piikani (Piegan) Blackfeet Plains culture from the mideighteenth to the late nineteenth century. This rise occurred in an already
violent and politically charged atmosphere of intertribal rivalries, which
intensified with the arrival of competing fur trade companies and free trappers. The introduction of new sources of trade widened intertribal hostilities in competition for western material goods that brought cultural
fluorescence to the Piegans, as well as to other Plains tribes.
The author evokes the Piikani world during the early period of contact
with Euroamericans, a world that abruptly changed with the arrival ofsmallpox, only to be revitalized and revolutionized with the arrival of the horse.
Focusing primarily on the Piikani role in the power struggles from the late
eighteenth to the mid-nineteenth century, the work presents a detailed account of interaction between exploratory expeditions, competing fur trade
houses, and international rivalries for the control of the Northwest. Unsuc-
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cessful in the beaver fur trade, the Piikani succeeded as buffalo robe traders,
but ultimately only to their detriment-alcohol and warfare hastened the
demise of the buffalo hunting days.
This demise accelerated in 1869 following the removal of Hudson's Bay
Company from the Northwest and the appearance of "whiskey forts" that
fueled murderous violence. This instability led to the establishment of reservations. By 1884, almost fifty years after its inception, the buffalo trade had
vanished and the nomadic Plains culture it had sustained was transformed.
Jackson presents an unflinching, unapologetic view of the Piikani people
and their culture, mercifully free of postmodern cultural pablum and the
neo-"mystic warrior" images. As described, these people were both the beneficiaries and the victims of their predilections toward violence that typifies
other male-centered, mounted societies. As Jackson astutely observes, "[t]he
chivalrous myth of the mystic warriors of the plains was an imported construct that masked the reality of self-destructive contest for a rapidly dwindling vital resource" (p. 192).
This work is a welcome addition to both the tribal histories shelf as well
as to the fur trade section, and this reviewer has only a few minor quibbles.
The author, an independent scholar and writer of Native ancestry, is at his
best in the beginning and conclusion of the book where he describes the
tribal world and makes incisive observations about Blackfoot culture and
cultural change. These elements could have been integrated morefelicitously into the narrative to break up the eye-glazing details of "who-ambushed-what-fur trapper(s)-and-where," which fills the middle ofthe volume.
The work is skimpiest in describing the process of the decline of the bands
at the end of the nineteenth century, but this shortcoming does not detract
from a well-researched and well-written treatment.
Hana Samek Norton
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Feeding Mexico: The Political Uses of Food Since 1910. By Enrique C. Ochoa.
Latin American Silhouettes Series. (Wilmington, Del.: Scholarly Resources,
2000. xiii + 267 pp. Tables, notes, bibliography, index. $55.00 cloth, ISBN 0842 0 - 2812-9. )
The state that the Mexican Revolution created was a product of varied
and often conflicting visions of the future. Politicians made many promises
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to the people, including "economically emancipating the peasantry," giving land to the people who tilled it, supporting trade unions, and improving
the lives of the working class, educating the masses, and building a prosperous, industrialized capitalist economy controlled by Mexicans instead of foreigners. Each Mexican president attempted to advance one or more of these
agendas but also modified their policies to address the demands of different
segments of the populace. Mexico's leaders constructed an interventionist
state that managed a massive land reform, created a social security system,
built federal schools, and controlled the petroleum, transportation, and agrochemical industries.
In Feeding Mexico, Ochoa carefully traces the history of the State Food
Agency (CONASUPO and its predecessors). Using many different Mexican sources, such as presidential and private archives, government reports,
newspapers and magazines, statistical data, and records from the U.S. National Archives, Ochoa places the Agency's more recent policies into historical context by tracing their origins in the 193os, 1940S, and 1950S. By
examining the State Food Agency, the author describes how Mexico's welfare state worked. Rather than portray a powerful one-party state run by
authoritarian presidents, Ochoa demonstrates that popular discontent made
many government leaders modify their plans for the State Food Agency. For
example, inflation led to union demands for wage increases that forced profree market president Miguel Aleman (1946-1952) to expand the agency
and increase spending on basic foodstuff subsidies.
Ochoa provides many other insights into Mexican politics and the roles
that food and farmers played in it. Agricultural policy favored urban rather
than rural interests. Concerned about the problems of urban consumers,
the great land-reform president Lazaro Cardenas built State Food Agency
granaries near large cities and supported union stores in working-class neighborhoods to keep food prices low. Although stresses appeared by the late
195os, Mexico's political system was remarkably stable after 1920, partly because the populist state promised improvement with each new administration, including a chance to obtain land, even if the current president did
little to help the poor. For example, Ochoa discusses the graneros populares,
conical warehouses CONASUPO built in remote rural areas during Gustavo
Dfaz Ordaz's administration (1964-197°), which were so poorly planned
that most stored no grain; the warehouses still served as a symbol of the
state's commitment to solve the problems of small rural producers. I agree
with Ochoa's conclusion that the dismantling of the welfare state, includ-
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ing the State Food Agency, by neo-liberal presidents Miguel de la Madrid
(1982-1988) and Carlos Salinas de Gortari (1988-1994), contributed to
Mexico's crisis of the 1990S, characterized by a crime wave, rampant drug
trafficking and police corruption, the collapse of the peasant sector, and
rising basic food and transportation costs for the urban poor.
Mexico's welfare state had some successes, not the least of which was to
provide jobs in the bureaucracy for the growing middle class, tying this class
to the state. Mexico still confronts the serious social problems of poverty,
crime, homelessness, and corruption. Ochoa asserts that the State Food
Agency was never an antipoverty program and failed to address this problem, but it did give some of Mexico's poorest citizens access to low-cost
food. Although the state often claimed that the agency wanted to help smallscale food producers, working with the better organized and more affluent
farmers (such as Sonoran wheat growers) was easier and more efficientthan
trying to reach the diverse and dispersed population of campesino (peasant)
corn growers. Ochoa also concludes that corruption harmed the State Food
Agency, but as always this problem is difficult to document, leaving a challenging task for future historians. Feeding Mexico is an excellent study of
Mexican politics that all scholars interested in welfare state programs and
twentieth-century Mexico should read.
Joseph Cotter
Augusta State University

Hecho a Mano: The Traditional Arts of Tucson's Mexican American Community. By James S. Griffith. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2000. xxi +
104 pp. 24 color tones, 27 halftones, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95 cloth,
ISBN 0-8165-1877-7, $17.95 paper, ISBN 0-8165-1878~5.)
Few books document and explore Latino, Hispanic, Mexican American, ,
and Chicano artistic traditions, whether they are of a "folk" or a "fine art"
nature..In Hecho a Mano, James Griffith makes a valuable contribution to
the existing scholarship with his attempt to define the artistic manifestations of a shared traditional and cultural identity in Tucson, Arizona.
Griffith, the author of several other books that deal with Arizona and
Sonora as well as the Greater Southwest (A Shared Space, Beliefs and Holy
Places: A Spiritual Geography of the Pimerza Alta; Southern Arizona Folk
Arts; and Saints of the Southwest) is beginning to amass a body of work that
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will help future scholars and researchers. Hecha a Mana ("made by hand")
is no exception. New Mexican readers often think there is something special in the cohesive Hispanic artistic identity and attention to traditions going back hundreds of years. As a more transient town, Tucson, Arizona,
conjures up visions of cowboys, westerns, and "snowbirds" rather than artistic traditions harking back to the past. Such an artistic legacy has, until now,
seemed much more difficult to define in the Arizona context, despite shared
histories and experiences.
Griffith divides the various art forms in Hecha a Mana according to the
creator and the part they play in community life. The chapter on arts is
divided into three essential parts: "El Hogar" (the home), "El Taller" (the
workshop), and "La Comunidad" (the community). Each of these studies
showcases the elements of Mexicanisma and the Mexican aesthetic that
contribute to the shaping, affirmation, and retention of identity.
"Women's work" comprises the traditions in el hogar (the home) including home altares (altars), embroidery, deshilado (drawn work), and crochet.
Griffith addresses more than just the obvious "arts," and his writing engages
the reader and evokes a feeling of being surrounded by art and the need to
hang on to these art forms as a means to maintain identity and culture.
The section on el taller records "men's work" and includes the master
craftsmen who make hand-forged iron gates, doors, burglar bars, and
campasanta (cemetery) crosses. Ornate leatherwork, especially hand-made
boots and belts, is another important craft tradition. The author also documents makers of neon signs and elaborate woodwork in this section.
When Griffith describes the everyday artistic traditions in la comunidad,
the book comes together. He explores food ways including mobile taco
stands, paleta (frozen fruit bar) vendors, pan dulce (sweet bread) made
fresh in the local bakeries, and wedding and quinceafiera (traditional fifteenth birthday celebrations for girls) cake decorating (an art form in and of
itself in Latino communities!). Cascarones (hollowed out eggs that are decorated and filled with confetti) and low riders are also included here.
The work of Pulitzer-prize winning photographer Jose Galvez adds a
wonderful and genuine dimension that does not romanticize the "quaintness" of the "folk." I was especially impressed with the visual images of the
artists in their studios and creative spaces. Too often scholarship removes
"folk" artists from the objects they create. These images are an important
contribution to the book.
In Hecho a Mana James Griffith increases the reader's awareness of art
and tradition in everyday life, which is often taken for granted. As one who
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is constantly trying to gain recognition for Nuevomexicano and Latino artists who create what is conventionally considered "folk" art, I admire Griffith
for recording those who may have been forgotten if not for his efforts and
those of the local Mexican American community.
Tey Marianna Nunn
Museum ofInternational Folk Art
Santa Fe, New Mexico

Women's Tales from the New Mexico WPA: La Diabla a Pie. Edited by Tey
Diana Rebolledo and Marfa Teresa Marquez. (Houston: Arte Publico Press,
2000. vii + 454 pp. Appendix, notes, bibliography, glossary. $17.85 paper, ISBN
1-55 88 5-31 2 -X.)
Women's Tales from the New Mexico WPA allows us to hear some of the
ancestral voices of New Mexico and provides us with an intimate knowledge of the region and its peoples. The tales, collected in the late 1930S and
early 1940S under the sponsorship of Franklin D. Roosevelt's New Deal,
were part of the Works Project Administration, a program initiated to put
destitute writers to work. Although the writers who interviewed and recorded
the ancianos (elders) of New Mexico were untrained and more interested
in the quantity rather than the quality of their work, their recordings reveal
valuable insights into the local historical and cultural details of New Mexican
life. Most importantly, readers are allowed access into the lives of some of the
women of the area and witness their enduring influence in this region.
In her introduction to the text, Rebolledo explains the process by which
the WPA and, in the case of New Mexico, the New Mexico Federal Writers
Project researched and recorded information about the region. She acknowledges that there are problems with the data collection and that caution should be exercised when interpreting these texts. Mistranslation of the
works from Spanish to English, the literary license taken by interviewers,
and administrative influences often resulted in romanticized and overly creative accounts. Rebolledo states, "Most of the stories are bastardized texts, at
times creatively imagined by the interviewer, often romanticized.... By the
time the stories were deposited, in English, in the WPA repository, many
layers of editing had already taken place" (p. xxvi). Many of the New Mexicans interviewed were inhabitants of the original Spanish and Mexican land
grants; they survived Euroamerican expansion into the territory and were
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forced to negotiate their presence in a territory transformed by a capitalist
economy and Euroamerican social structure. Hispanos, disillusioned after
years of abuse and corruption at the hands of the federal government in the
region, were critical of this New Deal program. The attitudes of WPA
interviewers - who were mostly concerned with quantity and compensationonly added to this mistrust. Hispanos articulated such mistreatment, in part,
through phonetic and linguistic play, pronouncing the phrase "the WPA"
as "la diabla a pie" - "the standing she-devil." Despite these problems, the
stories are valuable for preserving the collective memory of Hispanic women
and men of New Mexico.
Approximately fifty-five interviewers collected the stories of these
Hispanos. Rebolledo and Marquez include only the interviews conducted
by Annette Hesch Thorp and Lou Sage Batchen, for these stories directly
relate the female experience in New Mexico. The stories provide detailed
information about traditional female roles, including herbal recipes, manners of dress, and children's games. As Rebolledo notes, the book provides
readers with tales of women's agency, many times masked by humorous
and at times cautionary undertones that must be read in a critical and oppositional fashion. For example, the story entitled, "The Year it Rained
Tortillas," as told by Grace Trujillo, Pedro Gurule, and Dave Trujillo in
1942, tells of a married couple named Diego and Sareta who lived near Las
Huertas. Although it never actually rained tortillas, Sareta, in her quickthinking manner, was able to trick her husband and the local townspeople
into believing that it had indeed rained tortillas so that her husband and she
could keep a treasure he had found in nearby mountains. In another account, as told by Catalina Gurule, Jose Trujillo, and Patricio Gallegos, a
woman named Eufemia saved her own life when she fed a "wild Indian"
sopapillas through her fireplace as he struck his spear through the chimney
to attack her. In addition, the accounts frequently mention curanderas (female healers) and parteras (midwives). References to the spiritual world
and to the travels of these women throughout the region highlight an important aspect of New Mexico history often left out of male-dominant discourse. The proximity of the spiritual world counters dominant discourses
based on Western rationality and scientific positivism that often disempower
women in New Mexican Hispano and mestizo society.
Women like Sareta, Eufemia, the curanderas, and the parteras were survivors in the face of hostile people and environments. By reading these stories critically, readers can begin to unravel the complexities of race, class,
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sex, and gender in late-nineteenth and early-twentieth century New Mexican society. Many of the women in this text, although excluded from the
structural and political realm, were able to control aspects of the personal
sphere that directly and indirectly affected society as a whole. Rebolledo
notes, "These are women who confronted a repressive society and defied it.
They often tried their best to meet their obligations but either made mistakes or openly resisted" (p. Ii).
Although the text is lengthY-454 pages including a glossary of terms-it
is worth reading. Rebolledo and Marquez, I am sure, could spend a lifetime
analyzing the stories collected. Although Rebolledo's introduction is insightful, I feel that those of us interested in transfrontera studies, the Southwest,
and Chicana/o Studies in general, need to interrogate and analyze further
these detailed and historically rich accounts. These stories help to deessentialize Hispano identities, for they demonstrate how people are influenced by the dominant economic, political, cultural, and structural
influences of their times. The stories contribute to a counter hegemonic
discourse that dispels the myths of Manifest Destiny and virgin land. Most.
importantly, they provide us with the means to partake in an alternative
reading based on a gendered subject, in which women's agency is at the
core of the scholarship.

Jennifer R. Mata
Washington State University

A Sweet Separate Intimacy: Women Writers ofthe American Frontier, 18001922. Edited by Susan Cummins Miller. (Salt Lake City: University of Utah
Press, 2000. xiv + 447 pp. Notes, bibliography, index. $59.95 cloth, ISBN 087480-637-2, $21.95 paper, ISBN 0-84780-638-0.)

In the past two decades, some of the finest scholarship in United States
history and literary criticism has focused on the subject of women on the
American frontier. The pathbreaking monographs produced by Julie Roy
Jeffrey, Glenda Riley, Sandra Myers, Vicki Ruiz, and Annette Kolodny provided essential theoretical underpinnings and cultural analyses. Susan
Armitage and Elizabeth Jameson collected numerous historical renderings
in The Women's West (1987) and its second edition, Writing the Range (1997)'
Judy Alter and A. T. Row assembled classic short fiction about women in
the Old West in Unbridled Spirits (1994), and Kathryn Ptacek published a
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similar collection of contemporary writers. Susan Cummins Miller's A Sweet
Separate Intimacy fits into this anthologizing tradition but also gives the
reader something unique.
Miller's selections are wonderful: the anthology begins in 1800 and her
authors include poets, journalists, novelists, and political activists. She garners writings from some of the exemplary women of western American literature, such as Willa Cather, Mary Austin, Helen Hunt Jackson, and
Gertrude Atherton. She introduces readers to Caroline Kirkland, Margaret
Fuller, and Alice and Phoebe Cary, who wrote about frontier Michigan,
Illinois, and Ohio respectively. The collection branches out to include
Frances Barker Gage, the abolitionist and women's rights advocate who recorded Sojourner Truth's "Ain't I a Woman?" speech. Native Americans are
represented by Jane Schoolcraft, Sarah Winnemucca, Susette La Flesche,
and Gertrude Simmons Bonnin; Asian-Americans by Sui Sin Far; and
Hispanos by Marfa Amparo Ruiz de Burton. Miller demonstrates her familiarity with the literature and is fully vested in the larger works from which
many of her excerpts emanate.
Rather than focusing solely upon "the female experience in the American West," Miller describes women who encountered all the facets and
curiosities of frontier life. Her anthology disproves the notion that women
confined their interests to home, family, religion, or moral reform; they wrote
about the dispossession of indigenous peoples, tribal life, political machinations, and feminine self-determination beyond the hearth. The majority of
these women do not fit the image of the Anglo-American "reluctant pioneer woman," who was forced into a hostile and unforgiving land by domineering and unsympathetic husbands or fathers; instead, Miller's women
were fearless, curious, assertive, adventurous, and diverse. Of the thirty-four
women discussed in the anthology, five never married and six subsequently
divorced.
Unfortunately, Miller leaves these interpretations and revelations to the
reader. Her introduction and the editorial comments that precede each
author's work fail to raise several important questions. The chronological
arrangement of the selections, for example, reveals the shift from romanticism to realism in American landscape writing, which occurred during the
middle decades of the nineteenth century. We also observe changing attitudes toward the environment and Native Americans, but Miller's editorial
remarks fail to note these transformations. Her book illustrates the concept
of the "moving frontier" and compels her readers to consider the impor-
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tance ofplace, time, and cultural expectations. Furthermore, although Miller
holds degrees in history, anthropology, and geology, her factual material
and her attempts to place these writers within a historical context are sometimes spongy and occasionally inaccurate. She misspells the names ofliterary giants Edward Abbey and Louise Erdrich, and her introduction to
California native Milicent Washburn Shinn spends two paragraphs discussing the Lincoln-Douglas Debates of 1858 simply because that was the year
Shinn was born. These debates, the slavery issue, and the Civil War had no
influence upon Shinn's childhood or adult work.
In her chronological approach, Miller should have included the dates
of publication alongside each selection instead of forcing the reader to
search the bibliography for exact dates. Miller's use of reprints issued long
after actual writing took place makes some publication dates impossible
to determine.
Anthologies, by their very nature, suffer from inconsistencies and omissions. They reflect, however, an extraordinary amount of time-consuming
thought and diligence. Unlike monographs, which are encased within certain
boundaries and parameters, anthologies often lack concentration; what they
lack in depth, they recover in breadth and entertainment quality. For the
remarkable selections alone, A Sweet Separate Intimacy should grace the bookshelves of every scholar and aficionado of the American frontier.
Laura McCall
Metropolitan State College of Denver

Women andWamors ofthe Plains: The Pioneer Photography ofJulia E. Tuell.
By Dan Aadland. (Missoula, Mont.: Mountain Press Publishing Company,
2000. xix + 182 pp. Colorplates, 152 halftones, notes, bibliographic essay. $18.00
paper, ISBN 0-87842-417-2.)
On 13 April 1901, Julia Toops, age sixteen, married government teacher
P. V. Tuell, age forty-one, at her family home in Louisville, Kentucky. The
couple immediately left for Vermilion Lake, Minnesota, where Julia birthed
her first daughter and her husband taught Chippewa children for two years.
The couple then moved to the Sisseton Sioux reservation in eastern South
Dakota, where Julia bore a second daughter. They then moved west to the
Northern Cheyenne community at Lame Deer, Montana, where she lost
a son in childbirth and bore a second son; then south to live for a short
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time with the Sac and Fox at Stroud, Oklahoma; and, finally to the Lakota
Rosebud reservation in south-central South Dakota, where she bore her
fourth child.
Julia Toops Tuell spent nearly thirty years living and working with Native
people: she taught in day schools and worked as a field nurse, missionary,
and matron of an Indian boarding school. She drove and repaired the family car and became an expert shot with a .22 Winchester. In 1906 she bought
an Eastman Kodak 8 x 10 glass-plate camera and learned to develop, print,
and hand tint photographs.
Women and Warriors of the Plains is not what I expected from the title.
The first chapter, titled simply "Julia," traces her life and illustrates it with
thirty-five briefly captioned photographs, but there is little sustained analysis ofJulia Tuell's life. Although the author worked with Julia's youngest son
Varble, the preserver of his mother's photographs, there is only one section
in Varble's words, a long and lively account of how his mother drove and
hand-cranked their 1917 Model T and repaired its many flats. A brief twoparagraph description of her photographic techniques offers little context for
her photography. There is no analysis of how her images changed over time.
We also do not know the extent of this photographic collection or how the
selections were made for the book. Students of cross-cultural photography
would benefit from a closer reading of these photographs and the entire body
of her work than that presented here. Historians could have learned much
from a careful analysis of the life of this woman and her teacher husband, a
couple who knew reservation life well during the critical years when the
government exercised so much control over Native education and ceremony.
The other chapters of the book, "The Women," "Daily Life," and "Warriors, The Other Life," are what the book's title suggests, an explanation of
the life of Native people on the Plains illustrated with photographs by Tuell.
Astute students of Plains history may be disappointed at the general if respectful account ofthe Cheyenne and Sioux, the principal peoples described
in the text. There are some wonderful photographs, such as a World War I
image of a ceremony welcoming Indian soldiers back from overseas, with a
"Damn the Kaiser" banner displayed prominently, and a 1928 photograph
depicting the girl's basketball team as an example of warrior competition.
There are some confusing passages, however, such as the conclusion to the
chapter on daily life: "Perhaps after all, the Romantics were more on target
than off in their assessment of Plains Indian life ... [but] maybe the
free-roaming existence of the Sioux and the Cheyenne was almost too good
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to be true, was doomed as the world's population of human beings expanded"
(p. 102). This book is aimed at a popular audience rather than at readers
interested in current scholarship on the history of women, photography, or
Native cultures. Despite these shortcomings, Women and Warriors of the
Plains contains a wide range of interesting information about each of these
subjects and is suitable for the general reader.
Joan M. Jensen
New Mexico State University

Culture in the Marketplace: Gender, Art, and Value in the American Southwest. By Molly H. Mullin. Objects/Histories: Critical Perspectives on Art,
Material Culture, and Representation Series. (Durham, N.C.: Duke Univer-

sity Press, 2001. 232 pp. Halftones, notes, bibliography, index. $64.95 cloth,
ISBN 0-8223-2610-8, $19.95 paper, ISBN 0-8223-2618-3.)
Based on what she calls "eclectic research methodology" (p. 7), Molly
H. Mullin provides readers with a unique, interesting, and engaging look at
the world of art patronage, cultural production, and taste-making in the
American Southwest-specifically in Santa Fe, New Mexico. At the center
of this story are two sisters, Amelia Elizabeth and Martha Root White, who
traveled to and put down roots in Santa Fe in the early 1920S. Establishing
themselves in a community of like-minded philanthropists who worked to
bolster standards and appreciation for "authentic" Indian arts and crafts, the
White sisters endeavored to assist southwestern indigenous peoples through
the promotion of their arts and crafts and in the process to create rewarding,
productive lives for themselves.
The Whites' story drives the main narrative of the book. Specifically, the
author considers how different philanthropic threads were woven together
by like-minded women (usually graduates, like the Whites, of Bryn Mawr
College). Underlying this narrative, the categories of gender, art, and value
provide structure and theory for three important subtheses ofthe book. First,
Mullin argues that "women moved into new spaces bf influence by using
the skills developed in the private sphere of the bourgeois household" and
department stores. Next, she illustrates that around the 1920S, a new generation of women began to think of culture in active terms, viewing it as an
endeavor to be achieved through action. A select group of educated Anglo
women attempted to preserve Indian "culture" by teaching uninformed
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buyers what constituted "authentic" Indian arts and crafts. Finally, this form
of culture making was valuable on two separate levels: art collection (and
dog breeding, another hobby of the White sisters) gave the sisters a place of
power and authority within their own class and, as Mullin persuasively argues,
gave legitimacy to Native American art as art and "not ethnology" (p. 91).
Although the first subthesis will not seem new to most historians, the manner in which Mullin links it to the other two should be of interest to women's
historians, art historians, and scholars who focus on material culture.
Scholars of the Southwest will find much in chapters 2 through 4 to
pique their interest. Efforts to preserve American Indian culture, although
biased and limited, were intertwined with the creation of Santa Fe as a
unique city where Anglo women of a certain status experienced increased
social, economic, and political mobility. Mullin, however, fails to provide
as much context as a historian might prefer and several questions arise. What,
for example, made Santa Fe so appealing to these women in the first place?
Those familiar with the literature on Santa Fe will know that tourist promoters like the Fred Harvey Company and the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa
Fe Railway played an important role in transforming Santa Fe into a popular destination that was a safe, "exotic" destination for single women. Readers might wonder how much the patron-philanthropists gained from this
environment even as they sought to distance themselves from it. In turn,
since Mullin uses gender as a category of analysis, one might ask what role
men played in patron-philanthropy or in the creation of a relatively less
patriarchal environment in Santa Fe?
Despite such questions, there is still much to appreciate in this book.
Chapter 5, on the present-day Indian Market, is one section that could be
read independently of the rest. Here, Mullin foregrounds the concerns of
Indian artists; she asks, and artisans answer, some of the most penetrating
questions of the book. Elsewhere in the book, Mullin's lengthy discussions
on the concept of culture often leave the reader asking what the Native
American artists, who were the objects of such keen scrutiny during the
1920S and beyond, actually thought of being judged by Whites, who ultimately determined the value and authenticity of Native work based on ancient examples housed in museums or in the Laboratory of Anthropology.
Contemporary silversmith Yazzie Johnson points out that, ultimately, it is
alright for Whites to "judge" in this realm, for "It's White people who buy
[the articles being judged]" (p. 151).
Mullin provides some of the most fascinating analysis in the book in the
epilogue where she links dog breeding with the collection of Indian art.
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Both dogs and art, Mullin contends, "fit uncomfortably into the category of
commodity." She later asserts, "For the Whites, the value of both art and
dogs was less in the individual creatures or objects than in the endeavors
surrounding them" (pp. 183-84). Mullin is correct in noting our discomfort
with linking such categories, but she provides a thought-provoking look at
the ways distinct categories and groups were linked when "culture" became
a phenomenon of the marketplace.
Erika Bsumek
University ofTexas, El Paso

With Badges and Bullets: Lawmen and Outlaws in the Old West. Edited by
Richard W. Etulain and Glenda Riley. Notable Westerners Series. (Golden,
Colo.: Fulcrum Publishing, 1999. xvi + 223 pp. Halftones, bibliographic essay,
index. $17.95 paper, ISBN 1-55591-433-0.)
Biographies of lawmen and outlaws traditionally contained little more
than names and body counts, and the tallies of the dead were little more
than estimates. With Badges and Bullets by Richard W. Etulain and Glenda
Riley, however, offers more analysis and contains far better writing and research than what we ordinarily see in the field.
The subjects are the usual rascals, with some exceptions. Billy the Kid,
Wild Bill Hickok, Wyatt Earp, Doc Holliday, Pat Garrett, and Jesse James
are easily recognized names for those familiar with Wild West literature.
Included are most of the top guns, plus the protagonists in the Lincoln
County War, the Gunfight at the OK Corral, and the West's most noted
bank and train robber. Lesser known is the outlaw JoaquIn Murietta, whose
activities took place primarily in frontier California. Tom Horn, Belle Starr,
and Pearl Hart round out the characters; these figures are significant but
walk along the edges of instant recognition. The authors follow political'
correctness by including men and women and offer a dab of spice and an
intriguing view of these traditional lawmen and outlaws.
All of the subjects were enticing and controversial during their lifetimes,
and several have been topics of numerous biographies, Many straddled both
sides of the law, and depending upon one's point of view could be considered both outlaw and lawman.
Most of the authors are also recognizable: Gary Roberts, Joe Rosa, and
Larry Ball tower among the better known, although all know their subject
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well and are familiar writers to those interested in the Wild West. Each
biographer has done excellent work, and their prose is exceptional. For further reading, each author has provided meritorious references documenting virtually every source imaginable.
While each of these figures-except possibly Pearl Hart-has been the
subject of full-length biographies, the sub;ect material featured in With
Badges and Bullets is condensed. Richard Etulain's introduction is one of
the best I have read, although some of his comments might occasionally
spark polite disagreement.
The subjects themselves have been controversial for over a century, which
is one reason why they remain popular. In most instances, all wore different
hats during their lifetimes. Their life circumstances, personalities, strengths,
and weaknesses have contributed to the idea we have come to accept as the
good "badman."
Even the cover art by Thorn Ross depicts the dilemma of defining true
natures. We see the McLaury brothers, the Clantons, and Billy Claiborne
walking exaggeratedly across Allen Street to meet the Earp Brothers and
Holliday at the OK Corral. Had all those "bad guys" actually been as determined, expectant, and heavily armed as illustrated, the OK Corral gunfight
probably would have ended differently.
One could argue and quibble over why other or additional lawmen/outlaws were not included in this book, but With Badges and Bullets offers a
fine selection. The book's points are exceptionally well made.
Leon Metz

El Paso, Texas

Apache Days and Tombstone Nights: John Clum's Autobiography, 1877-1887.
Edited by Neil B. Carmony. (Silver City, N.Mex.: High Lonesome Books,
1997. 185 pp. Halftones, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $12.95 paper, ISBN
0-9443 83-41-6 .)
Neil Carmony has recently edited several interesting diaries dating from
the early territorial years of southern Arizona. Carmony's claim that Apache
Days and Tombstone Nights is the autobiography of one-time Indian agent
and Tombstone mayor John Clum is a bit of a stretch. Slightly more than
half of the text is Carmony's own work, including his introduction, epilogue, and two of Clum's articles, reprinted from the January 1928 and January 1931 issues of the New Mexico Historical Review.
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The editor's intention is to provide readers with a partly autobiographical
account ofJohn Clum's adventurous life before and after his term as Indian
agent at the San Carlos Apache Reservation (1874-1877), For the years before 1877 and after 1886, Carmony draws upon the research collections and
writings of several biographers and writers, whom he credits in the acknowledgments but does not cite specifically.
John Clum's son Woodworth found a twenty-two-chapter manuscript on
his father's desk; fourteen of the chapters cover the period up through 1877.
.Woodworth used these chapters as the basis ofhis book, Apache Agent (1936).
The unpublished chapters, printed here for the first time, cover Clum's
efforts to establish a newspaper at Florence and Tucson, Arizona (chap. 1),
and life in Tombstone between 1880 and 1882 (chaps. 2-6). Chapter 3,
"Geronimo Breaks Loose," is a shortened version of his article, "Geronimo,"
published in the April 1928 issue of the New Mexico Historical Review. The
editor provides us with many helpful annotations, both as endnotes and as
bracketed explanations within the text. These addenda comment on events
or circumstances, identify individuals, point out errors, and supply or correct dates.
Nearly all of Clum's own writings cover the years he spent in Tucson,
Florence, and Tombstone between 1877 and 1882. He wrote little about the
time he lived in Washington, D.C., from mid-1882 through 1884, or his life
after he left Tombstone near the end of 1886 (Clum died in 1932). Some of
Clum's writing will be new and probably of greatest interest to the followers
of Tombstone's early days. Carmony's notes remind us to proceed with caution in light of Clum's tendency towards exaggeration: We do not know why
the editor c,hose to reprint two articles out of the twelve that Clum wrote for
the New Mexico Historical Review and four more that appeared in the Arizona Historical Review between 1929 and 1931.
The book is attractive, well-printed, and very readable, It provides a measure of background about John Clum and his views on early Tombstone,
and serves as a complement to both his own articles in the New Mexico
Historical Review and the Arizona Historical Review and the biography that
his son constructed and published as Apache Agent. Tombstone scholars
will especially welcome it.
John P. Wilson
Las Cruces, New Mexico
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Napoleon III and Mexican Silver. By Shirley J. Black. (Silverton, Colo.: Ferrell Publications, 2000. xii + 156 pp. Halftones, maps, bibliography, index.
$23-95 cloth, ISBN 0-9676777-0-x.)
Gold and silver mining and national monetary policies often have a significant impact on history. In Napoleon III and Mexican Silver, Shirley Black
proposes that such interconnections were responsible for the French incursion in Mexico during the 1860s. Discoveries of gold in California and Australia made silver relatively more valuable in international commerce. The
result was monetary instability in France throughout the 185os, which was
manifested in a shortage of silver coinage. Adding to France's problems was
the American Civil War, which cut off the supply of cotton from the South,
forcing French mills to buy cotton from India and to pay for it with silver.
Napoleon III thought he saw a solution to France's monetary difficulties in
the fabulously rich silver mines in the Mexican state of Durango. According to the author, Napoleon III invaded Mexico in 1862 and later installed
Maximilian as emperor in pursuit of this silver. Ironically, Maximilian prevented the French from annexing Durango, for he had sworn to preserve
the integrity of the Mexican nation. But Napoleon III got what he wanted:
French imports of Mexican silver in the 1860s were forty times greater than
they had been in the late 185os.
This interesting book was the author's dissertation, which she substantially revised before her death in 1996. She did an impressive amount of
research in primary and secondary sources, although at times her writing
about the big picture gets lost in the details.
The author quotes Napoleon III in an 1866 letter to Maximilian: "The
interest which we have in creating a great Empire in Mexico has never
been fully appreciated in France" (p. 1). However, Black's argument that
one must look to an economic interpretation for the French intervention
would seem to provide the answer.
Robert R White
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Booknotes

Ancient Burial Practices in the Southwest: Archaeology, Physical Anthropology, and Native American Perspectives. Edited by Douglas R. Mitchell and
Judy L. Brunson-Hadley, forward by Dorothy Lippert. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2004. xii + 264 pp. Line drawings, 8 maps,
graphs, tables, bibliography, index. $32.95 paper, ISBN 0-8263-3461-X.)
Aztecs, Moors, and Christians: Festivals ofReconquest in Mexico and Spain.
By Max Harris. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2000. x + 309 pp. Halftones, notes, bibliography, index. $55.00 cloth, ISBN 0-292-73131-0.)
Bailing Wire and Gamuza: The True Story ofa Family Ranch Near Ramah;
New Mexico, 19°5-1986. By Barbara Vogt Mallery, forward by John Nichols.
(Santa Fe: New Mexico Magazine, 2003. 135 pp. Colortone, halftones, maps.
$24.95 cloth, ISBN 0-937206-62-8.)
Banana Wars: Power, Production, and History in the Americas. Edited by
Steve Striffler and Mark Moberg. American Encounters/Global Interactions
Series. (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2003. x + 364 pp. Halftones,
maps, charts, graphs, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $22.95 paper, ISBN

0-8223-3196-9. )

Contentious Republicans: Popular Politics, Race, and Class in NineteenthCentury Colombia. By James E. Sanders. (Durham, N.G: Duke University
Press, 2004. xi + 258 pp. Maps, table, notes, bibliography, index. $22.95 paper, ISBN 0-8223-3224-8.)
El Mesquite. By Elena Zamora O'Shea, new introductions by Andres Tijerina
and Leticia M. Garza-Falcon. (1935; reprint, College Station: Texas A&M
University Press, 2000. lxvi + 80 pp. Halftones, notes, bibliography. $27.95
cloth, ISBN 0-89096-996-3, $15.95 paper, ISBN 1-58544-108-2.)
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Fluid Arguments: Five Centuries ofWestern Water Conflicts. Edited by Char
Miller. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2001. xxix + 354 pp. 20 maps,
charts, tables, notes, index. $45.00 cloth,

ISBN

0-8165-2061-5.)

The Human Tradition in Modem Brazil. Edited by Peter M. Bettie. The
Human Tradition Around the World Series, no. 7. (Wilmington, Del.: Scholarly Resources, 2004. xxii + 304 pp. Notes, bibliography. $21.95 paper,
0-8{20-5039-5, $65.00 cloth, ISBN 0-8{20-5038-8.)

ISBN

Lewis and Clark on the Great Plains. Written and illustrated by Paul A.
Johnsgard. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2003. xii + 143 pp. Halftones, maps, bibliography, index. $14-95 paper,

ISBN

0-8032-7618-4-)

The Lore of New Mexico. 2nd ed., abridged. By Marta Weigle and Peter
White. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2003. xi + 459 pp.
170 halftones, maps, notes, index. $34-95 paper, ISBN 0-8263-3157-2.)

Mestizo Nations: Culture, Race, and Conformity in Latin American Literature. By Juan E. De Castro. (Tucson: University ofArizona Press, 2002. xvi +
161 pp. Notes, bibliography, index. $37.50 cloth,

ISBN

0-8165-2192-1.)

Navajo and Photography: A Critical History of the Representation of an
American People. By James C. Faris. (1996; reprint, Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 2003. xv + 392 pp. 220 halftones, notes, appendix, bibliography, index. $19.95 paper,

ISBN

0-87480-761-1.)

The New Warriors: Native American Leaders since 1900. Edited by R. David
Edmunds. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2001. 346 pp. Halftones,
notes, bibliography, index. $35.00 cloth, ISBN 0-8°32-1820-6.)

On the Plaza: The Politics of Public Space and Culture. By Setha M. Low.
(Austin: University of Texas Press, 2000. xx + 274 pp. 51 halftones, 16 maps,
tables, bibliography, index. $40.00 cloth,
ISBN

ISBN

0-292-74713-6, $18.95 paper,

0-292-74714-4.)

Sharing the Desert: The Tohono 0'odham in History. By Winston P. Erickson.
(Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1994- xii + 182 pp. Halftones, 11 maps,
bibliography, index. $19.95 paper,

ISBN

0-8165-2352-5.)

News Notes

Grants, Fellowships, and Awards

The Historical Society of New Mexico has awarded the Gaspar Perez de
Villagra Award, honoring an outstanding publication, to E. Richard Hart
for his biography of Pedro Pino. Hart's book, Pedro Pino: Governor o{Zuni
Pueblo, 183°-1878, is published by Utah State University Press.
Archives, Exhibits, and Historic [Web) Sites

26 September 2004: The Museum ofInternational Folk Art will hold a panel
discussion with artists entitled "Issues in Hispanic and Latino Art." Speakers
include John Gallegos, Gustavo Victor Goler, Arthur L6pez, Diana Moya
Lujan, David Nabor Lucero, Arlene Cisneros Sena, and collector Sandy
Besser; the panel will be moderated by curator Tey Marianna Nunn. The
panel discussion accompanies the exhibit "Arte y Amistad: Selections from
The Diane and Sandy Besser Collection of Contemporary Hispanic Art,"
which runs through 30 January 2005. For more information, visit the website:
www.moifa.org/eventsedu/sep.html.

3 October 2004: The National Hispanic Cultural Center announces a lecture by Dr. Guillermo E. Hernandez, "New Mexico and the Conido Tradition." This lecture addresses the importance of New Mexican examples in
our understanding of the corrido tradition, its history, and its evolution over
the last two hundred years. The lecture will take place in the Art Museum
at 2:00 PM. For more information, visit the website: www.nhccnm.org.
Calendar of Events

3 July 2004-5 June 2005: The Museum ofIndian Arts and Culture presents
the exhibit "Beesh Ligaii in Balance: The Besser Collection of Navajo and
Pueblo Silverwork." This exhibit includes more than sixty silver boxes and
other containers created by Navajo silversmiths between 1920 and 1970. The
museum is located at 710 Camino Lejo, Santa Fe, New Mexico, and is open
Tuesday through Sunday from 10:00 AM to 5:00 PM.
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September-1 October 2004: The University of Montana announces its

twenty-eighth annual Public Land and Resources Law Conference, "Science, Democracy and Public Lands Conflict: Forest, Fish and Fire." The
conference, held in Missoula, Montana, will address public land and resource issues and case studies at the intersection of science and democracy.
For more information, contact Barbara Hall, Conference Editor at email:
barbar.hall@umontana.edu.

13-16 October 2004: The forty-fourth annual conference of the Western History Association, "Representing the West in Image and Record," will be held
at the Riviera Hotel in Las Vegas, Nevada. For more information, contact
the Western Historical Association, MSC06 3770, 1 University of New
Mexico, Albuquerque, NM, 87131-0001; (505) 277-5234 phone; e-mail:
wha@unm.edu; or visit the association's website: www.unm.edu/~whal.

15 October 2004: Deadline for paper proposals to the forty-eighth annual
Missouri Valley History Conference, held in Omaha, Nebraska, 3-5 March
2005. Proposals for individual or panel papers in all areas of history, including public history, are welcome. Send abstract and one-page vita to Tom
Buchanan, Missouri Valley History Conference, Department of History,
University of Nebraska at Omaha, Omaha, NE, 68182; email: mvhc@
unomaha.edu. For more information, visit the website: www.unomaha.edu/
Unolhistory/mvhchome .htm.

15 October 2004: Deadline for paper proposals to Southern Methodist
University's (SMU) symposium, "For Sale Along the Border: Histories of
Consumer Capitalism and Culture in the American Southwest and Mexican North," sponsored by the William P. Clements Center for Southwest
Studies. A workshop for participants will be held in Taos, New Mexico, in
early September 2005, which will be followed in April 2006 by a conference
open to the public at SMU in Dallas, Texas. For more information, contact
Andrea Boardman at the William P. Clements Center for Southwest Studies, (214) 768-4129 fax; email: swcenter@smu.edu; or visit the website:
www.smu.edu/swcenter.
22-24

October 2004: The Tenth Anniversary Women Writing the West Con-

ference will be held at La Posada Hotel in Albuquerque, New Mexico. For
more information, contact conference chair Alice Trego bye-mail:
atreader@aros.net.
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27-30 October 2004: The American Society for Ethnohistory announces its
2004 Annual Meeting, "Continuing Encounters: Across SpacefThrough
Time," to be held at the Holiday Inn, Chicago Mart Plaza. The Newberry
Library's D'Arcy McNickle Center for American Indian History will host
the conference. For more information, write to Brian Hosmer, D'Arcy
McNickle Center for American Indian History, The Newberry Library, 60
West Walton Street, Chicago, IL, 60610; email: mcnickle@newberry.org; or
visit the website: http://ethnohistory.org.
8-10 November 2004: The Bureau of Land Management announces the
second "Fort Craig Conference." Papers are now being accepted on any
aspect of Fort Craig history, Buffalo Soldiers, Indian Wars, or New Mexico
Volunteers across the disciplines of archaeology, anthropology, history, and
other social sciences. The submission deadline is 20 August 2004. For more
information, contact Pam Smith, BLM Las Cruces Field Office, 1800 Marquess St., Las Cruces, NM, 88004; (505) 525-4398 phone; email: pam_
smith@nm.blm.gov.
15 November 2004= Deadline for paper proposals to the 2005 Historical Society of New Mexico Conference. Proposals are now being accepted for papers, sessions, and programs on any aspect of New Mexico history, the
Borderlands, or the greater Southwest. Papers in archaeology, anthropology, education, politics, science, biography, bibliography, historiography,
and other social sciences that are within this scope are welcome. The conference will be held in Clayton, New Mexico, 21-23 April 2005. For more
information, visit the website: www.hsnm.org.

6-10 April 2005: The Society for Applied Anthropology announces the conference "Heritage, Environment, and Tourism" to be held at La Fonda Hotel
in Santa Fe, New Mexico. The society invites submissions from a wide variety of fields, including anthropology, archaeology, geography, sociology,
folklore studies, public history, tourism studies, and environmental science.
For additional information, contact Erve Chambers, Department of Anthropology, University of Maryland, College Park, MD, 20742; e-mail:
echambers@anth.umd.edu.

May 2005: Fort Stanton, Inc., a non-profit organization, is sponsoring a major
sesquicentennial event, the "Fort Stanton Stories: Celebrating 150 Years
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History and Humanities Conference." Proposal deadline is 3l December
2004. For more information, contact Dr. Cynthia E. Orozco, P.O. Box 7908,
Ruidoso, NM, 88355; (505) 258-2212 phone; e-mail: cynthia.orozco@
enmu.edu.

15-17 July 2005: To mark the sixtieth anniversary of the detonation of the
first atomic bomb at Trinity Site in New Mexico, the Center for the Study of
War and Society and the University of Tennessee Press will host a conference to assess the impact of the development of nuclear weapons on American society and culture. For more information, e-mail: gpiehler@utk.edu;
or visit the website: web.utk.edu/~csws.

